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Disclaimer
Reasonable skill, care, and diligence have been exercised to assess the information acquired 
during the preparation of this analysis, but no guarantees or warranties are made regarding 
the accuracy or completeness of this information. This document, the information it contains, 
the information and basis on which it relies, and the associated factors are subject to changes 
that are beyond the control of the author. The information provided by others is believed to be 
accurate but has not been verified.

This analysis includes strategic-level estimates of greenhouse gas emissions reductions that 
should not be relied upon for design or other purposes without verification. The authors do not 
accept responsibility for the use of this analysis for any purpose other than that stated above 
and do not accept responsibility for any third-party use, in whole or in part, of the contents 
of this document. This analysis applies to the geographic area of Charleston county and its 
residents and cannot be applied to other jurisdictions without analysis. Any use by Charleston 
County, its sub-consultants, or any third party, or any reliance on or decisions based on this 
document, are the responsibility of the user or third party.
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Definitions and Acronyms
Acronym Definition

BAP Business-as-Planned

BAU Business-as-Usual

BCDCOG Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester Council of Governments

BPS Building Performance Standard

CAP Climate Action Plan

CO2e Carbon dioxide equivalent

DE District energy

DOT Department of Transportation

ESCO Energy service company

EUI Energy use intensity

EV Electric vehicle

FHWA Federal Highway Administration

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GHG Greenhouse gas 

GPC Global Protocol for Community-Scale GHG Emissions Inventories

GWP Global Warming Potential 

HVAC Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning [equipment]

ICE Internal combustion engine

IEA International Energy Agency

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IRA Inflation Reduction Act

LC Low-Carbon

LIDC Low-income, disadvantaged communities

MACC Marginal abatement cost curve

MMBtu Million British thermal unit [measurement]
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Acronym Definition

MtCO2e Metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent

NPV Net present value

PACE Property assessed clean energy [financing mechanism]

PHEV Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles

PV Photovoltaics

SCC Social cost of carbon

TEDI Thermal energy demand intensity

UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

US DOE United States Department of Energy

US EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency

VMT Vehicle miles traveled

ZEV Zero-emissions vehicle
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 Key Energy  
and Emissions Units
GHG emissions

1 kMtCO2e = 1,000 MtCO2e

1 MMtCO2e = 1,000,000 MtCO2e

Energy

1 MMBTU = 1.055 GJ

1 MJ = 0.0001 GJ

1 TJ = 1,000 GJ

1 PJ = 1,000,000 GJ

1 GJ = 278 kWh

1 MMBTU = 293 kWh

1 MWh = 1,000 kWh

1 GWh =1,000,000 kWh
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 In the Numbers,  
for Charleston County

• Population, 2020: 413,000

• Population, 2050: 524,000

• New dwellings, 2021–2050: 83,700 units

• New non-residential floor space, 2021–2050: 22.5 million ft2

• Per capita GHG emissions in 2020: 15.5 MtCO2e/person

• Per capita GHG emissions in 2050, if the Low-Carbon Scenario is implemented: 0.7 MtCO2e/person

• Total energy consumption in 2020: 83.8 millions MMBTU

• Total energy consumption in 2050, under the Business-as-Planned Scenario: 74.5 millions MMBTU

• Total energy consumption in 2050, under the Low-Carbon Scenario: 33.6 millions MMBTU

• Total expenditures on energy, 2024: $1.7 billion

• Savings on energy expenditures under the Low-Carbon Scenario: $1.1 billion in savings annually by 2050

• Average energy expenditures per household in 2020 (including transportation): $5,100

• Average energy savings per household per year in 2050: $1,640

• Total investment required for the Low-Carbon Scenario, 2023–2050: $14.2 billion

• Approximate annual share of Charleston County’s GDP: 1.5%1

• Person-years of employment2 generated as a result of the low-carbon investments, 2023–2050: 87,900

• Total GHG emissions, 2020: 6,410 kMt CO2e

• Total GHG emissions in the absence of action, 2050: 5,980 kMt CO2e

• Total GHG emissions if the County implements the Low-Carbon Scenario, 2050: 380 kMt CO2e

1Based on a GDP of $34.5 billion, in 2021. Charleston County Economic Development. Retrieved from:  
https://www.charlestoncountydevelopment.org/data-center/economic-data/
2 A person-year of employment represents the number of hours of one person working full-time for one year.  
This could be from a single person working for a year or, for example, three people working full-time for four months. 
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Executive Summary
The Charleston County Climate Action Plan (CAP) seeks to accelerate the transition to a clean 
energy economy, while simultaneously achieving multiple health, equity, economic, and 
resilience benefits. The energy system is in the midst of a transformation, with the increasing 
introduction of decentralized electricity production and energy storage, the electrification of 
transportation, and the advancement of policies and investments by governments to mitigate 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and advance clean energy. 

The transition to a cleaner energy economy requires using energy more efficiently, moving from 
fossil fuels to electricity wherever possible, and generating electricity with low- or zero-carbon 
emissions. The effort requires extensively retrofitting the existing building stock, significantly 
increasing the energy performance of new buildings, constructing new sources of zero- and 
low-carbon energy, and electrifying vehicles and heating systems. The result of this combination 
of efforts is a reduction of GHG emissions with a marginal net cost to society as a whole, and 
these investments represent significant opportunities for the public and private sector, with 
many projects both generating financial returns and improving quality of life. 

 E.1  The Process

The development of Charleston County’s CAP involved a dance between an engagement 
process and a technical analysis. 

The technical analysis aimed to provide an investment roadmap using a detailed energy 
and emissions model. The analysis began by considering the drivers that determine energy 
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions to answer the question, “Where are we now?” 
Analysis of future trajectories included a Business-as-Planned (BAP) Scenario, which evaluated 
what might happen if no additional policies or actions are put in place. A Low Carbon (LC) 
Scenario explored the implications of achieving deep GHG reductions.

The engagement process provided insights and guidance on which strategies make sense  
for Charleston County and which mechanisms can be used to implement the  
Low-Carbon Scenario. 
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E.2  The Pathway

Embarking on this pathway will dramatically change how energy is used in Charleston County, 
as summarized in the following figure.

Reduce Improve Switch

Reducing or avoiding energy 
consumption in the first place

Improving the efficiency of the 
energy system (supply and 
consumption)

Fuel switch to zero-carbon sources

Energy use per capita Energy used versus lost Energy source

Figure 1. The transformation of Charleston County’s energy system in three charts.

Charleston county’s population is projected to grow by one quarter between 2023 and 2050. 
Despite this growth, the modeling results indicate that the Low-Carbon Scenario is technically 
and economically possible but also challenging. In this scenario, GHG emissions decline from 
6,410 kMtCO2e in 2020 to 380 kMtCO2e in 2050, a decrease of 94% over that period. 

The Low-Carbon Scenario focuses on investments in technologies available today. While future 
technological developments may enable additional GHG reductions and efficiency gains, their 
future costs and benefits are uncertain. 
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Figure 2. The Low-Carbon Scenario trajectory.

These investments in the Low-Carbon Scenario represent major opportunities for new and 
existing businesses, including companies providing heat pumps, building retrofits, renewable 
energy technologies, energy storage, electric vehicles (EVs), energy controls, etc.— a $14 
billion opportunity over 30 years, or approximately $500 million per year, equivalent to 
approximately 1.5% of Charleston County’s annual GDP. Some of these investments will 
occur as a result of natural turnover of stocks—they have their own momentum and require no 
additional action (for example, each EV purchased represents a $5,000 incremental investment 
or each home that is weatherized by someone making an upgrade contributes approximately 
$60,000 to this total investment). 

Figure 3 illustrates the total investments as a share of the investments in the Low-Carbon 
Scenario. The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) will help stimulate and reinforce many aspects of 
Charleston County’s CAP by providing opportunities for the County to raise funds and by 
providing grants and incentives to individuals and businesses to support low-carbon 
investments. The analysis in this paper indicates that the IRA could inject approximately $150 
million per year over the next 10 years. Securing these grants and investments will require 
active participation of residents and coordination by the County and other partners.
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Figure 3. Potential contribution of the IRA to the investments in the Low-Carbon Scenario.

The active engagement of the County and other partners will be required to ensure that the 
actions and measures in the CAP advance equity objectives, including ensuring that low-
income and disadvantaged community members can help shape implementation of the CAP. 

The investments in the Low-Carbon Scenario will generate new jobs in the retrofits, renewable 
energy, and associated sectors. Total person-years of employment is estimated to be 88,000 
by 2050, or approximately 3,300 per year.
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E.3  Targets

Specific targets have been identified to track the Low-Carbon Scenario’s implementation for 
the years 2035 and 2050. This information enables the County to monitor progress against the 
pathway described in the scenario. 

The pathway to Charleston County’s 2035 target aligns with the global GHG reduction 
required to prevent climate change.3 However, the 2035 target does not quite align with a 
fair-share target, which distributes the global GHG emissions reductions according to the 
economic capabilities of the jurisdiction.4 As a result, the County can continue to identify new 
technologies or opportunities to reduce GHG emissions beyond what is identified in the CAP.

Table 1. GHG targets.

Baseline 
2020 2035 2050

Cumulative 
(2024–2050)

Business-as-Planned Scenario

Total (MtCO2e) 6,410,000 5,202,000 5,457,000 146,401,000

% change over 2020 -19% -15%

Low-Carbon Scenario

Total (MtCO2e) 6,410,000 2,415,000 379,000 62,899,000

% change over 2020 -62% -94%

Per capita  
(MtCO2e/capita) 15.5 5.2 0.7

% change over 2020 -67% -95%

 

3 The IPCC identifies global reductions of 40–45% by 2030, Charleston County’s low-carbon pathway achieves reductions of 
-46% by 2030. 

4 The science-based targets’ guidance recommends -70% over 2015 levels by 2030 for municipalities such as Charleston County. 
See: Science Based Targets Network (2022). Science-based Climate Targets—A Guide for Cities. Retrieved from: https://
sciencebasedtargetsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/SBTs-for-cities-guide-nov-2020.pdf 
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E.4  Findings

The CAP envisions a transition to a low-carbon or decarbonized economy. The analysis 
indicates that this transition is technically and economically possible using existing 
technologies. 

1. The transition focuses on reducing energy consumption first through high-
performance buildings and land-use planning, then by improving the energy 
system by retrofitting existing buildings, and finally, by switching to renewable 
energy (primarily electricity) and, to a lesser degree, renewable natural gas and 
hydrogen. This pathway maximizes efficiency gains and therefore, minimizes the 
capital and operating costs of the energy transition. 

2. The CAP is an economic development strategy, requiring major investments. The 
investments in the energy system will generate employment in building design, 
retrofits/weatherization, renewable energy, electric vehicle maintenance, and other 
sectors. Using sector-specific employment generation rates, the plan will result in 
a total of 88,000 person-years of employment over the period, or an average of 
3,300 person-years of employment per year.  

3. The capital investments will be made by multiple actors—the County, households, 
businesses, and other levels of government. The incremental capital costs of the 
Low-Carbon Scenario are approximately 1.5% of the GDP of Charleston County. 
These capital investments result in energy savings and new revenues from 
renewable energy. 

4. Energy is a major expenditure in Charleston County, totaling nearly $2 billion per 
year. Efficiency gains due to the adoption of electric vehicles, heat pumps, building 
weatherization, and other measures will reduce these costs significantly, with the 
most benefit for low-income households. Household energy costs fall from over 
$5,000 per household to less than $2,000 per household by 2050 in the  
Low-Carbon Scenario. 

5. Equity and resilience are threads that run throughout the engagement process, the 
technical analysis, and the implementation strategies, with many implementation 
strategies specifically focused on equity objectives. 

6. The engagement process and the technical analysis identified 53 actions bundled 
into five Big Moves. These actions have varying return on investments and risk 
profiles. Some investments will be more suited to the municipality, whereas others 
will be more appropriate for private businesses. Which action is best associated 
with which entity has yet to be determined, but there are many promising 
investment opportunities. 

7. Reduction in energy use and GHG emissions that occur as a result of land-use 
planning are essentially free in that they require no investment and deliver a 
range of other co-benefits. Therefore, the County should continue to advance 
densification strategies to enable GHG emissions reduction. 
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8. County interventions will be foundational in unlocking key strategies to advance 
the Low-Carbon Scenario. Potential interventions include creating policies to 
support intensification, enhancing building performance, supporting access to 
building weatherization/retrofits and IRA tax credits, encouraging renewable 
energy use, and providing education and support. Charleston County will need to 
hire additional staff in order to seize this opportunity. 

 E.5  Implementation

An implementation program has been developed, with recommended policies, initiatives, 
and programs, that will put the County on track to achieve the emissions reduction pathway 
modeled in this analysis. The program focuses on the following Big Moves: 

1. Affordable and resilient buildings

2. Sustainable and inclusive transportation

3. Clean energy for all

4. Innovative industrial and agricultural sectors

5. Circular economy

 E.6  Conclusion

The climate action response has shifted from a historical emphasis on sacrifice to a new 
paradigm of opportunity. Climate action now represents new business, new jobs, innovation, 
and an enhanced quality of life, and these themes are all evident in Charleston County’s CAP. 

This plan describes a pathway to decarbonize the county that aligns with the latest science. A 
process that will generate new jobs, stimulate innovation, increase resilience, provide energy 
security, reduce household energy costs, advance equity, and improve quality of life. As a 
community plan, the pathway includes actions and investments by households, businesses, 
and the County. The County is responsible for providing policies, education, and incentives 
that stimulate these investments; ensuring the investments advance equity and improve the 
quality of life for County residents; coordinating partners; and tracking progress. 

Charleston County’s CAP enables the community to address climate change, engage in the 
energy transition on its own terms, and future-proof the county against technological and 
climatic megatrends.
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Notes and Limitations

The analysis described in this report uses an integrated, multi-fuel, multi-sector, spatially 
disaggregated energy systems, emissions and finance model designed specifically for climate 
planning. The model uses bottom-up accounting for energy supply and demand, including 
renewable resources, conventional fuels, energy-consuming technology stocks (vehicles, 
appliances, dwellings, buildings, and industry) and all intermediate energy flows. The model 
incorporates spatial resolution, enabling, for example, the testing of strategies for a specific 
area of geography, for a specific vintage of buildings, for a specific type of dwelling, for specific 
types of equipment within buildings, or for a specific technology for transportation or energy 
provision.The model traces the flows and transformations of energy from sources through 
energy carriers (e.g., gasoline and electricity) to end uses (e.g., personal vehicle use, space 
heating) to energy costs and GHG emissions. An energy balance is achieved by accounting 
for efficiencies, conservation rates, and trade and losses at each stage in the journey from 
source to end use. The model can be used to analyze energy and emissions associated with 
customized policies over time and includes modeled financial information, which can inform 
financial decision-making related to energy and emissions actions. 

In this project, the model was used to:

• Evaluate pathways to decarbonize the county over a 30-year time horizon;

• Explore diverse scenarios that represent a range of possible futures, including system 
transformations in energy, using and emissions generating sectors;

• Evaluate the feasibility of specific actions (physical transformations) to deliver GHG 
emissions reductions; 

• Represent the spatial evolution of the county as a system that uses energy and 
generates emissions; and

• Assess the societal costs and benefits of the pathways and actions. 

The analysis undertaken in this study does not: 

• Evaluate the physical impacts of climate change and the adaptive measures that will 
be required, although opportunities for implementing GHG mitigation actions that 
also increase resilience are noted;

• Specify specific policies or incentives required to implement the actions. In many 
cases, policies can be inferred from the actions; 

• Assess individual actions from the perspective of a specific stakeholder, such as 
an investor or household, which would involve applying varying discount rates, 
according to a mapping of which entity makes which investment; and

• Evaluate the implications of decarbonization pathways on hourly demand (all 
electricity consumption is reported on an annual basis). This is an important 
consideration for electricity system planning but involves a more complex analysis.
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 1  Setting the Scene
  1.1  A Global Energy Transition 
The global energy system is transitioning due to rapid technological change and the evolution 
of sub-national, national, and international policies. Indicators of this change include the 
growth of clean electricity5 and the adoption of electric vehicles6 and heat pumps.7 Combined 
with emerging technologies, these trends are stimulating new opportunities.

The Transformation of the Energy System8

“The energy world is in the early phase of a new industrial age—the age of clean 
energy technology manufacturing. Industries that were in their infancy in the 
early 2000s, such as solar photovoltaic and wind, and the 2010s, such as EVs and 
batteries, have mushroomed into vast manufacturing operations today. The scale and 
significance of these and other key clean energy industries are set for further rapid 
growth. Countries around the world are stepping up efforts to expand clean energy 
technology manufacturing with the overlapping aims of advancing net zero transitions, 
strengthening energy security and competing in the new global energy economy. The 
current global energy crisis is a pivotal moment for clean energy transitions worldwide, 
driving a wave of investment that is set to flow into a range of industries over the coming 
years. In this context, developing secure, resilient and sustainable supply chains for 
clean energy is vital.”

IEA (2023). Energy Technology Perspectives 2023, P. 4

 

5 IRENA (2023). Record Growth in Renewables Achieved Despite Energy Crisis. Retrieved from: https://www.irena.org/News/
pressreleases/2023/Mar/Record-9-point-6-Percentage-Growth-in-Renewables-Achieved-Despite-Energy-Crisis
6 Bloomberg (2022). US Crosses the Electric-Car Tipping Point for Mass Adoption. Retrieved from: https://www.bloomberg.com/
news/articles/2022-07-09/us-electric-car-sales-reach-key-milestone?leadSource=uverify%20wall
7 IEA (2023). Global heat pump sales continue double-digit growth. Retrieved from: https://www.iea.org/commentaries/
global-heat-pump-sales-continue-double-digit-growth
8 IEA (2023). Energy Technology Perspectives 2023, P. 4   
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1.2  The Climate is Changing 

Scientists around the world agree that human activity is changing the climate, primarily through 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.9 GHGs act as a heat-trapping blanket around Earth. Too 
little GHGs makes Earth too cold, too much and Earth becomes too warm. Average global 
temperatures, along with associated indicators, are accelerating.10 

In 2015, the international community came together and signed the Paris Agreement, a 
landmark international climate treaty to “pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 
1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.” The 1.5° Celsius or 2.7° Fahrenheit marker was chosen as 
a “defense line”—going beyond this limit dramatically increases the risk of extreme weather 
events, more frequent wildfires with higher intensity, sea level rise, and changes in flood and 
drought patterns that would have adverse, irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems.

January 2024 marked the first time global temperatures averaged 1.5° Celsius or 2.7° 
Fahrenheit above pre-industrial levels for a 12-month period.11 This is an alarm bell, amplified by 
the climate disruptions experienced worldwide, ranging from the raging wildfires in Canada 
and California, floods in Germany and China, and rain instead of snow in Greenland. The 
climate is not just a day or even a single year, but it is clear that the world is dangerously close to 
that “defense line.” 

In South Carolina, the average annual temperature has increased by approximately 1° 
Fahrenheit  since 1895.12 While South Carolina’s historical precipitation is variable, the state 
is experiencing less rain in summer and more rainy days in the fall. South Carolina’s location 
makes it vulnerable to tropical storms and hurricanes, and while there is uncertainty about the 
number of future storms, future storms are expected to have greater wind and precipitation 
intensities as global temperatures continue to increase. 

Charleston County, located in the low-lying coastal region of the state, has an added risk where 
the county is also highly susceptible to sea-level rise. Charleston County residents are already 
experiencing more floods now compared to even 10 years ago—between 2019 and 2023, the 
county had an average of 13 flood-days annually, compared to an average of three flood-days 
between 2009 and 2003. 

Figure 4 shows the projected changes to average temperatures, precipitation, heating degree 
days13 (HDD), and cooling degree days (CDD) anticipated for Charleston County up to 2010. 
Weather patterns are a good predictor for future energy demand—hotter days will require 
more space cooling, which, in turn, will require more energy use.

9 Herring, David, 2020. Isn’t there a lot of disagreement among climate scientists about global warming? US National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Retrieved from https://www.climate.gov/news-features/climate-qa/
isnt-there-lot-disagreement-among-climate-scientists-about-global-warming

10 See: NOAA (2023). Global Climate Dashboard. Retrieved from: https://www.climate.gov/
11 Abnett, Kate, 2024. Climate change drives world to first 12-month spell over 1.5°C. Reuters. February 8, 2024. Retrieved from 
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/january-was-worlds-warmest-record-eu-scientists-say-2024-02-08/ 
12 South Carolina Office of Resilience (2023). Strategic Statewide Resilience and Risk Reduction Plan. Retrieved from: https://scor.
sc.gov/resilience

13 US EIA uses degree days as a measure of how cold or warm a location is. A degree day compares the mean outdoor 
temperature for a location to a standard temperature, in this case 65°F. A higher number of degree days results in higher energy 
use for space heating or cooling.
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Figure 4. Climate change impacts to 2100 under a high-global-emissions scenario.14

14 The Climate Explorer (2022). NOAA. Retrieved from https://crt-climate-explorer.nemac.org/climate_graphs/?area-id=45019&
zoom=7&lat=32.7833163&lon=-79.9319664&id=tmax&city=Charleston%2C+SC&County=Charleston%2BCounty&fips=45019
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The Impacts of Climate Change

Climate change is impacting everyone, with varying levels of severity, disrupting people’s 
lives and local economies. The following excerpts from the Fifth National Climate Assessment 
describe the impacts and risks:15 

One of the most direct ways that people experience climate change is through changes in 
extreme events. Harmful impacts from more frequent and severe extremes are increasing 
across the country—including increases in heat-related illnesses and death, costlier storm 
damages, longer droughts that reduce agricultural productivity and strain water systems, and 
larger, more severe wildfires that threaten homes and degrade air quality.

Each additional increment of warming is expected to lead to more damage and greater 
economic losses compared to previous increments of warming, while the risk of catastrophic 
or unforeseen consequences also increases.

In the 1980s, the country experienced, on average, one (inflation-adjusted) billion-dollar 
disaster every four months. Now, there is one every three weeks, on average. Between 
2018 and 2022, the US experienced 89 billion-dollar events. Extreme events cost the US 
close to $150 billion each year—a conservative estimate that does not account for loss of life, 
healthcare-related costs, or damages to ecosystem services.

The impacts and risks of climate change unfold across interacting sectors and regions. For 
example, wildfires in one region can affect air quality and human health in other regions, 
depending on where winds transport smoke. Further, climate change impacts interact 
with other stressors, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, environmental degradation, or 
socioeconomic stressors like poverty and lack of adequate housing that disproportionately 
impact overburdened communities. These interactions and interdependencies can lead 
to cascading impacts and sudden failures. For example, climate-related shocks to the food 
supply chain have led to local to global impacts on food security and human migration 
patterns that affect US economic and national security interests. 

The risk of two or more extreme events occurring simultaneously or in quick succession in the 
same region—known as compound events—is increasing. Climate change is also increasing 
the risk of multiple extremes occurring simultaneously in different locations that are connected 
by complex human and natural systems. For instance, simultaneous megafires across multiple 
western states and record back-to-back Atlantic hurricanes in 2020 caused unprecedented 
demand on federal emergency response resources.

Some communities are at higher risk of negative impacts from climate change due to social 
and economic inequities caused by ongoing systemic discrimination, exclusion, and under- 
or disinvestment. Many such communities are also already overburdened by the cumulative 
effects of adverse environmental, health, economic, or social conditions. Climate change 
worsens these long-standing inequities, contributing to persistent disparities in the resources 
needed to prepare for, respond to, and recover from climate impacts.

15 USGCRP, 2023: Fifth National Climate Assessment. Crimmins, A.R., C.W. Avery, D.R. Easterling, K.E. Kunkel, B.C. Stewart, and T.K. 
Maycock, Eds. U.S. Global Change Research Program, Washington, DC, USA. https://doi.org/10.7930/NCA5.2023     
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1.3  2035 and 2050 Targets

The pathway to a 2050 emissions target can vary (Figure 5). Different pathways result in much 
more (trajectory on the right) or much fewer (trajectory on the left) GHG emissions being 
released overall between now and 2050. The cumulative GHG emissions released over the 
next 30 years is just as significant for staying within the 1.5° Celsius warming threshold as 
reaching net zero by 2050. In the quest to limit GHG emissions to 1.5° Celsius warming, every 
ton counts. Delaying action results in more emissions released, but it also requires a more 
rapid, costly, and disruptive transition, forfeiting much of the energy savings that can be 
achieved through low-carbon actions. 

Figure 5. GHG emissions reductions with the same target vary according to the timing of actions 
and the result trajectory.

Fewest
emissions

Most
emissions
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In order to ensure a more gradual pathway, the technical committee aimed to align itself with 
general science-based targets, specifically:

• A 60% reduction in GHG emissions from 2020 levels by 2035; and

• Net-zero emissions by 2050. 

Figure 6. Percentage of reduction in GHG emissions from 2020 levels by 2030, 2035 and 2050.

The pathway to Charleston County’s 2035 target (-60% by 2035), as defined by the Low-
Carbon Scenario, includes a milestone that aligns with the global average reductions identified 
by the IPCC (-40% to 45% by 2030).  The pathway is short, however, of the level of reductions 
recommended as per a fair-share target (-70% by 2030). A fair-share target distributes the GHG 
emissions reductions that scientists have identified according to the economic capacities of 
the jurisdiction.16 As a result, Charleston County should continue to identify opportunities to 
reduce GHG emissions more rapidly than the Low-Carbon Scenario in this report.

16 The science-based targets guidance recommends -70% over 2015 levels by 2030 for municipalities such as Charleston 
County. See: Science Based Targets Network (2022). Science-based Climate Targets- A Guide for Cities. Retrieved from: https://
sciencebasedtargetsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/SBTs-for-cities-guide-nov-2020.pdf 
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Achieving Charleston County’s 2035 and 2050 targets requires unprecedented coordination 
and investments. As this report demonstrates, these investments are simultaneously an 
economic opportunity and an opportunity to advance equity and public health objectives. For 
example, many actions can also increase the resilience of the community to climate change 
impacts (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Mitigation and adaptation actions. Some actions both reduce GHG emissions 
(mitigation) and adapt to the impacts of climate change.
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1.4  Federal Context

The United States recently rejoined the Paris Agreement and developed a new Nationally 
Determined Contributions (NDC)17 in line with Article 4 of the Paris Agreement. The NDC 
includes a new target to achieve a 50–52% reduction in greenhouse emissions from 2005 
levels by 2030, a 60% reduction by 2035, and net-zero emissions by 2050. The current federal 
administration has set some key measures to reach their target, including:

• Working towards 100% carbon-free electricity by 2035;.

• Supporting energy efficiency upgrades and electrification in buildings;.

• Ensuring 50% of personal and light-duty vehicles sales are electric by 2035;.

• Researching, developing, demonstrating, commercializing, and deploying  very low-
carbon and zero-carbon industrial processes and products; and

• Supporting scaling of climate-smart agricultural practices, including reforestation, 
rotational grazing, and nutrient management practices.

If implemented successfully at the federal level, these measures would ease the burden on 
municipalities to act. However, from past experience, it is unrealistic to expect all targets to 
be achieved at the national level and changes in administration can derail climate action, so 
it is critical that municipalities continue to pursue action at the local level and collaborate with 
higher orders of government and other local governments.

With these goals to reach, this has become a unique moment for federal funding for climate, 
with unprecedented investments from the Bipartisan Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act 
(IIJA) and the IRA. Details of these investments and the scope of opportunity for Charleston 
County is analyzed in this report.

17 The NDCs are non-binding national plans that communicate a nation’s intended climate target and the climate policies and 
actions the government intends to implement to reach their stated target.
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Figure 8. Federal investments in climate action under the Inflation Reduction Act.18 

18 C40 (2023). A roadmap for maximizing Inflation Reduction Act opportunities and community benefits. Retrieved from: https://
www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/article/A-roadmap-for-maximizing-Inflation-Reduction-Act-opportunities-and-community-
benefits?language=en_US
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1.5  State Context

The South Carolina Energy Office (SC Energy Office) is responsible for advancing South 
Carolina’s State Energy Plan19 by providing education, outreach, and technical assistance and 
funding and financial assistance and by collecting and reporting on statewide energy data. The 
SC Energy Office offers two revolving loan programs—the ConserFund and Conserfund Plus—
that supported over 50 energy-saving projects, and it manages South Carolina’s Weatherization 
Assistance Program, which has weatherized over 2,300 homes since 2015, with funding from 
the federal and state governments totaling $25.3 million.20 The SC Energy Office hosts online 
information portals on solar energy and energy efficiency in South Carolina.  

  1.6  Local Context
Charleston County, spanning 1,358 square miles along the South Carolina coast, has a diverse 
landscape from sandy beaches to inland marshes. Its subtropical climate offers mild winters and 
warm summers, attracting visitors year-round. Vulnerable to tropical storms and hurricanes, the 
county faces risks of flooding, storm surges, wind damage, coastal erosion, and earthquakes. 
Its historic charm, vibrant communities, and economic vitality make it a premier destination 
for tourism and commerce. Charleston County's blend of natural beauty and cultural heritage 
shapes its identity as a resilient and cherished region along the southeastern coast of the United 
States.

The Charleston economy is anchored by four traditional engines: maritime-related business, 
the medical sector, military, and tourism, and now, a booming manufacturing industry. Port of 
Charleston is one of the busiest and most significant seaports on the East Coast, and the Medical 
University of South Carolina is a leading research and teaching hospital, managing more than 
$300 million in research funds in 2023. 

A county with a rapidly growing population and prosperity, Charleston County aims to build a 
climate-resilient society that embraces sustainable development practices, promotes renewable 
energy, prioritizes environmental justice21 for all residents, and preserves the beauty of its 
coastal environment for generations to come. In March 2021, the County Council adopted a 
Climate Action Resolution that "encourages the development and implementation of an equity-
centered, community-based, integrated climate action plan; and commits to work closely with 
municipal governments within Charleston County on their plans to address climate mitigation.”22 
Charleston County is now developing a CAP to translate the vision of the Climate Action 
Resolution into an actionable plan. This CAP will be the County’s first comprehensive climate 
action strategy and will provide the pathway towards achieving net-zero emissions by 2050.

19 SC Energy Office. South Carolina State Energy Plan. Retrieved from https://energy.sc.gov/focus-area/state-energy-plan
20 US DOE (2023). State and Community Energy Programs Project Map - South Carolina. Retrieved from https://www.energy.gov/
scep/articles/state-and-community-energy-programs-project-map-south-carolina
21 Environmental justice is the idea that people of all cultures, races, ethnicities, and socioeconomic backgrounds deserve fair 
protection from environmental and health hazards, as well as equal access to the decision-making processes behind environmental 
policies and development.

22Charleston County (2021). Climate Action Resolution. Retrieved from https://www.charlestonCounty.org/ccrs/files/Climate-
Action-Resolution.pdf  
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Charleston County has 16 municipalities located within its geographic boundaries. One of its 
local municipalities,23 the City of Charleston, unanimously approved its Climate Action Plan in 
May 2021,24 with a goal to reduce emissions 56% below 2018 levels by 2030 and achieve net-
zero emissions by 2050. The County took the initiative to prepare GHG inventories for all 16 
municipalities and unincorporated areas for the years 2018 and 2020.  

In the face of rising seawater and regular “sunny day” flooding, there is growing support for 
investments in resilience and climate action in the County, galvanized by organizations like the 
Charleston Climate Coalition, the Coastal Conservation League, and the Sustainability Institute. 

Charleston County faces three key challenges that have shaped the development of the CAP: 

1. Authorities: The County’s jurisdiction is primarily over the unincorporated areas. 
The County has no regulatory authority over electricity generation, building energy 
codes, or transportation behavior. It can, however, coordinate and facilitate the 
efforts of the public and private sectors, develop and implement programs, and 
invest in infrastructure, essentially acting as a quarterback for the CAP. 

2. Climate adversity: The County is already confronting significant climate adversity as 
a result of sea-level rise, extreme rain and flooding, and high winds. These events 
are imposing additional financial stress on governments and households. 

3. Inequities: Historically, segregation laws have caused economic, social, political, 
and geographic inequities in African-American communities.

23 Local municipalities in this document refers to municipalities located within the geographic boundaries of Charleston County.
24 City of Charleston (2021) Charleston Climate Action Plan: An equitable strategy for a healthier future. Retrieved from: https://
www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/29030/Climate-Action-Plan-May-2021
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2Creating a Plan

Engagement session at the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) on November 30, 2023 
Photo by Charleston County 

Draft



 2 Creating a Plan
Charleston County seeks to develop a Climate Action Plan that is equity-centered, community-
based, integrated, and capable of achieving deep emissions reductions. A systematic approach 
was applied that integrates technical modeling with a comprehensive engagement process, as 
illustrated in Figure 9. The interaction between these two processes ensures that the plan is 
achievable and evidence-based, while being rooted in the local context and responsive to 
community concerns. 

Figure 9. The process for developing Charleston County’s CAP.
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 2.1  A Framework for Climate Action Planning

“Reduce, Switch, Produce, and Offset, and Sequester” is a simple mantra to follow in energy and 
emissions planning (Figure 10). Adapted from similar approaches, such as Reduce-Reuse-Recycle 
(from the waste sector) and Avoid-Shift-Improve (from the transportation sector), this framework 
provides guidance on an overall approach to community energy and emissions planning. 

To start, prioritizing reductions in energy consumption will reduce the level of needed investment 
in renewable energy and result in energy cost savings. Maximizing energy consumption 
reductions and energy efficiency opportunities reduces total energy costs and per-unit energy 
costs by reducing the overall build-out of the electricity system, which is logistically complex and 
capital-intensive. 

The second and third steps are to switch to locally-produced renewable electricity, which will 
maximize local economic benefits and the resilience of the electricity system. The final step is to 
offset and sequester any remaining emissions to reach net zero.

Figure 10. A systematic approach to reducing GHG emissions. 
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 2.2  Climate Action is Economic Development

Decarbonizing Charleston County’s transportation, buildings, waste management, and 
energy supply requires new investments. Many of these investments can save local residents, 
businesses, and governments money, primarily as a result of efficiency gains, while stimulating 
innovation and new business opportunities. The investments also require work—and workers—
to install heat pumps, retrofit homes, and build infrastructure. The scale of the investment 
and work required means that the Climate Action Plan is also a major economic development 
strategy for a region. 

 2.3  Advancing Equity and Justice

The evolution of the local and state energy systems have imposed a disproportionate impact 
on communities of color and/or low-income communities (“low-income, disadvantaged 
communities” or LIDC). These communities also tend to be those most harmed by the impacts 
of climate change. 

An equitable approach to climate action ensures that measures, policies, and investments 
target these communities to ensure they can secure benefits, including access to new 
jobs, access to affordable energy, low-carbon energy, reduced air pollution, and improved 
transportation systems. 

Three key elements are required to advance equity objectives: 

1. Ensuring that the voices of the LIDC are invited into the planning process on their 
terms (through the engagement process); 

2. Ensuring that the technical analysis accounts for the context of LIDC communities; 
and 

3. Ensuring that the implementation mechanisms specifically address the needs of 
LIDC communities. 

An equitable and sustainable response to climate change has the potential to reduce climate 
impacts while improving well-being, strengthening resilience, benefiting the economy, and, in 
part, redressing legacies of racism and injustice. 
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2.4  Guiding Principles

The CAP incorporates a robust process of best practices research, public engagement input 
from the engagement process, and technical modeling of future scenarios. The CAP has been 
guided by the principles displayed in Figure 11.

Figure 11. CAP guiding principles. 
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The Staff + Expert Climate Action Team (SECAT) is another integral component, bringing 
together experts from the City of Charleston; medical universities; a regional planning agency; 
environmental coalitions; local towns; county departments, including fleet, planning, economic 
development, facilities, and finance; and other municipal representatives. 

Both the RSAC and SECAT play crucial roles in guiding the Climate Action Plan and related 
County ordinances, providing valuable insights and recommendations to the County Council 
and Project Team (SSG + Charleston County) on technical aspects, action items, and ongoing 
sustainability and resilience efforts. This comprehensive engagement strategy ensures that a 
wide array of perspectives, including those from government bodies, residents, businesses, 
environmental and social justice groups, faith-based organizations, non-profits, and educational 
institutions are considered in the development of the Charleston County CAP.

 2.5.1  Engagement Activities

The project has included many engagement activities, including:

• Pre-engagement interviews with selected representatives of key interested and 
affected groups in the community (representing a cross-section of the county) to 
inform the design of the engagement process;

• Webinars on the climate action planning process to inform community members 
about the plan and how they can be involved in the process;

• Outreach through emails and newsletter articles for the Homebuilders’ Association, 
Edisto Island Preservation Alliance, and the Alhambra Garden Club;

• Outreach activities at various community events and spaces, including the MUSC 
Earth Day Fair, Charleston County Hazards Expo, Green Drinks Climate Change 
Month, Sea Islands Farmers Market, Mingle with Your Mayoral Candidates, etc.; 

• Six meetings with the Resilience and Sustainability Action Committee (RSAC); 

• Six meetings with the Staff Expert Climate Advisory Team (SECAT); and

• A Town Hall with community members on climate action implementation.

Community members were also able to provide input over the course of the development of  
the CAP via email, website, and direct communication with county staff. 

 2.5.2  Recommendations

The RSAC and SECAT have actively engaged in discussions, raised critical questions, and 
provided insightful feedback on several vital issues, with a particular emphasis on equity, a 
paramount concern for the Council, RSAC, SECAT, and the broader community.

• Major Initiatives and Goals: They have discussed and questioned how current major 
initiatives in transportation, buildings, energy, and land use could be aligned with 
climate action goals, emphasizing the need for equitable resource distribution  
and access.
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• Existing Climate Actions and Expertise: The groups have examined the County's past 
and present climate actions, highlighting areas where equity was well addressed and 
where improvements are needed.

• Leveraging Partnerships: They have scrutinized existing partnerships, asking how 
these can be used more effectively for implementing climate actions, particularly in 
ways that promote equity.

• Funding Sources and Opportunities: The committees have delved into current 
funding sources and queried potential new avenues, with a focus on funding 
equitable climate initiatives.

• IRA- or BIL-Funded Initiatives: Discussions have included the County’s approach 
to these funding opportunities, with a lens on how they can be used to support 
equitable climate solutions.

• Areas of Interest for Mayors and City Councils: The emphasis here has been on how 
the interest areas of the mayors and city councils within the county can be aligned 
with equity-centered sustainability and resilience actions.

• Capacity for Large Grants: The committees have discussed whether there is staff 
capacity for large grants, like the Safe Streets for All Multimodal program, and how 
these opportunities can address equity concerns.

• Workforce Training Programs: The County’s involvement in workforce training 
programs has been reviewed, with questions raised about their inclusivity and 
accessibility, particularly in green industries.

• Bicycle and Pedestrian Plans: The groups have explored existing plans, asking how 
they cater to diverse communities and promote equitable access to transportation.

• EV Charging Station Pilot Program: The evaluation of this program has included 
questions about its accessibility and affordability for all community members.

• Role in Regional or State Working Groups: They have discussed the County's 
participation in working groups, emphasizing the need for these groups to focus on 
equitable resilience and sustainability strategies.

• Green Energy in Property Taxes and Incentives: The possibility of adding a 
sustainability component to property taxes and incentives has been debated, with a 
focus on how these incentives can be structured equitably.

• Housing Programs: The committees have examined the County's housing programs, 
especially weatherization and utilities, questioning how they address the needs of 
underserved populations.

• Review of Past Community Engagement: Past community engagement efforts have 
been reviewed, with a critical eye on how effectively they have incorporated equity 
and what can be done better in future efforts.
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2.6  Technical Modeling

The technical analysis process began by compiling data about local demographics, buildings, 
transportation, land use, industry, waste, and wastewater. This data is used to create a picture 
of Charleston County’s energy use and GHG emissions from stocks (e.g., cars, furnaces, 
waste), which changes over time based on changes in population, jobs, and land-use patterns. 
The baseline year energy and emissions inventory, developed for the year 2020, is calibrated 
against observed data from utilities and other sources.

The New Normal
The year 2020 was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, a global health crisis that 
transformed nearly every aspect of human life. Widespread lockdowns, reduced 
industrial activities, and decreased travel led to a significant reduction in carbon 
emissions and local air pollution for the short term. However, concentrations of GHG 
emissions in the atmosphere continue to climb and global temperatures continue to 
increase, even in 2020.25 

The year 2020 was used as the baseline for Charleston County, as this was the most 
recent year with a robust and complete dataset. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, 
GHG emissions in South Carolina were approximately 8% lower than in 2019,26 
and preliminary estimates for 2021 indicate emissions have increased back to 2019 
levels (82 MMtCO2e). The impact of using 2020 as a baseline with its unusually low 
GHG emissions total is that the inventory results will be depressed, particularly GHG 
emissions from the transportation sector. Targets, which are set on a percentage basis, 
will be more ambitious. 

The next step was to model future emissions up to 2050 under different scenarios. The 
scenarios are shaped by the key drivers for energy and emissions in Charleston County, 
including economic and demographic trends, industrial activities, energy supply, land-use 
changes, technological advancement, policy, and regulations. Understanding these key 
drivers enables us to assemble a preliminary list of low-carbon measures and assign modeling 
assumptions and parameters. Low-carbon measures were informed by literature and best 
practices in North America. 

The technical modeling process and its inputs and assumptions are detailed in the Data, 
Methods, and Assumptions manual attached as an annex. 

25 World Meteorological Organization (2023). State of the Global Climate 2022. Retrieved from https://library.wmo.int/
viewer/66214/download?file=Statement_2022.pdf&type=pdf&navigator=1
26 EPA (2023). Greenhouse Gas Inventory Data Explorer. Retrieved from: https://cfpub.epa.gov/ghgdata/
inventoryexplorer/#iallsectors/allsectors/allgas/inventsect/all
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A Systems Dynamics Model
The relationship between land-use planning, the built environment, transportation 
systems, energy consumption, and GHG emissions is complex and varies from one 
community to the next. While there are common themes and specific actions that likely 
make sense in every context, in order to relate potential outcomes from actions to 
targets and policies—and to understand the financial implications—a model is required 
to represent the complexity. 

Our analysis applied a bottom-up, stock rollover model that projects energy demand 
as a result of representing the evolution of energy-consuming activities in Charleston 
County and the energy supply to address the demand. The model estimates the 
changes in investments, fuel expenses, and other operating expenses of low-carbon 
pathways relative to a reference or Business-as-Planned Scenario. The model combines 
changes in annualized investments, fuel costs, and operating expenses to estimate the 
annual net cost of a pathway. The model incorporates the accounting framework of the 
Global Protocol for City-Scale GHG Emissions Inventories. 
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Downtown Charleston 
Photo by Kevin Ruck. Adobe Stock under SSG’s license. 
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3  The Starting Point
In 2020, Charleston County consumed 83.8 million MMBtu of energy to:

• Cool space and heat water;

• Run appliances and equipment;

• Fuel vehicles;

• Operate machinery inside all types of buildings—from homes to schools  
to office towers and industrial facilities; and

• Provide municipal services like water and waste and to move people  
and goods around. 

These processes, combined with emissions from the waste sector, generated 6,410 
kMtCO2e,equivalent to burning 33,000 railcars worth of coal.27 

Approximately 44% of the county’s GHG emissions can be attributed to the transportation 
sector, which consumes diesel and gasoline to move people and goods. The next largest 
emissions source was energy used in residential, commercial, and industrial buildings, each 
accounting for 17–18% of the total greenhouse gas emissions. When combined as the building 
sector, these three sub-sectors constitute about half of the GHG emissions in Charleston 
County, overtaking the transportation sector as the largest source of GHG emissions. The 
waste sector and agriculture sector generated 179 kMtCO2e and 171 kMtCO2e, respectively, 
about 3% each of the total. The final 1% comes from municipal facilities and fugitive emissions.28

27 Computed using US Environmental Protection Agency’s Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator.
28 In this analysis, fugitive emissions are the emissions that result from the transportation and distribution of natural gas. During 
the transportation and distribution processes, small amounts of emissions from methane leak into the atmosphere from valves, 
casings, and pipes.
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Figure 12. Charleston County GHG emissions by sector in baseline year 2020.29

Figure 13. Charleston County GHG emissions by fuel type in baseline year 2020.30

29 Fugitive emissions are emissions that are released from the natural gas distribution system in the form of methane (CH4).   
30 Non-energy emissions refer to GHG emissions released from landfills, wastewater treatment or other non-energy sources.
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Based on Charleston County’s 2020 population, this translates to 15.5 MtCO2e generated per 
person, which is less than the GHG emissions per capita for the United States—18.2 MtCO2e 
generated per person in 2020.31 

 3.1  Charleston County’s Future Emissions

To explore the potential futures for Charleston County, three scenarios were developed and 
modeled. These scenarios are not a prediction, but plausible, evidence-based projections on 
how the future may evolve based on data and assumptions about the key drivers for emissions 
and critical trends in Charleston County, augmented by feedback from engagement activities 
with RSAC, SECAT and the community. 

Table 2. Descriptions of the scenarios.

Scenario Title Description

BAU Business-as-Usual A reference scenario that illustrates the impact of 
population growth without any additional measures, 
policies, or investments.

This scenario answers the question, “What would 
happen if no further actions are taken?”

BAP Business-as-Planned A reference scenario that extrapolates current 
demographic patterns into the future while taking into 
account existing and approved plans, legislation, and 
targets that would affect energy use and emissions, and 
it assumes no additional climate action interventions. 

This scenario answers the question, “What would 
happen if only current actions, plans, and policies  
are implemented?” 

LC Low-Carbon A scenario that selects and models actions to 
dramatically decrease GHG emissions and improve 
energy efficiency across all sectors, with a target of 
achieving net-zero emissions by 2050.

31 Calculated based on data from the US EPA’s Climate Change Indicators and the US Census Bureau.
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 3.1.1  Low-Carbon Scenario

To determine the most effective way for Charleston County to achieve net zero, potential 
measures were identified within county, local municipalities, and regional government plans, as 
well as from an extensive catalog of climate actions. A variety of factors determine the level of 
ambition and timing for each measure. These factors include, but are not limited to:

• The necessity of the measure (in the sense of there being no alternatives) to reduce 
emissions and to optimize the potential impact of other measures; 

• The “Reduce, Switch, Produce, Offset, and Sequester” framework;

• Charleston County’s authority or ability to carry out the measure;

• Insights from county staff and members of the community; and

• Alignment with state and federal targets and regulations, municipal plans, and plans 
of shared service operators.

Collectively, the measures identified represent Charleston County’s modeled LC Scenario.

 3.1.2  Low-Carbon Measures

The assumptions for low-carbon measures are described in the following table.

Table 3. Low-carbon measures.

Measure BAP Scenario Low-Carbon Scenario Impact

High-performance 
building standards for 
new buildings 

New buildings are 
constructed to current 
energy performance 
standards.

All new residential, commercial, 
municipal, and industrial 
buildings are net-zero ready by 
2035.

Avoided/reduced 
energy use

Retrofit existing 
buildings

Existing building stock 
efficiency remains constant.

All existing residential, 
commercial, municipal, and 
industrial buildings are retrofitted 
to achieve thermal standards of 
net-zero ready and 30% electrical 
by 2050.

Avoided/reduced 
energy use

New and existing 
buildings switch to 
heat pumps, heat 
pump water heaters 
and equipment 
and appliances are 
electrified

Current equipment fuel 
shares and efficiency held 
constant from base year.

Replace space heating, space 
cooling, and water heating 
systems with heat pumps. 
Electrify appliances and auxiliary 
equipment. 

Avoided/reduced 
energy use and 
fuel switching
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Measure BAP Scenario Low-Carbon Scenario Impact

Zero-emissions 
municipal fleet

Two electric vehicles in the 
fleet in 2023.

All light-duty vehicles are electric 
by 2035. Mid-to-heavy duty 
vehicles are 50% electric and 
50% zero-emission vehicles 
(ZEVs) by 2050.

Fuel switching

Electrify personal-use 
vehicles

Five percent of low-duty 
vehicle stock is electric  
by 2050.

By 2035, all new personal, light-
duty vehicles sold are electric.

Fuel switching

Switch commercial 
vehicles to low-
emissions fuel

Five percent of low-duty 
vehicle stock is electric  
by 2050.

By 2035, all new commercial, 
light-duty vehicles sold are 
electric. By 2045, for all new mid-
to-heavy duty vehicles, 50% will 
be electric, 50% will be ZEV.

Fuel switching

Switch mid-to-heavy 
duty vehicles to zero-
emissions fuel

No change. Shift to ZEV. Fuel switching

Expand transit and 
active infrastructure

No change in travel mode 
share.

By 2050, 20% of trips below one 
mile are completed by walking, 
and 10% of trips between 1-6 
miles are completed by biking.

Avoided/reduced 
energy use

Zero-emissions 
marine, air, and rail 
transportation

No change in marine, air, 
and rail transportation fuels.

By 2050, aviation and marine fuel 
converted to zero-emissions fuel, 
freight rail fully electrified.

Fuel switching

Grid updates Emissions factors are  
held constant.

Grid provider retires fossil-fuel 
power generation plants and 
replaces the plants with zero-
emission power. 

Fuel switching

Rooftop solar Installed 30 MW of solar PV 
systems by 2020, assumes 
no new installations from 
2022 to 2050.

Increase solar rooftop PV 
installations for residential and 
commercial buildings.

Fuel switching

Renewable energy 
installations

No wind installation. Install 390 MW of wind and 780 
MW of ground- mount solar farms 
by 2040.

Fuel switching
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Measure BAP Scenario Low-Carbon Scenario Impact

Industrial sector 
processes 
improvements

Current efficiency held 
constant from base year.

Industrial processes are 20% 
more efficient by 2030 and 30% 
by 2050, relative to the 2020 
baseline.

Avoided/reduced 
energy use

Agricultural sector 
improvements

Current equipment shares 
and efficiency held constant 
from base year.

Improved agricultural practices 
reduce emissions by 30%. Shift 
agriculture motive fuel use to 
electricity.

Avoided/reduced 
energy use

Waste management 
improvements

No change to waste or water 
management strategies.

Divert 95% of organics and 75% 
of remaining waste from landfill.

Avoided/reduced 
energy use

 3.1.3  Scenario Results

The total impact of the all three scenarios on community-wide emissions is illustrated in Figure 14. 

Figure 14. Charleston County’s GHG emissions in the BAU scenario, by energy source, 2020-2050.
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Figure 15. Charleston County’s GHG emissions in the BAP scenario, by energy source, 2020-2050.

Figure 16. Charleston County’s GHG emissions in the Low-Carbon Scenario, by energy source, 2020–2050.
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In the BAU scenario, GHG emissions are projected to grow from 2020 to 2023. From 2024, 
emissions decline gradually to 2036, when emissions start to slowly rise again to reach about 
5,000 ktCO2e in 2050. This projection demonstrates the interplay between several factors—
the growing population trends and warming climate trends combined with improved vehicle 
efficiency, improved equipment efficiency, and increased cooling demand.32

Modeling results for the BAP Scenario show a similar trending pattern, with a sharp dip in 2024 
due to the closure of WestRock’s paper mill along the Cooper River in August 2023.33 The 
BAU and BAP modeling results demonstrate that existing policies, regulations, market trends, 
and efficiency improvements are not enough to realize Charleston County’s ambitions to 
reach net-zero emissions by 2050. To eliminate as many GHG emissions as possible by 2050, 
comprehensive changes across all sectors are necessary.

This is reflected in the Low-Carbon Scenario where low-carbon measures are introduced 
with targets and timelines. When implemented together and in a specific order, Charleston 
County’s total annual GHG emissions is projected to drop by 64% by 2035 and 82% by 2050, 
relative to the 2020 baseline. All sectors show a decrease in GHG emissions in the Low-Carbon 
Scenario from 2020 to 2050. Residential, commercial, and municipal buildings are almost 
entirely decarbonized by 2050. About 380 ktCO2e of annual GHG emissions still remain from 
industrial, transportation, agricultural, and waste sectors. These residual emissions could be 
addressed through additional measures such as carbon sequestration, new regulations, or 
deployment of new technologies. 

32 Increased cooling demand is a reasonable outcome of a warming climate.
33 Mcdermott, John. “News Stories of 2023: North Charleston Paper Mill Shuts Down.” The Post and Courier. December 20th, 
2023. Retrieved from: https://www.postandcourier.com/news-stories-2023/north-charleston-paper-mill-shuts-down/article_
a52da22a-945e-11ee-864c-3333ee016955.html
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Carbon Offsets—A Last Resort
Offsets were originally designed to fund carbon reduction projects that were not yet 
independently financially feasible. Purchasing an offset effectively pays for someone else to 
achieve emissions reductions that the purchaser could not achieve themselves. Offsets have 
come under increasing scrutiny and were most recently criticized in a White Paper from the Penn 
Center for Science, Sustainability and the Media,which concluded that, “The voluntary carbon 
market undermines the objectives of the Paris Climate Agreement instead of supporting the 
required transformational change.”34 

While purchasing offsets is not recommended for Charleston County, it should be noted that for 
the present, offset purchases are still considered by the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to be an acceptable element of climate action planning providing:

a. That all local emissions that can be eliminated are eliminated before purchasing offsets;

b. That offset investments prioritize emissions reduction projects where the nature and impact                    
of the work is as transparent as possible;

c. That the offsets are audited to ensure that they meet best practice standards and only fund 
emissions reductions that would not otherwise have been made; 

d. That all offsets are retired as soon as they are purchased; and 

e. That they are replaced as soon as possible with local emissions reductions.

 

34 Romm, J. (2023) “Are carbon offsets unscalable, unjust, and unfixable—and a threat to the Paris Climate Agreement?”. 
Penn Center for Science, Sustainability and the Media. https://bpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/web.sas.upenn.edu/dist/0/896/
files/2023/06/OffsetPaper7.0-6-27-23-FINAL2.pdf. Accessed August 3, 2023.
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3.1.4  An Energy Transition

The evolution of Charleston County’s energy system is illustrated in Figure 17. Total energy use 
is more than halved from 90,600 MMBtu in 2020 to 43,800 MMBtu in 2050. The system 
transitions from a predominantly fossil-fuel-powered system in 2020 to a localized, renewable-
energy-powered system, primarily from solar and wind in 2050 with some green hydrogen for 
heavy-duty vehicles in the transportation sector. Ambient energy is energy from the 
environment that is used by heat pumps for cooling and heating. 

Figure 17. The evolution of Charleston County’s energy mix in the Low-Carbon Scenario, by energy 
source, 2020–2050.
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Sankey diagrams further describe the transition of the energy system in Charleston County. 
The Sankey diagrams track energy flows from source (on the left) to end use (middle section) to 
useful energy or conversion losses (on the right). The width of each section is proportional to 
the quantity represented. 

The two snapshots, 2020 and 2050, reveal a transformed energy system as a result of the 
Low-Carbon Scenario. The overall energy system is more efficient, with conversion losses 
constituting 52% of the total energy in 2020; by 2050, this is estimated to be reduced to 
20%. This reduction indicates that more energy is being used for its intended purposes, thus 
reducing the need for additional generation, which would reduce the overall cost of the 
energy system. 

Efficiency Gains From EVs and Heat Pumps 

Heat pumps deliver three or more units of heat for every unit of electricity they consume, a ratio 
known as the coefficient of performance (COP). In contrast, a natural gas furnace produces 0.9 
units of heat for every unit of energy consumed and electric baseboards consume one unit of 
heat for each unit of energy consumed. In periods of extreme cold, the COP for gas furnaces 
may decline below this level, but the COP of cold weather air-source heat pumps continues to 
improve in cold temperatures.35,36 

EVs are three times more efficient than gasoline vehicles when operated. An EV transfers about 
59–62% of the electrical energy from the grid to turning the wheels, whereas gas combustion 
vehicles only convert about 17–21% of energy from burning fuel into moving the car.37

Gasoline, diesel and natural gas are prominent energy sources in 2020, whereas by 2050, the 
energy sources have shifted to solar; other, which is wind and green hydrogen; and ambient, 
which is heating or cooling in the environment that is used by heat pumps. 

35 US Department of Energy (2022). DOE Announces Breakthrough in Residential Cold Climate Heat Pump Technology. Retrieved 
from: https://www.energy.gov/articles/doe-announces-breakthrough-residential-cold-climate-heat-pump-technology
36 Glacier Media (2023). Heat pumps outperform gas even in coldest temperatures, finds Canadian researcher. 
Business Intelligence in BC. September 11, 2023. Retrieved from https://www.biv.com/news/economy-law-politics/
heat-pumps-outperform-gas-even-coldest-temperatures-finds-canadian-researcher-8273254

37 Department of Energy (n.d.). All-electric Vehicles.  https://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/evtech.shtml
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Figure 18. Sankey diagram for baseline year 2020.
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Figure 19. Sankey diagram for Low-Carbon Scenario in 2050.
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4  Low-Carbon Pathway
Meeting Charleston County’s goal for net-zero emissions by 2050 demands deep reductions 
in GHG emissions across all sectors. Identified measures for Charleston County draw from best 
practices and existing and available technologies, or “safe bets.” These measures have been 
ground truthed to Charleston County’s context through a robust community engagement process. 

Key Trends

Municipalities around the world are creating innovative policies and strategies to support 
or engage with these trends while advancing local priorities such as reducing air pollution, 
stimulating economic development and new employment opportunities, increasing the 
livability of the community, and improving affordability. 

• Renewable energy is becoming increasingly accessible: It is becoming easier for 
households and businesses to generate their own energy. As the cost of solar systems 
declines, solar PV systems will become more accessible. New financing mechanisms 
are also reducing barriers by reducing the requirement for upfront capital costs. 

• Energy storage technologies are changing the grid: Energy storage technologies such 
as batteries are already available for houses and businesses, and as the costs continue 
to decline, the number of installations will increase rapidly. 

• New electric vehicle models are available every day: As the purchase price decreases 
and the range increases, there are compelling reasons why the number of electric 
vehicles on the road will increase exponentially. 

• Heat pumps continue to improve in efficiency and are gaining traction for both cooling 
and heating. 

• Microgrids are breaking down the barriers between heating and electricity: Microgrids 
include electricity generation from solar or combined heat and power, converting 
excess power to hot water, which is then used for heating with electric batteries and 
other technologies. 

• New financing strategies are increasing participation: Municipalities and financial 
institutions are offering mechanisms that reduce financial barriers to energy retrofits  
and renewable technologies. 

Many measures exhibit synergistic effects, amplifying one another's efficacy. For instance, 
densification facilitates more efficient and affordable transit and active transportation infrastructure, 
consequently reducing reliance on personal vehicles for short trips. These strategies yield benefits 
beyond emissions, such as improved air quality, reduced noise pollution, and enhanced health 
outcomes encompassing respiratory, mental, and physical well-being. 

In essence, this pathway embodies a multifaceted approach, harnessing interconnected measures 
to mitigate emissions and fortify Charleston County’s resilience against climate change.
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4.1  The Big Moves

The key focus areas for Charleston County’s CAP align with the following five “Big Moves” 
identified through technical modeling, thorough reviews of best practices and local context, 
and engagement activities:

Figure 20. The five “Big Moves” of the Charleston County’s CAP.

Implementing the low-carbon pathway described in this CAP will require sustained efforts 
across all sectors of the community, including residents, businesses, all levels of government, 
institutions and organizations, and industry. The Big Moves provide a structure on how to 
organize the different actors and implementation actions. 

1 Affordable and resilient 
buildings

Big Moves
of the Charleston County’s CAP

2 Sustainable and inclusive 
transportation

3 Clean energy for all

4 Innovative industrial 
and agricultural sectors

5 Circular economy
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Figure 21. The five “Big Moves” of the Charleston County’s CAP and the implementation actions of each one.

Big Move 1: Affordable and Resilient Buildings

• Construct new buildings to net-zero standards
• Deep retrofit existing buildings

• Advocate for grid decarbonization
• Increase local, renewable energy generation capacity

Big Move 2: Sustainable and Inclusive Transportation

• Create complete communities
• Expand transit and active infrastructures
• Switch to zero-or-low emission vehicles

Big Moves
of the Charleston County’s CAP

Big Move 4: Innovative Industrial and Agricultural Sectors

• Improve industrial sector processes
• Improve and electrify agricultural sector processes

Big Move 5: Circular Economy

• Reduce waste generation
• Increase waste diversion from landfill

Big Move 3: Clean Energy for All
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4.2  The Big Picture

If the Big Moves are implemented in full, GHG emissions in Charleston County are projected to 
follow the trajectory illustrated in Figure 22. The top line represents the BAP Scenario pathway, 
which models a future where no additional actions are taken. Each colored wedge or section 
represents the emissions reduction from each measure, which is interdependent on the other 
measures. Collectively, these measures enable the Low-Carbon Scenario pathway. The gray 
area represents the residual GHG emissions.

Following the growth of a colored wedge from left to right shows that initially, each measure 
eliminates only a small amount of emissions. However, the measures build on each other, and 
their impacts increase over time. Each measure is more impactful 15 years into the Plan than it 
was at the beginning. This demonstrates how important it is for Charleston County to begin 
these actions as soon possible and to avoid delays throughout the CAP. Furthermore, since 
many of the measures are integrated, if the magnitude is reduced or the timeline is delayed for 
any one measure, the impact of the other measures will also be reduced.
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Figure 22. The emissions reduction impact of each Big Move in the Low Carbon scenario
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Figure 23. The emissions reduction impact of each measure in the Low-Carbon Scenario.
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5  Equity 
Charleston County’s CAP responds directly to social inequities by assessing the current context 
and  relevant identifying actions and policies that reduce GHG emissions, increase resilience, 
and improve quality of life. 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Environmental Justice Screening 
and Mapping Tool (EJScreen Version 2.2) was used to identify disadvantaged communities 
in Charleston County.38 The EJScreen contains specific environmental and demographic 
indicators (Table 4) that are designed to be a proxy for a community’s health status and 
potential susceptibility to pollution. They do not capture all of the challenges that communities 
face. 

Table 4. Summary of the EPA’s EJScreen indicators. 

Key 
Medium

Indicator Details Source Data Year

Air Particulate matter 
2.5 (PM 2.5) 

Annual average PM2.5 
levels in air

EPA's Office of Air and Radiation, 
fusion of modeled and 
monitored data

2019

Air Ozone Average of the annual top 
10 daily maximum eight-
hour ozone concentrations 
in air

EPA's Office of Air and Radiation, 
fusion of modeled and 
monitored data

2019

Air Diesel particulate 
matter

Diesel particulate matter 
level in air

EPA Hazardous Air Pollutants 2019

Air Air toxics cancer 
risk

Lifetime cancer risk from 
inhalation of air toxics

EPA Hazardous Air Pollutants 2019

Air Air toxics 
respiratory 
hazard index

Ratio of exposure 
concentration to 
health-based reference 
concentration

EPA Hazardous Air Pollutants 2019

38 EPA (2024). EJScreen: Environmental Justice Screening and Mapping Tool. Retrieved from: https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen
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Key 
Medium

Indicator Details Source Data Year

Air Toxic Releases 
to Air

Risk-Screening 
Environmental Indicators 
(RSEI) modeled toxicity-
weighted concentrations in 
air of TRI listed chemicals

Calculated from 2021 RSEI 
Geographic Microdata results 
for the air pathway, retrieved 
5/16/2023

2021

Air/other Traffic proximity 
and volume

Count of vehicles ( average 
annual daily traffic [AADT]) 
at major roads within 
500 meters, divided by 
distance in meters (not km)

Calculated from 2020 U.S. 
Department of Transportation 
traffic data, retrieved 1/19/2023

2020

Dust/
lead 
paint

Lead paint Percent of housing units 
built pre-1960, as indicator 
of potential lead paint 
exposure

Calculated based on Census/
American Community Survey 
(ACS) data, retrieved 2023

2017-2021

Waste/
air/ 
water

Superfund 
proximity

Count of proposed or 
listed National Priorities 
List (NPL)—also known as 
superfund—sites within 5 
km (or nearest one beyond 
5 km), each divided by 
distance in kilometers

Calculated from EPA CERCLIS 
database, retrieved 11/23/2022

2022

Waste/
air/ 
water

Risk management 
plan (RMP) facility 
proximity

Count of RMP (potential 
chemical accident 
management plan) facilities 
within 5 km (or nearest 
one beyond 5 km), each 
divided by distance in 
kilometers

Calculated from EPA RMP 
database, retrieved 10/22/2022

2022

Waste/
air/ 
water

Hazardous waste 
proximity

Count of hazardous 
waste facilities (treatment, 
storage, and disposal 
facilities [TSDF] and large 
quantity generators [LQGs]) 
within 5 km (or nearest 
beyond 5 km), each 
divided by distance in 
kilometers

TSDF data calculated from EPA 
RCRAInfo database, retrieved 
2/9/2023

2022
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Key 
Medium

Indicator Details Source Data Year

Waste/ 
air/ 
water

Underground 
storage tanks 
(UST) and leaking 
UST (LUST)

Count of LUSTs (multiplied 
by a factor of 7.7) and the 
number of USTs within a 
1,500-foot buffered block 
group

Calculated from EPA UST Finder, 
retrieved 2/2/2023

2022

Water Wastewater 
discharge

RSEI modeled toxic 
concentrations at stream 
segments within 500 
meters, divided by 
distance in kilometers 

Calculated from RSEI modeled 
toxic concentrations to stream 
reach segments, created 
11/23/2022

2020

The analysis of tracts in Charleston County indicated a high degree of overlap. A subset of 
tracts have higher exposure to environmental hazards, which is illustrated by their exposure 
to particulate matter, lead paint, tracts with a relatively low life expectancy, and higher rates 
of asthma. 
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Climate Equity
Climate change impacts are not felt equally by all members of society. People living in low-
income households may have reduced ability to prepare for and evacuate during emergencies, 
relying heavily on emergency services where available, as they may lack the financial resources 
for preparedness measures and may lack access to vehicles and funding to evacuate.39 Those 
living in low-income households are also more likely to be renters or homeowners who are 
“house poor,” living in a home with an unaffordable mortgage. People living in these situations 
may have reduced abilities to protect their homes from climate emergency impacts and may have 
difficulty recovering from the financial hardships associated with emergency or disruptive events.

People over 65 are more at risk of negative impacts and death from flooding because of physical 
disabilities, reduced mobility, the need for access to medicine and medical equipment, and the 
style of housing that allows accessibility (single-floor buildings). Additionally, studies have found 
that older people are less likely to respond to evacuation or public safety orders and may have 
physical difficulties with preparing their homes to protect against damages from flooding. After a 
flood, many people experience trauma or struggle with the aftermath of damages. Older people, 
especially those who are socially isolated, may experience stress due to the disruption, the loss of 
property, or the challenges associated with insurance claims and repairs.

Vulnerability to heat echoes vulnerability to other climate hazards. People over 65 and those with 
lower incomes are more at risk of serious consequences or death during heat events because 
they are more physically vulnerable and/or have reduced access to space cooling. Climate 
change is increasing the frequency of heat waves that put people at risk, including high daytime 
temperatures and warm nights.

Prioritizing those most vulnerable to climate change impacts, including people with disabilities, 
people living in low-income households, people with reduced mobility, and those who are 
experiencing social isolation, is critical to developing an equitable climate plan. 

A composite of multiple indicators illustrates which tracts have disproportionate exposures 
(they are in the 80th to 100th percentile range). These are the zones for which measures and 
policies should be targeted in the CAP in order to advance equity outcomes, and they are 
referred to as the LIDC neighborhoods. 

39 Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (2017). Greater Impact: How Disasters Affect People of Low 
Socioeconomic Status. Disaster Technical Assistance Center Supplemental Research Bulletin. 67
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Figure 24. Tracts with high levels of exposure to six or more environmental indicators.
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5.1  Reduced Energy Insecurity

Households facing energy insecurity face challenges such as "pay the rent or feed the kids," 
"heat or eat," or "cool or eat.”40 In particular, energy insecurity disempowers low-income 
residents, such as single parents, the elderly, the disabled, and others with low or fixed 
incomes,41 resulting in stresses such as utility-related debt, shutoffs, inefficient heating systems, 
antiquated appliances, and extreme home temperatures with significant health impacts.42 
Children experience nutritional deficiencies, higher risks of burns from non-conventional 
heating sources, higher risks for cognitive and developmental behavior deficiencies, and 
increased incidences of carbon monoxide poisoning.43 Subsequent impacts include parents 
being unable to work in order to look after children, missed school days, and lost productivity.

Energy Insecurity in the South44

• The South has the lowest electric rates in the contiguous United States, but the highest 
residential bills.

• Fifty-three percent of all residential buildings in the South were built before the nation's 
first energy codes—which require builders to meet minimum acceptable standards for 
comfort and efficiency— were developed.

• On average, low-income energy burdens are three times higher than energy burdens for 
higher-income households.

• One out of three people in the South struggles to pay their bills month to month.

• In the South, 7.5 million households (17% of all) are estimated to have received 
disconnection or stop service notices, and paying utility bills is one of the leading reasons 
people take out exploitative high-interest payday loans.

• In the South, 5 million households (11% of all) have had to leave their home at an unhealthy 
temperature because of the cost of energy.

• In the South, 3.9 million households (9% of all) are estimated to lack access to working 
cooling equipment, putting them at an elevated risk for heat-related illness.

40 Cook, J. T., Frank, D. A., Casey, P. H., Rose-Jacobs, R., Black, M. M., Chilton, M., … Cutts, D. B. (2008). A brief indicator of 
household energy security: Associations with food security, child health, and child development in US infants and toddlers. 
PEDIATRICS, 122(4), e867–e875. https://doi.org/10.1542/peds.2008-0286

41 Hernández, D. (2013). Energy insecurity: A framework for understanding energy, the built environment, and health among 
vulnerable populations in the context of climate change. American Journal of Public Health, 103(4), e32–e34. https://doi.
org/10.2105/AJPH.2012.301179

42 Hernández, D., & Bird, S. (2010). Energy burden and the need for integrated low-income housing and energy policy. Poverty & 
Public Policy, 2(4), 5–25. https://doi.org/10.2202/1944-2858.1095
43 Ibid.
44 Southeast Energy Efficiency Alliance (2023). Energy Insecurity in the South. Retrieved from: https://www.seealliance.org/
initiatives/energy-insecurity/
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Energy retrofits and weatherization can result in improved thermal satisfaction, fewer reported 
financial difficulties, increased satisfaction among participants with the repair of their homes, 
fewer reported housing-related problems, and more social interactions.45 In addition to the 
reduction in financial stress and fuel poverty, households can be less socially isolated, as 
residents may feel more comfortable inviting people to their homes. 

Relevant Actions

• Net-Zero New Buildings

• Resilient Homes and Buildings

• Enhanced Accessibility

• Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

• Clean Energy for All

 5.2  Resilient Homes During Periods of Extreme Heat

Heat has major impacts on people in Charleston County.46 Both seasonal and extreme heat 
events can impact the ability of people to function by causing minor issues such as heat edema 
(swelling), heat rash, and heat cramps and more severe issues such as heat syncope (fainting), 
heat exhaustion, and heat stroke. Relative death rates can begin to increase at temperatures 
starting at 68° Fahrenheit. These rates are also influenced by pre-existing conditions, social 
isolation, living conditions, and other factors.47 Improved building envelopes can better 
regulate temperature and therefore protect inhabitants in periods of extreme weather, which 
the US Green Building Council has defined as passive survivability or thermal safety. Thermal 
safety is defined as maintaining thermally safe conditions during a power outage that lasts four 
days during peak summertime and wintertime conditions.

45 Poortinga, W., Rodgers, S. E., Lyons, R. A., Anderson, P., Tweed, C., Grey, C., … Winfield, T. G. (2018). The health impacts of 
energy performance investments in low-income areas: a mixed-methods approach. Public Health Research, 6(5), 1–182. https://
doi.org/10.3310/phr06050

46 Barnes, J. (2023). Charleston Extreme Heat Initiatives Overview. Retrieved from: https://www.nrcc.cornell.edu/workshops/
webinars/2023/06/present_2.pdf
47 Health Canada. (2012). Extreme heat events guidelines: Technical guide for health care workers. Ottawa.
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Figure 25. Tracts with a low life expectancy indicate areas of Charleston County vulnerable to risks such as extreme heat. 
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Relevant Actions

• Net-Zero New Buildings

• Resilient Homes and Buildings

• Clean Energy for All

5.3  Improved Indoor Environment

The indoor environment can provide thermally comfortable conditions, limit the concentration 
of airborne contaminants such as lead, protect inhabitants from precipitation, and provide 
amenities such as light, power, and food storage. 

A building with improved indoor environmental quality can better manage chronic heat stress, 
dampness, mold, ozone exposures, and wildfire smoke exposure,48 conditions which can 
increase as a result of climate change.

Improved thermal comfort can improve quality of life by mitigating financial difficulties, 
improving thermal satisfaction,49 and improving health outcomes, particularly for the elderly, 
those with poor health, and the economically disadvantaged.50 

If not carefully implemented, energy retrofits can result in tight buildings that can concentrate 
hazards such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 

Relevant Actions

• Net-Zero New Buildings

• Resilient Homes and Buildings

48 Fisk, W. J. (2015). Review of some effects of climate change on indoor environmental quality and health and associated 
no-regrets mitigation measures. Building and Environment, 86, 70–80. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.12.024
49 Poortinga, W., Rodgers, S. E., Lyons, R. A., Anderson, P., Tweed, C., Grey, C., … Winfield, T. G. (2018). The health impacts of 
energy performance investments in low-income areas: a mixed-methods approach. Public Health Research, 6(5), 1–182. https://
doi.org/10.3310/phr06050

50 Opp. cit.
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Figure 26. Tracts exposed to lead paint indicate areas with low-quality or older housing in Charleston County.
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5.4  Reduced Energy Use Results in a More Resilient Grid

Energy retrofits decrease electricity demand in buildings, reducing strain on the electricity 
system as well as the risk of blackouts in periods of high demand.51 During extreme weather 
events (heating or cooling), electricity demand peaks. Any failure in the transmission lines 
further strains other lines, which can cause a blackout. Electricity operators plan for higher 
electricity demand and unexpected periods of loss by maintaining reserve capacity, although 
periods where demand may exceed supply can still happen. 

Many utilities opt to apply rolling blackouts during periods of high energy demand. During 
rolling blackouts, planned outages minimize overall grid strain to prevent a total electricity grid 
blackout, which can be detrimental to the electricity system, costly, and time consuming to 
repair. Heat waves are associated with rolling blackouts, as greater electricity demands from 
air conditioning puts demand pressure on the grid. High demand is costly because it requires 
greater generation and transmission infrastructure. From this perspective, the benefit of energy 
demand reductions can be quantified by using the value of avoided peak demand. 

Relevant Actions

• Net-Zero New Buildings

• Resilient Homes and Buildings

• Enhanced Accessibility

• Clean Energy for All

 5.5  Residents Are Safer During Extreme Weather  
or Power Outage
If large buildings have high energy performance coupled with on-site power generation, 
storage, or a back-up energy system, the building may be more sufficient in the event of an 
outage. This is especially important for critical infrastructure such as hospitals, water treatment 
facilities, etc. 

51 Ibid.
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Relevant Actions

• Net-Zero New Buildings

• Resilient Homes and Buildings

• Clean Energy for All

5.6  Increased Affordable Mobility Options

Well-connected transit systems contribute to community safety and connectedness, 
which increases the resilience of communities. Greater access to active transit increases 
transportation options, which influences resilience because other modes can still be used in 
case one mode is disrupted.52 

Access to safe bicycle networks is an important motivator for using bicycles. Bike lane 
disconnectivity discourages cycling because of safety concerns for cyclists.53 In many 
instances, a lack of cycling infrastructure at a few key points in a commute, often near heavily 
used arterial roads, can discourage the use of biking.54

Access to active transit networks also provides affordability benefits because of its negligible 
costs, which can be particularly important for low-income households. 

Relevant Actions

• Enhanced Accessibility

• Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

52 IISD. (2017). Building a Climate-Resilient City: Transportation Infrastructure. Retrieved from: https://www.iisd.org/library/
building-climate-resilient-city-transportation-infrastructure
53 Waljasper, J. (2017). Bike breakthrough: Connecting neighborhoods through low stress routes. Resilience. Retrieved from: 
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2017-10-25/bike-breakthrough/.
54 Ibid.
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5.7  Nature-Based Solutions

Green infrastructure for active transit can include bioswales, stormwater tree trenches, tree-
lined sidewalks and paths, and permeable pavements and green space in close proximity to 
active transit networks. 

Tree-lined active transportation networks can create a more stable microclimate, which can 
minimize heat risk from direct sunlight on users. The inclusion of constructed wetlands and 
permeable surfaces improves natural drainage and can reduce the occurrence and risk of 
flooding from rainfall and stormwater runoff.55 By including green infrastructure in public areas 
across the whole county, the health benefits and the improvement in the liveability of the 
county can be applied across all socioeconomic groups.56 Furthermore, the public is more 
likely to use active transportation networks when combined with green infrastructure, such as 
tree cover and green spaces.57

Relevant Actions

• Enhanced Accessibility

• Innovative Industrial and Agricultural Sectors

 

55Vega, O. (2018). Application of Stormwater Tree Trenches in the City of Vancouver. Prepared for City of Vancouver. Retrieved 
from: https://sustain.ubc.ca/sites/sustain.ubc.ca/files/GCS/2018_GCS/Reports/2018-52%20Application%20of%20
Stormwater%20Tree%20Trenches%20in%20the%20City%20of%20Vancouver_Vega.pdf

56 Hughey, S. M., K. M. Walsemann, S. Child, A. Powers, J. A. Reed and A. T. Kaczynski (2016). Using an environmental justice 
approach to examine the relationships between park availability and quality indicators, neighborhood disadvantage, and 
racial/ethnic composition. Landscape and Urban Planning. Vol. 148, pp. 159-169. 

57 Yngve, L., K. Beyer, K. Malecki, and L. Jackson. (2016). Street-scale green infrastructure and physical activity. Intl Society of 
Environmental Epidemiology (ISEE) Annual Meeting, Rome, ITALY, September 01 - 04, 2016.
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5.8  Improved Health Outcomes

Systematic reviews of health outcomes from increased physical activity show a reduced risk of 
cardiovascular disease, some cancers, depression, and dementia.58 Active commuting, and 
commuting by bicycle in particular, has been shown to reduce overall mortality.59 Initiatives that 
promote the use of active infrastructure can reduce the burden placed on health-care systems 
by chronic conditions and can reduce the risk of death. 

By increasing the use of active transportation for short and medium trips, congestion is 
eased and air quality improves. Additionally, those who use separated bike infrastructure 
are less exposed to air pollutants, reducing the health risks of this exposure.60 Policies that 
reduce the number of car trips and replace them with other transit options, particularly active 
transportation, can have important health benefits, including reduced mortality and risk of 
certain diseases.61 

Relevant Actions

• Net-Zero New Buildings

• Resilient Homes and Buildings

• Enhanced Accessibility

• Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

• Clean Energy for All

58 Woodcock, J., Edwards, P., Tonne, C., Armstrong, B. G., Ashiru, O., Banister, D., … Roberts, I. (2009). Public health benefits of 
strategies to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions: urban land transport. The Lancet, 374(9705), 1930–1943. 
59 Celis-Morales, C. A., Lyall, D. M., Welsh, P., Anderson, J., Steell, L., Guo, Y., … Gill, J. M. R. (2017). Association between active 
commuting and incident cardiovascular disease, cancer, and mortality: prospective cohort study. BMJ, 357, j1456. 
60 Cole, C. A., Carlsten, C., Koehle, M., & Brauer, M. (2018). Particulate matter exposure and health impacts of urban cyclists: a 
randomized crossover study. Environmental Health, 17(1), 78. 
61 Rojas-Rueda, D., de Nazelle, A., Teixidó, O., & Nieuwenhuijsen, M. (2013). Health impact assessment of increasing public 
transport and cycling use in Barcelona: A morbidity and burden of disease approach. Preventive Medicine, 57(5), 573–579. 
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Figure 27. Tracts with high levels of asthma in Charleston County.
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5.9  Improved Health From Reduced Air Pollution and Noise 
Makes People More Resilient to Other Climate Stressors

Air pollutants from vehicle emissions that are harmful to human health include ground-level 
ozone, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide. Illnesses and 
diseases associated with exposure to vehicle-related air pollution include respiratory illnesses, 
cardiovascular disease, certain cancers, etc. Air pollution from vehicles disproportionately 
impacts the elderly, children, and persons with existing health conditions.62

Replacing gas- and diesel-powered vehicles with electric vehicles reduces air pollution 
associated with vehicle exhaust. Under EPA emissions standards, light-duty vehicles can emit 
approximately 2.33g/km estimated over a five-year period from 2016 to 2020.63 In contrast, 
electric vehicles have no tailpipe emissions.

Air pollution and extreme heat events are interrelated—reducing air pollution and improving 
health can increase resilience in response to extreme heat events.64

Relevant Actions

• Net-Zero New Buildings

• Resilient Homes and Buildings

• Enhanced Accessibility

• Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

• Clean Energy for All

62 Ibid.
63 California Air Resource Board. (2018). Emission Factor Tables. In Methods to Find the Cost-Effectiveness of Funding Air Quality 
Projects. Retrieved from: https://www.arb.ca.gov/planning/tsaq/eval/evaltables.pdf
64 De Sario, M., Katsouyanni, K., Michelozzi, P. (2013). Climate change, extreme weather events, air pollution and respiratory 
health in Europe. European Respiratory Journal, 42, 826-843.
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Figure 28. Tracts exposed to particulate matter from diesel combustion, an indication of exposure to pollution from vehicular traffic. 
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6  The Economic Opportunity
6.1  Financial Concepts

Key concepts that are used to analyze the financial impacts of the pathways are summarized 
below.65

Table 5. Useful financial term definitions and concepts.

Concept Explanation

Costs are relative to 
the BAP Scenario

This financial analysis tracks projected costs and savings associated with low-
carbon measures above and beyond the costs in the BAP Scenario.

Discount rate The discount rate is the baseline growth value an investor places on their 
investment dollar. A project is considered financially beneficial by an investor if 
it generates a real rate of return equal to or greater than their discount rate.

An investor's discount rate varies with the type of project, duration of the 
investment, risk, and the scarcity of capital. This CAP applies a 3% discount 
rate for investments in a low-carbon future, which is aligned with a social 
discounting rate.

Net present value The net present value (NPV) of an investment is the difference between the 
present value of the capital investment and the present value of the future 
stream of savings and revenue generated by the investment. 

Four aggregate categories are used to track the financial performance of the 
low-carbon measures in this analysis: capital expenditures, energy savings 
(or costs), operations and maintenance savings, and revenue generation 
(associated with renewable energy production facilities and some transit 
actions). Administrative costs associated with implementing programs, as 
well as any energy system infrastructure upgrades that may be required, are 
excluded. Similarly, the broader social costs that are avoided from mitigating 
climate change, such as avoided health costs or avoided damages from climate 
change, are not included in this financial analysis.

65 Detailed financial assumptions are described in the Data, Methods, and Assumptions Manual.
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Abatement cost The abatement cost of an action is the estimated cost for that action to reduce 
one metric ton of GHG emissions, calculated by dividing the action’s NPV 
by the total GHG emissions reductions (tCO2e) resulting from the action. For 
example, if a project has an NPV of $1,000 and generates 10 tCO2e of savings, 
its abatement cost is $100 per tCO2e reduced.

Amortization The costs of major capital investments are typically spread over a period of 
time (e.g., a mortgage on a house commonly has a 25-year mortgage period). 
Amortization refers to the process of paying off capital expenditures (debt) 
through regular principal and interest payments over time. In this analysis, we 
have applied a 25-year amortization rate to all investments.66 

 6.2  Economic Benefits

Historically, the prevailing narrative has been that climate action costs money and requires 
sacrifices. An economic analysis of the costs and benefits of climate action in Charleston 
County finds that the opposite is true. There are compelling economic reasons to implement a 
net-zero pathway as soon as possible with little financial downside.

Table 6. Summary of financial results, undiscounted, 2024–2050.  
A negative number represents dollars saved (returns are greater than cost), while a positive number 
represents cost (costs are greater than returns).

Financial Estimate
Low-Carbon Scenario 
(undiscounted)

Low-Carbon Scenario 
(3% discount rate)

Total incremental capital investment,  
2024–2050

$14,300 million $9,850 million

Savings from investments made between  
2024 and 2050 -$31,800 million -$15,800 million

Total revenue made between 2024 and 2050 -$804 million - $480 million

Net benefit, 2024–2050 -$18,300 million -$6,400 million

Capital cost to reduce each metric ton of GHG $144 $100

Annual household savings on energy,  
2050 over 2020 -$3,490

Investment $/person-year of employment $162,000

66  To manage the complexity of the analysis, a blanket amortization of 25 years was applied across all actions in order to 
demonstrate the impact of financing the actions.
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Implementing Charleston County’s CAP requires a community-wide investment totaling $9.9 
billion from 2024 and 2050, averaging $380 million annually (at 3% discount rate). To put this 
into perspective, the CAP investments represent less than 1% of Charleston County’s annual 
GDP of $34.5 billion per year.67 

These investments generate savings from avoided energy costs and reduced operations and 
maintenance costs, as well as revenue from local energy production and transit expansion. 
These benefits apply to the community as a whole, including households, businesses, and the 
County.

With selected IRA investments included, the net present value of the benefit to Charleston 
County is $7.4 billion, with the prospective IRA investment totalling $1 billion over a 10-year 
period (discounted at 3%). 

Figure 29. Present value of investments and returns, discounted at 3% for the Low-Carbon Scenario 
(costs are positive and revenue and savings are negative) in million $, 2024–2050.

67 Charleston County Economic Development. Retrieved from: https://www.charlestonCountydevelopment.org/data-center/
economic-data/
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The Inflation Reduction Act
The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) is the most extensive and ambitious piece of climate 
legislation in US history and is designed to transform the US economy. The IRA 
reinforces many aspects of Charleston County’ CAP, by providing opportunities for 
the County to raise funds and by providing grants and incentives to individuals and 
businesses to support low-carbon investments.

Municipalities can apply directly to federal agencies for funding for a range of  
programs, including:68

• A Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund, which will provide grants, loans, and 
financial and technical assistance “to enable low-income and disadvantaged 
communities to deploy or benefit from zero-emission technologies,” including 
rooftop solar and other GHG reduction activities, and provide direct and indirect 
investment in projects, activities, or technologies;

• Climate Pollution Reduction Grants which provide grants to implement GHG 
pollution reductions;

• Clean Heavy-Duty Vehicles, which funds a program to cover incremental costs 
associated with replacing non-zero-emissions heavy-duty vehicles with zero-
emissions heavy-duty vehicles, fueling and charging infrastructure, and facilitating 
workforce development and technical activities.

• A Low-Emissions Electricity Program, which will provide funding for technical 
assistance for domestic electricity generation and use; 

• The Reconnecting Communities and Neighborhoods Grant Program, which 
will provide funding for reconnecting communities that were previously cut-off 
from economic opportunities by transportation infrastructure through planning 
grants, capital construction grants and technical assistance, to restore community 
connectivity through the removal, retrofit, mitigation, or replacement of eligible 
transportation infrastructure facilities; 

• The Environmental and Climate Justice Block Grants, which will providing 
funding for community-led air and other pollution monitoring, prevention, and 
remediation, and investments in low- and zero-emission and resilient technologies; 
mitigation of urban heat islands, extreme heat, wood heater emissions, and 
wildfires; reducing indoor air pollution; climate resilience and adaptation; and 
facilitating engagement of disadvantaged communities; and 

• The State and Private Forestry Conservation Programs, which will support 
tree planting activities.

68 Sabin Center for Climate Change Law (2022). Cities & the Inflation Reduction Act. https://blogs.law.columbia.edu/
climatechange/2022/08/22/cities-the-inflation-reduction-act
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The IRA also includes the following tax credits and grants that go directly to consumers 
for vehicle and building electrification and distributed energy generation:

• Rebates covering 50-100% of the cost of installing new electric appliances, 
including super-efficient heat pumps, water heaters, clothes dryers, stoves,  
and ovens.

• Rebates for households to make repairs and improvements in single-family and 
multi-family homes to increase energy efficiency.

• Tax credits covering 30% of the costs to install solar panels and battery storage 
systems, make home improvements that reduce energy leakage, or upgrade 
heating and cooling equipment. No income limits apply.

• Tax credits covering 30% of the costs of community solar projects—owned 
by local businesses that sign up families to save on their electric bills—with 
additional bonus credits of 20% for projects at affordable housing properties 
and 10% for projects in low-income communities.

• Upfront discounts up to $7,500 for new EVs and $4,000 for used EVs, helping 
middle-class Americans skip the gas pump and save on fuel costs.
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6.3  Investment Unlocks Opportunities

Figure 30 illustrates the level of investment that would be required by residents, businesses, 
and government to decarbonize Charleston County. Similar to other low-carbon transitions, 
costs are higher in the earlier years to rapidly implement the infrastructure and systems 
necessary to achieve GHG emissions reductions. However, financing the majority of these 
investments can be amortized to spread out the cost over time. By the year 2034, savings 
outweigh the costs, excluding the IRA investments.

Figure 30. Year-on-year investments and returns, undiscounted, 2024–2050.
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The majority of investments are for residential and commercial building retrofits, which provide 
long-term energy savings but entail high upfront costs. The incremental investment in 
transportation is negligible because the costs of light-duty electric vehicles are projected to 
reach parity with gas- and diesel-powered vehicles as early as 2026.69 The reduced operational 
costs represent a major opportunity for cost savings going forward. 

Figure 31. Incremental capital expenditures by sector, 2024–2050.

 

69 Slowik, Peter et.al. (2022). Assessment of light-duty vehicle costs and consumer benefits in the United States in the 2022–2035 
time frame. The International Council on Clean Transportation. White Paper. October 18, 2022. Retrieved from https://theicct.
org/publication/ev-cost-benefits-2035-oct22/
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6.4  Energy Savings for Households

Household energy expenditures (Figure 32)—natural gas, electricity, gasoline, and diesel—are 
projected to decline by 25% in the BAP from $5,140 in 2020 to $3,850 by 2050. These savings 
result from more efficient vehicles due to national fuel efficiency standards and decreased 
heating requirements as the climate becomes milder due to climate change. In the LC Scenario, 
the savings are much greater, and household energy expenditures fall by 68% to $1,640 by 
2050. Depending on the business, policy, and financing strategies used in the implementation 
of the actions, these savings will be partly offset by the incremental capital expenditures 
required. Investments in building energy retrofits, faster vehicle electrification, increased transit 
and active trips, high-performance buildings, and renewable energy generation all contribute 
to significantly reducing average household energy expenditures.

Figure 32. Household annual energy expenditures by scenario, 2024–2050.
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6.5  Employment Opportunities

Transitioning to a zero-carbon economy is expected to have four types of impacts on the job 
market: additional jobs will be created in emerging sectors, some employment will be shifted 
(for example, from the fossil fuels industry to clean technology), certain jobs will be reduced or 
eliminated (for example, mechanics for gasoline or diesel cars), and many existing jobs will be 
transformed or redefined. For Charleston County, implementing the CAP is expected to add 
87,900 person-years of employment between 2024 and 2050. 

Building retrofits present the largest opportunity for new employment, including opportunities 
to partner with local education centers. This could include developing programs that teach 
the skills required to complete deep energy retrofits and install high-efficiency equipment. 
Developing partnerships to expand on local knowledge will help jumpstart this activity. In 
addition to building retrofits, improvements can simultaneously be made to accessibility 
features of public buildings, commercial buildings, and common areas.

The transportation maintenance sector shows small losses in total person-years of employment, 
since electric vehicles require less maintenance than gas- and diesel-powered vehicles. 
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Figure 33. Annual person-years of employment generated in the Low-Carbon Scenario, 2024–2050.
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6.6  Business Opportunities

Investments in the Low-Carbon Scenario represent opportunities for existing and new 
businesses in Charleston County. These include contractors, HVAC suppliers, renewable 
energy companies, auto groups, construction companies, and secondary businesses such as 
banks, engineering and architecture firms, and insurance companies. Figure 34 illustrates the 
numbers of heat pumps required to decarbonize Charleston County. These totals essentially 
constitute sales targets for the HVAC industry in Charleston County.

Figure 34. Annual demand for heat pumps in the Low-Carbon Scenario, 2024–2050.
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The next figure shows the number of residential buildings to be retrofitted in Charleston 
County. The sheer amount of retrofits to be done means that there is a huge business 
opportunity for building contractors who are willing to work on retrofit projects.

Figure 35. Number of dwellings to be retrofitted in the Low-Carbon Scenario from 2020 to 2050.
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Figure 36. Commercial floor space to be retrofitted in the Low-Carbon Scenario from 2020 to 2050.
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 6.7  Marginal Abatement Costs

The marginal abatement cost (MAC) is the incremental cost of preventing one metric ton of 
GHG emissions. The lower the cost, the more affordable the action, and in some cases, the 
action can be profitable. The abatement cost is calculated by summing the net present value 
of capital costs and operating costs over the lifetime of the investments divided by the tons of 
GHGs reduced. Note that the IRA incentives and grants are not included in the calculation of 
the abatement costs; their inclusion would decrease the cost or increase the savings of many 
actions. 

By providing individual costs for actions, MACs can imply that the actions are a menu from 
which individual actions can be selected. In fact, many of the actions are dependent on each 
other. For example, energy costs increase without retrofits. To be successful, Charleston 
County’s CAP must be implemented in full. Additionally, in order to achieve the net-zero-
emissions-by-2050 target, all the actions need to be undertaken as soon as possible.

Table 7 summarizes the marginal abatement costs for modeled measures for Charleston 
County. The actions with negative abatement costs generate financial returns over their 
lifetimes. A positive abatement cost signifies a net cost over the span of the project. This 
comparison provides one way to view the costs and benefits of the implementation of 
emissions-reducing actions but should not be the only metric used to evaluate an action.
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Figure 37. Marginal abatement costs for modeled measures.
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Table 7. Abatement costs for modeled measures.

Low-Carbon Action

Cumulative 
Emissions 
Reduction  

(kt CO2e)

Proportion 
of Total 

Reduction

Net  
Present  

Value

Marginal 
Abatement Cost 

($/MtCO2e)

New Residential Heat Pumps 2,565 3.1% $731,928,579 $285

New Residential Building 
Standards 3,251 3.9% -$667,025,184 -$205

New Commercial Heat 
Pumps 5,524 6.6% -$1,729,567,988 -$313

New Commercial Water 
Heaters 189 0.2% -$35,127,181 -$185

New Non-Residential 
Building Standards 537 0.6% $92,621,201 $173

Residential Building Retrofits 3,328 4.0% $1,567,819,804 $471

Residential Heat Pumps in 
Existing Buildings 319 0.4% $126,778,410 $397

Residential Heat Pump 
Water Heaters in Existing 
Buildings 1,861 2.2% -$494,765,237 -$266

Commercial Building 
Retrofits 2,767 3.3% $923,539,762 $334

Commercial Heat Pumps in 
Existing Buildings 3,733 4.5% -$1,198,344,493 -$321

Commercial Heat Pump 
Water Heaters in Existing 
Buildings 155 0.2% -$33,558,453 -$216

Municipal Building Retrofits 21 0.0% $28,477,064 $1,348

Municipal Heat Pumps in 
Existing Buildings 53 0.1% -$12,008,653 -$227
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Low-Carbon Action

Cumulative 
Emissions 
Reduction  

(kt CO2e)

Proportion 
of Total 

Reduction

Net  
Present  

Value

Marginal 
Abatement Cost 

($/MtCO2e)

Municipal Heat Pump Water 
Heaters in Existing Buildings 2 0.0% -$334,929 -$152

Electrify Appliances 25 0.0% $6,991,104 $280

Electrify Commercial 
Equipment 58 0.1% $24,578,081 $421

Industrial Building Retrofits 454 0.5% $171,347,412 $378

Industrial Sector Process 
Improvements 2,839 3.4% -$67,075,703 -$24

Rooftop Solar 8,707 10.4% -$1,898,310,009 -$218

Zero-Emission Municipal 
Fleet 150 0.2% -$8,733,978 -$58

Electrify Personal-Use 
Vehicles 8,810 10.6% -$4,650,747,306 -$528

Electrify On-Road 
Commercial-Use Vehicles 9,588 11.5% -$817,935,779 -$85

Active and Transit 
Expansions 759 0.9% $191,558,847 $252

Zero-Emission Marine, Air, 
and Rail Transportation 7,733 9.3% $1,283,892,912 $166

Agricultural Sector 
Improvements 604 0.7% -$763,526 -$229

Waste Management 
Improvements 5,964 7.1% $0 $0

Clean Grid 7,405 8.9% $0 $0

External Renewable 
Installations 6,102 7.3% $69,469,885 $11
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7  Implementing Change
This implementation strategy recommends 53 actions that the County should take to meet its 
GHG reduction targets. It serves as a guide on where to direct efforts in the next five years to 
align with the overall strategy of the CAP, recognizing that the speed at which these measures 
are accomplished will be a determining factor in reaching the County’s target. After five years, 
the County should evaluate what it has accomplished to determine if it is on the right track with 
emissions reduction and make any necessary adjustments.

It should be noted that the programs, initiatives, and policies recommended here are meant 
to support one another and are sequenced in a timeline to maximize community co-benefits, 
GHG reductions, and financial return. Although adaptive management will be important as 
technologies and conditions change, the Plan will not generate the same outcome if only some 
actions are completed or if they are taken out of order. For example, building retrofits increase 
the impact of solar photovoltaic installations in terms of cost and GHG reductions, and adding 
solar photovoltaic can ensure there is clean electricity available for electric vehicles at homes 
and workplaces.

Table 8. Description of implementation indicators.

Measure Describes the measure that helps to achieve the Big Move. 

Modeled low-
carbon target

Describes the modeled low-carbon targets that support the measure.

GHG impact Describes the cumulative GHG emissions reduction impact for each measure 
compared  
to the Business-as-Planned Scenario.

• Enabler: Enables the reduction of GHG emissions.

• Low: <5,000 kMtCO2e

• Medium: 5,000–10,000 kMtCO2e

• High: 10,000–20,000 kMtCO2eq

• Very High: >20,000 kMtCO2eq

Community 
investment

Community investments are based on the upfront community-wide capital 
expenditure required for each modeled target beyond the BAP Scenario.

• $: <$1,000,000,000

• $$: $1,000,000,000– $2,000,000,000

• $$$: $2,000,000,000–$3,000,000,000

• $$$$: >$3,000,000,000
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Measure Describes the measure that helps to achieve the Big Move. 

Return on 
investment

Return on investment represents the community-wide savings on operating 
and maintenance costs and energy expenditures realized in the Low-Carbon 
Scenario versus the BAP Scenario.

• $: <$1,000,000,000

• $$: $1,000,000,000– $2,500,000,000

• $$$: $2,500,000,000–$5,000,000,000

• $$$$: >$5,000,000,000

Metrics The method and measurement unit for monitoring the impact of the action 
taken. All metrics should be analyzed regularly for actions that are being  
actively implemented.

Implementation 
mechanism

Mechanisms for delivering actions in the county fall broadly into  
these categories:

• Policy: Instruments like regulations, policy, and bylaws developed 
by the County and approved by the Council. 

• Program: An ongoing effort by the County, with staff and financing 
to support the effort. 

• Initiative: A study or project undertaken by the County, private 
sector, not-for-profit sector, or other sectors, individually or 
collaboratively, with a specific focus and implemented for a set 
time period. 

• Infrastructure: Investment in physical infrastructure by the County 
or private sector, not-for-profit sector, or other sectors, individually 
or collaboratively.

• Advocacy: Any action in favor of or recommending that another 
body (e.g., level of government, other governments, community 
partners) undertake an action/policy/program that influences 
emissions reductions within its jurisdictional control.

• Education: A defined opportunity to target educational 
communications and materials to the public, community partners, 
and other governments related to the specific rationale and 
benefits of implementing climate actions.

Action Describes the implementation action supporting the strategy.

County role Indicates whether the County is leading, supporting, or advocating for the  
implementation action.

Potential partner Indicates potential collaborative partners for action implementation.
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Measure Describes the measure that helps to achieve the Big Move. 

Timing Indicates when the County and its partners should start planning and/or 
implementing  
the recommended action.

Strategy 
and design 
considerations

Highlights Charleston County characteristics that need to be considered when 
implementing actions in order to maximize efficiency and efficacy. 

Co-benefits, 
co-harms, and 
equity impacts

Describes community impacts that are not directly related to climate change 
mitigation. Planning for actions that also deliver co-benefits and mitigate 
co-harms increases the likelihood of success.
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7.1  Big Move 1: Affordable and Resilient Buildings

Building emissions come from all types of buildings, including homes, schools, offices, stores, 
and industrial spaces. Buildings and the systems within them, such as water heating and space 
cooling systems, are long-lasting assets. Depending on how efficient they are, the types of 
energy that they use, and how they are operated, buildings can become a significant source of 
GHG emissions.

In 2020, buildings in the commercial, residential, municipal, industrial, and agricultural sectors 
generated 3,030 kMtCO2e of GHG emissions, about 47% of Charleston County’s overall 
GHG emissions in the same year. Industrial processes are the largest source of building GHG 
emissions at 27%, followed by space cooling at 25%, and space heating at 14%. Electricity 
accounts for about 70% of the building sector’s GHG emissions, but only about 40% of the 
energy consumed—this indicates that decarbonizing electricity rapidly will be transformative 
for the building sector GHG emissions.

Almost half of single-family homes and more than half of multi-family homes in South Carolina 
are uninsulated, indicating a major opportunity to reduce costs, energy consumption, and 
GHG emissions and increase comfort. One analysis found that a whole-home high-efficiency 
and electrification retrofit would result in GHG emissions reductions of 30—63%, energy bill 
savings of 24—57%, and energy savings of 29—67%.70 The emissions reductions would be 
higher if the emissions factor of electricity goes down or if solar PV capacity is added to the 
home. 

In the Low-Carbon Scenario, building sector GHG emissions drop off by one-third in 2024 
with the closure of the WestRock paper mill in North Charleston,71 and they continue to rapidly 
reduce as industry and agricultural sectors improve their processes, water heating is switched 
from tanks to heat pumps, space cooling and heating are switched to heat exchangers, lights 
are converted to LED lighting, building retrofits ramp up, and more local solar systems are 
installed. 

70 NREL (2023). State Level Residential Building Stock and Energy Efficiency & Electrification 
Packages Analysis. Retrieved from: https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/nrel.buildingstock/viz/
StateLevelResidentialBuildingStockandEnergyEfficiencyElectrificationPackagesAnalysis/Introduction

71 McDermott, John. North Charleston paper mill shuts down. The Post and Courier. December 20, 2023. https://www.
postandcourier.com/news-stories-2023/north-charleston-paper-mill-shuts-down/article_a52da22a-945e-11ee-864c-
3333ee016955.html

Affordable and resilient 
buildings

Big Move 1
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Figure 38. Building energy use by fuel type, Low-Carbon Scenario, 2020–2050.
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Figure 39. Building GHG emissions by energy source and end use, Low-Carbon Scenario, 
2020–2050.
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While the objectives overlap (e.g. getting maximum emissions reductions), the specific 
requirements and approaches are different for new or newly renovated buildings compared 
to occupied existing buildings. Programs and policies are often tailored differently to address 
the unique characteristics and challenges associated with each category of buildings. In this 
CAP, actions for this Big Move are categorized according to whether the buildings will be new 
construction or existing buildings.

Co-Benefits, Co-Harms, and Equity Impacts:

• High-performance buildings are more affordable to operate than conventional 
construction.72

• Energy-efficient buildings with low-carbon heating and cooling systems have fewer 
drafts, less condensation, and less temperature variation, resulting in greater comfort 
and better health.

• A traditional home, even with grid-tied PV, will not keep you warm or cool at night 
during an extended blackout, whereas a high- performance home will hold heat or 
keep the heat at bay long after a utility disruption.

• Occupants are less vulnerable to increasing energy costs.

• Improved insulation in buildings reduces residents’ exposure to exterior noise.

• New higher standards and retrofit requirements will create a significant number  
of direct and indirect jobs annually.

72 CBC News (2023). Many of Canada's greenest apartments are ultra-affordable. Here's why. Retrieved from: https://www.cbc.
ca/news/science/green-affordable-housing-1.6876487
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 7.1.1  Net-Zero New Buildings

The first steps for designing a net-zero emissions building are (1) to aim for very low levels of 
energy consumption without compromising building functionality and comfort and (2) to 
provide a clean electricity source either as on-site PV or procured off-site renewable energy. 
Because procuring off-site renewable energy is an option, a net-zero-emissions building is 
easier to achieve than a net-zero-energy building, which typically generates all of its energy 
needs on site with a solar PV system. Strategies that can achieve this objective include:

• Ensuring the building envelope is well-insulated to minimize transfer of cooling, 
heating, and air leakage;

• Maximizing natural light and ventilation by optimizing building orientation and 
windows and doors placement; 

• Using high-efficiency systems, equipment, fixtures, and appliances;

• Implementing water-efficient fixtures such as low-flow faucets and showerheads in 
concert with water-saving practices like rainwater harvesting and greywater recycling 
systems for non-potable water use; 

• Integrating smart building technologies like occupancy sensors, programmable 
thermostats, and building automation systems to enhance overall building 
performance; 

• Incorporating climate-positive design features such as high-albedo surfaces, low-
embodied-carbon materials, and multifunctional,73 native vegetation; and

• Providing the energy required for operating the building from on-site solar 
installations or other non-emitting sources of energy.

Reducing building electrical load as much as possible through these strategies sets the 
building up for success, as the required demand is much lower and can be met by smaller and 
cheaper renewable energy systems.

Strategy and Design Considerations:

• Charleston County does not have the authority to impose energy codes and will 
need to explore other policy instruments, such as a Building Performance Standard, 
to incentivize construction of high-performance buildings.

• High-performance buildings have a lower peak electricity demand and can reduce 
or minimize investments in upgrading the electricity system. Utilities can be a key 
partner in advancing a program for high-performance new buildings. 

73Multifunctional native vegetation comprises indigenous plants serving ecological and environmental functions while enhancing 
quality of life by providing shade and aesthetic appeal.
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What is a Building Performance Standard (BPS)? 
A BPS policy establishes a definition for high-performance buildings and drives all 
buildings to achieve it, making the Country's priorities clear. From a building owner 
perspective, a BPS provides flexibility: Owners can use whatever technologies and 
operational strategies they decide are most effective and economical to meet the 
target. Buildings cannot all be made high-performance buildings immediately. A 
BPS is a forward-thinking policy commitment in which the County establishes the 
long-term, high-performance standard, with interim targets that ratchet up over time. 
The combination of short- and long-term goals assures that building performance 
improves consistently over time, and also sends appropriate market signals to 
discourage investments in long-lived, inefficiency, and environmentally damaging 
technology. Throughout these performance improvement cycles, the County collects 
data and works with the private sector, utilities, and others to create incentives and 
programs and provide technical assistance.74 

BPS policies should support: (1) reducing energy use, (2) electrifying as much as 
possible, and (3) increasing renewable energy to reduce

fossil fuel consumption. BPS can also support equity objectives and resilience and 
enable federal funding opportunities.

74 USDN (2021). Building Performance Standards. Retrieved from:  https://www.usdn.org/uploads/cms/documents/bps-
framework_july-2021_final.pdf
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Table 9. Net-zero new buildings implementation strategies.

Strategy Net-Zero New Buildings

Measure High-performance standards for new and newly renovated buildings

Modeled  
low- carbon targets

100% of new residential, municipal, commercial, and industrial buildings are net-zero ready by 2035.

GHG impact High

Investment required $$$

Return on investment $$$

Performance metric % of net-zero buildings built annually

Strategy Net-Zero New Buildings

Measure High-performance standards for new and newly renovated buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County Role Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Policy 1 Require that all new 
municipal buildings are built 
to net-zero standards.

County leads - Ongoing • County budget, on the basis of return on 
investment. 
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Strategy Net-Zero New Buildings

Measure High-performance standards for new and newly renovated buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County Role Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative 2 Undertake a process to 
develop a high-performance 
building performance 
standard for new residential 
and commercial buildings, 
with appropriate targets 
for different segments of 
the building stock, guided 
by engagement with the 
building and development 
community in Charleston 
County. The BPS can 
include incremental targets 
for operational energy, 
operational GHG emissions, 
and embodied carbon and 
energy efficiency standards.

County leads — 2024 • Sec. 45L Homebuilder Tax Credit- $2,500 for 
meeting ENERGY STAR and $5,000 for US 
Department of Environment (DOE) zero-energy 
ready.

• Sec. 25C Home Efficiency Improvement Tax 
Credit- 30% of eligible expenses up to $1,200 
per year for most projects, with a higher cap 
of $2,000 per year for heat pumps, heat pump 
water heaters and wood stoves.

• $1B in grants and loans through HUD for 
sustainability improvements to affordable 
housing, authorized to seed up to $4B in loans.

• Sec. 25D Residential Clean Energy Tax Credit- 
30 percent credit for eligible expenditures for 
on-site residential solar electric, solar water 
heating, fuel cell, small wind energy, and 
geothermal heat pumps through 2032.

• Sec. 179D Tax Deduction for Energy Efficient 
Commercial Buildings- Sliding scale of $2.50 
-$5.00 per square foot. New construction must 
achieve 25%-50% > evolving ASHRAE 90.1 
reference standard.
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Strategy Net-Zero New Buildings

Measure High-performance standards for new and newly renovated buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County Role Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Policy 

[Equity 
Focus]

3 Apply the same incentives 
for Affordable and Workforce 
Housing—fees waived, 
priority review, and density 
bonuses for any housing type 
that is net- zero emissions. 
Provide additional bonuses 
for projects that provide 
affordable housing and are 
net-zero emissions.

County leads - 2025 • As above

Policy 4 Incorporate low-carbon 
considerations into planning 
approvals, including 
orientation, glazing, building 
shape, and shading.

County leads 2025–2026 • None required

Initiative 5 Incentivize developers to 
prioritize heat pumps, heat 
pump hot water tanks, and 
induction cooking for new 
developments. 

County leads Electric utilities 2024 • Sec. 25C Home Efficiency Improvement Tax 
Credit- 30% of eligible expenses up to $1,200 
per year for most projects, with a higher cap 
of $2,000 per year for heat pumps, heat pump 
water heaters and biomass stoves.
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Strategy Net-Zero New Buildings

Measure High-performance standards for new and newly renovated buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County Role Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Advocacy 6 Advocate for the State 
to update its building 
code to enhance energy 
performance and ensure safe 
homes.

County 
advocates

Other 
municipalities in 
South Carolina 

2024 • No funding required

Education 7 Offer educational sessions to 
builders on net-zero design 
principles and funding 
opportunities.

County supports SC Energy 
Office, 
Homebuilders’ 
Association

2024 • Energy Auditor Training Grant Program (DOE)

• Career Skills Training Program (DOE)

• State-Based Home Energy Efficiency Contractor 
Training Grant Program (DOE)
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7.1.2  Resilient Homes and Buildings

Retrofits of homes and buildings decrease emissions as well as the amount of renewable 
energy required to cool or heat them. The work required will vary depending on the building 
type and even building to building or home to home. Retrofits represent the foremost 
opportunity to reduce the emissions associated with energy use in buildings, while also 
improving the quality of homes for their occupants.

Introducing a reporting and disclosure mechanism is a key first step to identifying the energy 
performance of existing buildings. This information would also be very useful in fine-tuning 
assistance or supporting programs, such as providing financing for low-income populations, 
training programs for trades, and information packaging for property owners or managers. 
For prospective buyers or renters, building performance reports provide upfront information 
on operating costs. Additionally, energy reporting and disclosure programs could become 
valuable tools for property owners for guiding investments, optimizing energy performance, 
reducing costs, complying with local regulations, and enhancing the marketability and value of 
their buildings.  

The primary tool to retrofit buildings in Charleston County is to leverage incentives in a building 
retrofit program, with streams for residential and commercial buildings. Within the residential 
stream, there will be a specific focus on LIDC neighborhoods.75 The County could also apply 
the Building Performance Standard to existing buildings to accelerate the rate of retrofits. A 
comprehensive program will include education, coordination of financing (possibly using a 
Property Assessed Clean Energy [PACE] program if it is enabled) and federal and state grants, 
building permit approval, energy audits, contractor training and pre-approval, and workforce 
development. The program will take a whole-building perspective, targeting deep retrofits 
(savings exceeding 50%), incorporate heat pumps for heating and cooling and other high-
efficiency technologies, and integrate solar photovoltaics, energy storage, and electric vehicle 
chargers where appropriate. 

Retrofitting the building stock in Charleston County will require a skilled labor force that is 
trained to assess the needs of a building and to complete the retrofit work. Many homes and 
buildings in Charleston County are older and prone to flooding, and retrofits will need to 
consider upgrades from older electrical systems and to accommodate the installation of heat 
pumps (for heating and cooling), electric vehicle chargers, heat pump hot water heaters, and 
other electric appliances. Charleston County can develop partnerships with local colleges and 
trade schools, the construction industry, and the County and State to support the development 
of the retrofit workforce.

75 As an example, see: Philadelphia Energy Authority.(2023). Built to Last. Retrieved from: https://philaenergy.org/
programs-initiatives/built-to-last/#:~:text=Built%20to%20Last%20seeks%20to,and%20stay%20in%20their%20homes.
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What is a Deep Retrofit?
A deep retrofit is a set of actions to improve building quality and energy efficiency. 

Minor retrofits include weatherstripping, improving insulation, and relamping to LEDs. Major 
retrofits can include replacing windows and doors, updating heating and cooling systems, 
and reducing water consumption through low-flow faucets. These approaches, especially 
if undertaken in a piecemeal manner, are considered “light” and tend to overlook potential 
savings achievable from more comprehensive measures such as roof replacement or switching 
HVAC systems to heat pumps.

Deep retrofits go a step further by taking a whole-building approach, considering all major 
capital needed in the building over the next several years, and strategizing interventions 
that aim for higher efficiencies and other advantages. Upgrades can be implemented 
simultaneously or gradually phased in over several years, depending on available budget.

A deep retrofit can reduce a building’s energy demand by up to 60%.

Strategy and Design Considerations:

• The SC Energy Office recently became a partner of the US DOE Better Buildings 
Solution Center that administers the Home Energy Score program. There is potential 
for Charleston to be one of the first to pilot the program in South Carolina. The 
Home Energy Score report estimates home energy use and associated costs and 
provides energy solutions to cost-effectively improve the home's efficiency based on 
an assessment by a certified assessor. Cities like Portland, Oregon, and Gainesville, 
Florida, have adopted ordinances requiring a Home Energy Score assessment before 
a dwelling can be sold or rented.   

• There is legislative uncertainty with respect to PACE programs. A bill to introduce 
C-PACE is currently being considered in the state legislature.76 PACE programs allow 
properties to obtain low-cost, long-term financing for qualifying energy efficiency, 
renewable energy, water efficiency, resilience, and public health improvements 
to new and existing buildings. PACE financing is secured through a voluntary 
assessment on the property, which automatically transfers upon sale.

• The Sustainability Institute, a non-profit organization based in North Charleston, 
implements various programs that merge climate and equity objectives, including 
the Environmental Conservation Corps program that trains youth to take part in 
community conservation activities. One of the key service activities is providing 
home energy audit and retrofits for low-income households in the Greater Charleston 
metro area. 

• Workforce capabilities and availability will be key considerations. 

76 As of February 4, 2024, the S0542: A Bill to Amend the South Carolina Code of Laws by Enacting the ‘South Carolina 
Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy and Resilience Act” has been accepted by the Senate and was introduced to the 
House for first reading in May 2023. 
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Table 10. Resilient homes and buildings implementation strategies.

Strategy Resilient Homes and Buildings

Measure Deep retrofit existing buildings

Modeled low-carbon 
targets

• The program aims to retrofit existing residential, commercial, and industrial buildings to achieve thermal  
standards of net-zero-ready and 30% electrical by 2050.

• Switch space heating, space cooling, and water heating equipment to heat pumps.

• Electrify appliances and auxiliary equipment. 

• Increase solar rooftop PV installations for residential and commercial buildings.

GHG impact High

Investment required $$$$

Return on investment $$$$

Performance metric • Number of residential buildings retrofitted annually

• Average annual energy savings per household

• Number of non-residential buildings retrofitted annually

• Number of municipal buildings retrofitted annually

• Number of heat pumps sold or installed annually
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Strategy Resilient Homes and Buildings 

MeasureMeasure Deep retrofit existing buildingsDeep retrofit existing buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative 8 Require all municipal buildings 
to undergo energy audit and 
deep retrofits. 

County leads ESCO77 Initiating 
Energy 
Performance 
Contracting 
Project 

• Clean Electricity Investment Tax Credit 
(Treasury)

• Energy-Efficient Commercial Buildings 
Deduction (Treasury)

Policy 9 Initiate voluntary energy use 
disclosure and benchmarking 
for large non-residential and 
multi-family buildings.78

County leads SC Energy 
Office, EPA 
Energy Star 
Portfolio 
Manager, 
US EPA 
Benchmarking 
and Building 
Performance 
Standards Policy 
Toolkit

2025 • Green and Resilient Retrofit Program 
Grants and Loans (Department of 
Housing and Urban Development 
[HUD])

77 US DOE defines ESCOs as energy service companies that develop, design, build, and arrange financing for projects that save 
energy, reduce costs, and decrease operations and maintenance costs at their customer’s facilities.
78 The specification of large buildings can be determined based on the types and sizes of buildings in Charleston County. Some 
jurisdictions like Atlanta set this 50,000 square-feet while Washington State started with buildings exceeding 50,000 square-feet 
for the first year of implementation and will expand to include buildings between 20,000 to 50,000 square-feet  from 2027.
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Strategy Resilient Homes and Buildings 

MeasureMeasure Deep retrofit existing buildingsDeep retrofit existing buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Policy 10 Initiate a Home Energy Score 
program. 

County leads SC Energy 
Office, US DOE 
Better Buildings 
Solution Center

2026 —

Initiative

[Equity 
Focus]

11 Scale up the Sustainability 
Institute’s weatherization 
project for low-income 
households by expanding the 
scope to include more energy 
efficiency measures for deeper 
retrofits and solar PV installs. 
Increase program coverage 
to reach more LIDC homes. 
Integrate IRA tax credits and 
funding into the program. 
Focus on neighborhoods 
identified as LIDC.

County 
supports

Sustainability 
Institute

2025 • South Carolina’s Weatherization 
Assistance Program and State Energy 
Program 

• Residential Clean Energy Credit 
(Treasury)

• Energy-Efficient Home Improvement 
Credit (Treasury)

• $1B in grants and loans through HUD 
for sustainability improvements to 
affordable housing, with the possibility 
of $4 billion in additional loans
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Strategy Resilient Homes and Buildings 

MeasureMeasure Deep retrofit existing buildingsDeep retrofit existing buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Program

[Equity 
Focus]

12 Coordinate incentives and 
provide technical support 
targeted to low-income 
households to purchase and 
install heat pumps and highly 
efficient appliances.

County leads Utilities 2024 • Home Energy Rebates (DOE)

•  High-Efficiency Electric Home Rebate 
Program (DOE)

• Energy Efficient Home Improvement Tax 
Credit (Treasury)

• $The Green and Resilient Retrofit 
Program (GRRP)

• Green and Resilient Retrofit Program 
provides funding for direct loans and 
grants of eligible HUD-assisted multi-
family properties.
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Strategy Resilient Homes and Buildings 

MeasureMeasure Deep retrofit existing buildingsDeep retrofit existing buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Policy 13 Identify systemic barriers and 
opportunities to scale up 
rooftop solar photovoltaic 
installations in Charleston 
County. 

County leads Power utilities, 
solar power 
companies

2025 • Sec. 25D Residential Clean Energy 
Tax Credit- 30% credit for eligible 
expenditures for on-site residential solar 
electric, solar water heating, fuel cell, 
small wind energy, and geothermal heat 
pumps through 2032.

Advocacy 14 Advocate for the State to 
enable and activate residential 
and commercial PACE 
programs in South Carolina.

County 
advocates

Other 
municipalities in 
South Carolina, 
SC Energy 
Office, trade 
associations

2024
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Strategy Resilient Homes and Buildings 

MeasureMeasure Deep retrofit existing buildingsDeep retrofit existing buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative 15 Create a pre-approved 
contractors program. The 
contractors should have 
expertise and experience in 
delivering deep energy retrofit 
solutions. The program could 
include training and a public 
registry.

County leads Homebuilders’ 
Association, 
trades 
associations, 
renewable 
energy installers.

2025 • Energy Auditor Training Grant Program 
(DOE)

• Career Skills Training Program (DOE)

• State-Based Home Energy Efficiency 
Contractor Training Grant Program 
(DOE)

Initiative 16 Deliver a program for business 
owners to retrofit older 
commercial buildings.

County leads Chamber of 
Commerce, 
trade 
associations, 
energy service 
companies.

2026 • Sec. 179D Tax Deduction for Energy 
Efficient Commercial Buildings—Sliding 
scale of $2.50–$5.00 per square 
foot. New construction must achieve 
25–50% > evolving ASHRAE 90.1 
reference standard

• Clean Electricity Investment Tax Credit 
(Treasury)
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Strategy Resilient Homes and Buildings 

MeasureMeasure Deep retrofit existing buildingsDeep retrofit existing buildings

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Education

[Equity 
Focus]

17 Develop a concierge service79 
for IRA funding with the 
objective to maximize IRA 
investments in Charleston 
County. 

County leads 2025

Education

[Equity 
Focus]

18 Offer energy savings 
workshops for residents and 
businesses. These can be 
tailored to specific groups 
in the community like low-
income households, renters, 
newcomers, seniors, and 
young parents.

County 
supports

Climate justice 
groups, SC 
Energy Office

2024 • Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

• Neighborhood Access and Equity 
Grant Program (Department of 
Transportation [DOT])

 

79 The concierge service could offer one-on-one assistance to residents and businesses to help guide them to the right IRA 
program and services that will best meet their needs.
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7.2  Big Move 2: Sustainable and Inclusive Transportation

The transportation sector accounted for approximately 44% of Charleston County’s GHG 
emissions in 2020, totaling 2,860 kMtCO2e. Gasoline dominates as an energy source and as a 
source of GHG emissions. In the Low-Carbon Scenario, rapid transformation of the vehicle fleet 
to electric, fuel shifting to low-emissions fuel in the marine and aviation sub-sectors, and 
increased active transportation combined with rapidly increasing local renewable electricity 
generation led to the near elimination of GHG emissions from the transportation sector by 
2050. The market share for gasoline and diesel is reduced by 50% by 2035 relative to 2020 
levels, as increasing numbers of electric vehicles are added to the vehicle stock. 

Figure 40. Declining natural gas and gasoline consumption in the Low-Carbon Scenario, 
Charleston County, 2020–2050.
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Figure 41. Growth in the share of electric vehicles in the vehicle stock in the Low-Carbon Scenario, 
2020–2050.

Reducing emissions in the transportation sector requires considerations across four dimensions:

• Developing complete communities where amenities are within a short walking or bicycling 
distance to reduce the need for vehicle travel. 

• Developing an active transportation network that encourages walking, cycling, and other 
micro -mobility options like scooters, skateboards, skates, rollerblades, tricycles, and 
wheelchairs.80

• Expanding public transportation networks that are safe, affordable, and accessible to 
encourage ridership.

• Encourage switching to electric or low-emission vehicles with a robust  
charging network.

80 E-bikes and e-scooters are included in this category despite having a motor, due to the small motor size and low top speed.
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Strategy and Design Considerations:

• Transportation planning in Charleston occurs through the combined efforts of the 
County, local municipalities, adjacent counties and municipalities, the South Carolina 
Department of Transportation (SCDOT), and the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester 
Council of Governments (BCDCOG). The County is primarily responsible for roads 
and drainage infrastructure. 

• The Charleston Area Regional Transportation Authority (CARTA) provides local, 
express, and neighborhood bus services within the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester 
region. In Charleston County, CARTA’s services include the Downtown Area Shuttle 
(DASH), the Tel-A-Ride paratransit program, and the CARTA OnDemand service81 for 
seniors. CARTA has a Battery Electric Bus Master Plan and Roadmap to achieve 100% 
electric buses by 2040.  

• BCDCOG is developing a Lowcountry Rapid Transit (LCRT), a 21.3-mile mass bus 
rapid transit system with dedicated lanes linking Ladson, North Charleston, and the 
city of Charleston.  

• Charleston County has, within its geographic boundaries, three airports, freight rail 
services, an Amtrak passenger rail service, and marine terminals. 

• Opportunities for partnering and expanding existing programs:

• Charleston Moves and Second Chance Bikes currently work on advocacy, education 
and outreach programs related to walking, bicycling, and public transit.

• Lime e-bike share program is already operating in the city of Charleston, and 
Rebellion Roads provides e-bike rental services in the City of Charleston, the Town of 
Mount Pleasant, the Town of Sullivan’s Island, and the City of Isle of Palms.

• The Center of Resilience Excellence South Carolina (CORE SC) is currently leading a 
working group focused on drone delivery. 

• Lowcountry Go Vanpool program provides eligible commuter groups with seven- or 
15-passenger vans to commute to and from work in the Tri-County area.

 

81 CARTA OnDemand Service provides vouchers for seniors 55+ and for Tel-A-Ride customers to use Uber and Lyft throughout 
CARTA fixed route service areas.
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7.2.1  Enhanced Accessibility

Vehicular travel results in environmental and social impacts, including traffic congestion, 
air pollution, segregated communities, loss of forest and agricultural lands, etc. The idea of 
complete communities is a planning strategy that aims to provide a diversity of housing to meet 
identified community needs and accommodate people at all stages of life while also providing 
a wider range of employment, amenities, and services within a walkable distance.

Complementing the concept of complete communities are encouraging active transportation, 
which has a range of health and social benefits, and encouraging the use of public transit, 
which is an efficient way for people to move around. 

Co-Benefits, Co-Harms, and Equity Impacts:

• Improved accessibility: A land-use policy designed to encourage diverse land uses 
in proximity to housing is fundamental to enabling active transportation and public 
transit. 

• Increased affordability: Public transit, walking, and cycling are low- or zero-cost 
modes of travel, and the infrastructure required to support these modes is also 
relatively low cost, reducing the fiscal burden on governments. 

• Improved health: Comprehensive, well-maintained, and safe cycling and walking 
infrastructure results in increased activity, better mental and physical health, lower 
obesity rates, and lower rates of absenteeism from work.

• Environmental benefits: GHG reductions and air pollution are reduced, as is the area 
of land used for transportation. 
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Table 11. Implementation strategies to reduce the need to travel.

Strategy Enhanced Accessibility

Measure • Create complete communities

• Expand transit and active infrastructures

Modeled low -carbon 
targets

By 2050, 20% of trips below one mile are completed by walking, and10% of trips between 1 and 6 miles  
are completed by biking.

GHG impact Low

Investment required $$$

Return on investment $$

Performance metric • Biking and walking mode shares in the county

• Transit mode share in the county

• Average vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) per household per year
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Strategy Enhanced Accessibility

Measure • Create complete communities

• Expand transit and active infrastructure

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Policy 19 Revise zoning codes 
to promote mixed-use, 
pedestrian-friendly, transit-
oriented development.  

County leads BCDCOG 2025 —

Policy 20 Limit new developments 
outside Urban Growth 
Boundary to affordable housing 
and net-zero -emissions 
projects

County leads Local 
municipalities

2026 • None required
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Strategy Enhanced Accessibility

Measure • Create complete communities

• Expand transit and active infrastructure

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative

[Equity 
Focus]

21 Apply Complete Communities 
policies82 for priority LIDC 
neighborhoods with incentives 
such as reducing parking 
minimums (already enabled for 
affordable housing projects)

County 
advocates

Local 
municipalities 
with urban core 
areas, local 
businesses and 
community 
organizations, 
residents.

2026 • Carbon Reduction Program (Federal 
Highway Administration [FHWA])

• Neighborhood Access and Equity 
Grant Program (DOT)

• Safe Streets and Roads for All (DOT)

• Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside 
(FHWA)

Infrastructure

[Equity 
Focus]

22 Expand and improve active 
transportation infrastructure. 
Focus investments in LIDC 
neighborhoods and major 
activity centers.

County leads SCDOT, 
BCDCOG, local 
municipalities, 
local businesses 
and community 
organizations, 
residents.

2025 • Carbon Reduction Program (FHWA)

• Neighborhood Access and Equity 
Grant Program (DOT)

• Safe Streets and Roads for All (DOT)

• Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside 
(FHWA)

82 See: City of San Diego. Complete Communities: We’re All In. Retrieved from: https://www.sandiego.gov/
complete-communities
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Strategy Enhanced Accessibility

Measure • Create complete communities

• Expand transit and active infrastructure

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Infrastructure 23 Collaborate with BCDCOG and 
local municipalities to expand 
service to the regional public 
transit networks, including 
the Low Country Rapid 
Transit, CARTA’s DASH, and 
theTriCounty LINK.

County 
supports

BCDCOG, 
CARTA, and local 
municipalities.

Ongoing • Carbon Reduction Program (FHWA)

• Environmental and Climate Justice 
Block Grants (EPA)

• Environmental Review Implementation 
Funds (FHWA)

• Promoting Resilient Operations for 
Transformative, Efficient, and Cost-
Saving Transportation (PROTECT) 
Formula Program
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Strategy Enhanced Accessibility

Measure • Create complete communities

• Expand transit and active infrastructure

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative

[Equity 
Focus]

24 Develop a Multi-Modal, Safe 
Streets for All Transportation 
Plan including identifying 
policies and investments for 
LIDC neighborhoods.

County 
supports

BCDCOG leads. 
Potential partners 
include FHWA, 
SCDOT, and local 
municipalities.

2026 • Carbon Reduction Program (FHWA)

• Environmental and Climate Justice 
Block Grants (EPA)

• Neighborhood Access and Equity 
Grant Program (DOT)

• Promoting Resilient Operations for 
Transformative, Efficient, and Cost-
Saving Transportation (PROTECT) 
Formula Program

• Safe Streets and Roads for All (DOT)

• Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside 
(FHWA)
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Strategy Enhanced Accessibility

Measure • Create complete communities

• Expand transit and active infrastructure

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Education

[Equity 
Focus]

25 Launch outreach and education 
campaigns to encourage 
walking, bicycling, and riding 
transit. 

County leads BCDCOG, local 
municipalities, 
Charleston 
Moves, Second 
Chance Bikes

2027 • Carbon Reduction Program (FHWA);  
Environmental and Climate Justice 
Block Grants (EPA); Neighborhood 
Access and Equity Grant Program 
(DOT); Promoting Resilient Operations 
for Transformative, Efficient, and Cost-
Saving Transportation (PROTECT) 
Formula Program; Safe Streets and 
Roads for All (DOT); Transportation 
Alternatives Set-Aside (FHWA)

Initiative 26 Develop a last-mile delivery 
task force to identify innovative 
transportation solutions 
for businesses, including 
considering drone pilot 
projects.

County leads Courier 
companies, 
delivery 
companies, 
businesses

2026
• Carbon Reduction Program (FHWA)

• Environmental and Climate Justice 
Block Grants (EPA)

• Promoting Resilient Operations for 
Transformative, Efficient, and Cost-
Saving Transportation (PROTECT) 
Formula Program
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Strategy Enhanced Accessibility

Measure • Create complete communities

• Expand transit and active infrastructure

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Program

[Equity 
Focus]

27 Expand e-bike/bike 
share programs in LIDC 
neighborhoods.

County leads Local 
municipalities, 
local 
businesses and 
organizations, 
residents.

2025 • Carbon Reduction Program (FHWA) 

• Neighborhood Access and Equity 
Grant Program (DOT)

• Safe Streets and Roads for All (DOT)

• Bicycle and Pedestrian Program 
(FHWA)
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7.2.2  Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Despite the rapidly decreasing prices, increasing availability, and the presence of major electric 
vehicle manufacturing facilities in the state, uptake for electric vehicles in terms of ownership 
and charging networks is comparatively low. A combination of interventions and collaboration 
across the entire county will enable decarbonization of residential, municipal, and commercial 
vehicle fleets.

Co-benefits, Co-harms, and Equity Considerations:

• Reduced gasoline and diesel combustion in vehicles decreases air pollutants, which 
is particularly beneficial for youths and the elderly. 

• EVs are quieter than gasoline and diesel vehicles, providing additional health and 
social benefits. 

• EVs are more affordable to operate than other vehicle types, reducing energy costs 
for households and businesses. 

• EVs can also provide vehicle-to-grid services, generating additional income and 
providing benefits to the electricity grid.
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Table 12. Implementation strategies for decarbonizing vehicles.

Strategy Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Measure • Electrify County fleet

• Electrify light-duty vehicles

• Switch mid-to-heavy duty vehicles to ZEV 

Modeled low-carbon targets Personal-use vehicles:

By 2035, all new personal, light-duty vehicles sold are electric.

Shift mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles to ZEVs.

Commercial vehicles:

By 2035, all new commercial, light-duty vehicles sold are electric. By 2045, for all new mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles, 
50% will be electric, 50% will be ZEVs.

Marine, rail, and aviation sub-sectors:

Vehicles in these sub-sectors switch to zero-emissions fuel.

GHG impact Very High

Investment required $$$

Return on investment $$$$

Performance metric • Number of electric vehicles sold

• Number of DC Fast Charging stations installed at public and commercial buildings

• Share of aviation and marine fuel sold that is zero-emissions

• kWh of shore power consumption
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Strategy Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Measure • Electrify County fleet

• Electrify light-duty vehicles

• Switch mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles to ZEVs

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative 28 Right-size and fully decarbonize 
the municipal fleet and 
equipment

County leads - Ongoing • Clean Heavy-Duty Vehicles Grants and 
Rebates (EPA)

• Clean Vehicle Tax Credit (Treasury)

• Commercial Clean Vehicles Tax Credit 
(Treasury)

• Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

• Neighborhood Access and Equity Grant 
Program (DOT)

• Tax Credit For Alternative Refueling 
Property (Treasury)

• Tax Credit for Previously Owned Clean 
Vehicles (Treasury)
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Strategy Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Measure • Electrify County fleet

• Electrify light-duty vehicles

• Switch mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles to ZEVs

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Program

[Equity Focus]

29 Cars 4 All provides incentives to 
help lower-income consumers 
living in priority populations 
to replace their old higher-
polluting vehicles with newer 
and cleaner transportation. 

Participants have the option 
to purchase or lease new or 
used hybrid, plug-in hybrid 
electric vehicles (PHEV), battery 
electric vehicles (BEV) or zero-
emission vehicles (ZEV) or an 
alternative mobility option such 
as an e-bike, voucher for public 
transit, or a combination of 
clean transportation options. 
Additionally, buyers of PHEVs 
and BEVs are also eligible for 
home charger incentives or 
prepaid charge cards if home 
charger installation is not an 
option.

County leads South 
Carolina 
Energy Office

2025 • Clean Vehicle Tax Credit (Treasury)

• Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

• Neighborhood Access and Equity Grant 
Program (DOT)

• Tax Credit For Alternative Refueling 
Property (Treasury)

• Tax Credit for Previously Owned Clean 
Vehicles (Treasury)
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Strategy Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Measure • Electrify County fleet

• Electrify light-duty vehicles

• Switch mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles to ZEVs

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Infrastructure

[Equity Focus]

30 Increase DC Fast 
Charging stations in LIDC 
neighborhoods.

County 
supports

SC Energy 
Office, power 
utilities, 
business 
sector, 
developers, 
building 
owners

2024 • Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

• Neighborhood Access and Equity Grant 
Program (DOT)

• Tax Credit For Alternative Refueling 
Property (Treasury)

Policy 31 Incorporate standards in land 
development regulations 
for charging stations, solar 
canopies, permeable surfaces, 
and other Climate- Positive 
Design solutions for parking 
lots and major developments.

County leads Support 
of local 
municipalities

2025 • No funding required
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Strategy Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Measure • Electrify County fleet

• Electrify light-duty vehicles

• Switch mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles to ZEVs

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Education 32 Expand on existing smart 
commute programs like Trident 
Rideshare and Lowcountry 
Go. Coordinate with major 
employers to support zero-
emissions transportation.

County 
supports

Major 
employers, 
BCDCOG, 
CARTA

Ongoing • Carbon Reduction Program (FHWA)

• Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

• Neighborhood Access and Equity Grant 
Program (DOT)

• Safe Streets and Roads for All (DOT)

Advocacy

[Equity Focus]

33 Coordinate with BCDCOG 
on strategies to electrify the 
transit fleet, including required 
charging infrastructure and 
enabling land-use policies.

County 
supports

BCDCOG, 
local 
governments

Ongoing • Carbon Reduction Program (FHWA) 

• Bus and Bus Facilities Formula Grants 
(FTA)

• Diesel Emissions Reduction Act (DERA) 
Funding (EPA)

• Tax Credit For Alternative Refueling 
Property (Treasury)

• Charging and Fueling Infrastructure 
Discretionary Grant Program (FHWA)
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Strategy Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Measure • Electrify County fleet

• Electrify light-duty vehicles

• Switch mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles to ZEVs

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative 34 Develop a green fleets coalition 
including strategies such as 
procurement coordination, 
leasing strategies, charging 
station deployment, and pilot 
projects for new technologies 
(like zero-emission trucks) and 
EV- sharing models.

County 
supports

Organizations 
with large 
fleets

2025 • Clean Heavy-Duty Vehicles Grants and 
Rebates (EPA)

• Clean Vehicle Tax Credit (Treasury)

• Commercial Clean Vehicles Tax Credit 
(Treasury)

• Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

• Neighborhood Access and Equity Grant 
Program (DOT)

• Tax Credit For Alternative Refueling 
Property (Treasury)

• Tax Credit for Previously Owned Clean 
Vehicles (Treasury)
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Strategy Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Measure • Electrify County fleet

• Electrify light-duty vehicles

• Switch mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles to ZEVs

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Infrastructure 35 Advocate for BCDCOG to 
develop a system of electric 
ferries between the islands in 
the lowlands.

County 
supports

BCDCOG, 
water 
transport 
authorities, 
ferry and 
water taxi 
companies

2026 • Electric or Low-Emitting Ferry Pilot 
Program (FTA)

• Passenger Ferry Grant Program (FTA)

Infrastructure 36 Advocate for Port of Charleston 
to provide renewable shore 
power services.

County 
advocates

SC Ports 
Authority

2025 • Clean Ports Program (EPA)

• Diesel Emissions Reduction Act (DERA) 
Funding (EPA)

• Port Infrastructure Development Program 
(USDOT)

• Charging and Fueling Infrastructure 
Discretionary Grant Program (FHWA)
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Strategy Zero-Emissions Vehicles for All

Measure • Electrify County fleet

• Electrify light-duty vehicles

• Switch mid-to-heavy-duty vehicles to ZEVs

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Infrastructure 37 Ensure the airport can support 
electric and low-carbon fuel 
options for clean aviation.

County 
supports

Charleston 
County 
Aviation 
Authority

2025 • Airport Improvement Program (FAA)

• Airport Terminals Program (FAA)

• Contract Tower Competitive Grant 
Program (FAA)

Infrastructure 38 Advocate for rail companies 
to switch to battery-electric 
or other clean-fuel-powered 
locomotives. 

County 
advocates

SC Ports 
Authority, 
Amtrak, Rail 
companies

2026
• Interstate Rail Compacts Grant Program 

(FRA)

• Corridor Identification and Development 
Grant Program (FRA)

• Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and 
Safety Improvements (CRISI) Program 
(FRA)
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Equity and the Cost of Transportation
EVs are not accessible to everyone, and even though they are very efficient vehicles, 
other transportation modes like walking, bicycling, and transit are more efficient and 
lower cost. Prioritizing investments in these modes over private vehicles is the priority 
from an equity perspective. 

A car co-operative is a strategy to provide access to vehicles at a lower cost. 
Some cities require new developments to provide allocated parking spots for car 
co-operatives to ensure their availability.

Electric Ferries
The current water transportation services operating within the geographic boundaries 
of Charleston County are designed to cater to tourists rather than commuters. In many 
coastal cities like Sydney and Hong Kong, ferry services are an integral part of the 
public transportation network, providing an alternative mode of transportation to road 
travel. The King County Water Taxi in Seattle, operated by the King County Metro 
Transit Department, operates passenger ferries between downtown Seattle and 
destinations in the Puget Sound region.

Since ferries can transport a large number of passengers and vehicles in a single trip, 
they are much more space efficient compared to individual cars and can alleviate 
congested road networks, especially for coastal or island communities connected by 
bridges. When powered by electricity, or even directly by renewable energy sources 
like solar or wind, water ferries would emit far fewer GHG emissions than diesel- or 
gasoline-powered ferries. E-ferries also maximize rider comfort by removing noise, 
fumes, and vibrations, which would also benefit local marine life.
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7.3  Big Move 3: Clean Energy for All

Fuel switching is an important part of the net-zero energy transition in which many activities 
move from fossil fuels to low-carbon sources, with an emphasis on electricity. Charleston 
County’s CAP envisions more electric space heating, electric vehicles, and electrical processes 
in industry. A supply of net-zero-emissions electricity is essential for that vision, now and in the 
future. Electricity could either be supplied directly through the power grid or through local 
renewable energy generation from sources like wind and solar. 

Strategy and Design Considerations:

• The State Energy Plan does not include a plan to decarbonize the electricity system; 
however, the declining cost of renewable energy technologies combined with 
federal tax credits is likely to result in a lower carbon footprint of the electricity from 
the grid in the future. The current electricity generation mix includes nuclear, coal, 
natural gas, hydro, and some renewables in the form of solar and biomass.83  Two of 
the power utilities operating in the Charleston County region, Dominion Energy and 
Santee Cooper, have submitted Integrated Resources Plans that aim to retire existing 
coal plants and replace these plants with high-efficiency natural-gas-fired plants, 
citing reliability and affordability as their rationale.84,85   

• The SC Energy Office hosts an online information portal on solar power (solar.sc.gov) 
with resources and tools for individuals, businesses and organizations in South 
Carolina. Some of the tools provided include a solar siting tool (Figure 42) and annual 
reports on solar photovoltaic installations in the state. 

83 SC Energy Office. South Carolina Energy Landscape. Retrieved from https://south-carolina-energy-office-1-1-scors-eo.hub.
arcgis.com/pages/electricity-data
84 Dominion Energy South Carolina, Inc. (2023). Integrated Resource Plan. January 30, 2023. Retrieved from https://dms.psc.
sc.gov/Attachments/Matter/ee0417c1-e32f-47f4-a9ee-fd3dc0725186
85 Santee Cooper. (2023). Integrated Resource Plan. May 15, 2023. Retrieved from https://energy.sc.gov/sites/energy/files/
Documents/2023%20Santee%20Cooper%20IRP.pdf

Clean energy for allBig Move 3
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Figure 42. Suitable sites for solar installations in Charleston County.86

86 Image retrieved from the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources Solar Siting Tool on February 20, 2024. The tool is 
available at https://scdnr.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=c6cd786bb8674743aa877f36cc1af36c

High Solar Advantage

Medium Solar Advantage

Low Solar Advantage

Solar Suitability
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Legend
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Figure 43. Solar photovoltaic installations are increasing each year in Charleston County.87

• Charleston County has 985 battery storage installations with a combined capacity 
of 6,604 kilowatts—the highest number of all counties in South Carolina.

• Charleston County has good onshore and offshore wind resources (Figures 44 
and 45), and one of its local municipalities—the City of Charleston—passed an 
ordinance establishing support for offshore wind.88 

• South Carolina has an established wind manufacturing industry with several 
companies producing components for wind power projects around the world; 
however, there is no offshore wind installation in the state. The Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management (BOEM) oversees the approval process for offshore wind 
development and has recently issued a commercial lease for an offshore wind 
project in Carolina Long Bay spanning both North Carolina and South Carolina. 
This project will likely see the start of more wind power projects in the near future 
providing clean renewable energy to the power grid and expanding economic 
development in the region.

87 Data retrieved from the SC Energy Office Data Hub on February 20, 2024. The information is available at https://south-
carolina-energy-office-1-1-scors-eo.hub.arcgis.com/pages/renewables
88 City of Charleston (2013). A Resolution in Support of Offshore Wind Energy Development. Retrieved from https://www.
charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/2205/Offshore-Wind-Energy-Resolution-Signed?bidId= 
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Figure 44. Onshore wind power potential in the United States Southeast region.89 

89 Southern Alliance for Clean Energy. Amazon Wind Farm North Carolina-Desert Wind Fact Sheet. Retrieved from https://
cleanenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/F-Amazon-Wind-Farm-Fact-Sheet-SACE.pdf

Amazon Wind Farm
North Carolina 
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Figure 45. South Carolina Call Areas—continental shelf with wind power potential—designated 
by the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management. 90 

90 South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium. Prevailing Winds: Building Momentum Offshore. Coastal Heritage Magazine Volume 
35- Number 1. Spring 2022. Retrieved from https://www.scseagrant.org/prevailing-winds/

Cape Romain Call Area

Charleston Call Area

Winyah Call Area

Grand Strand Call Area
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Table 13. Implementation strategies for clean energy generation.

Strategy Clean Energy for All

Measure Increase local, renewable energy generation capacity

Modeled low -carbon  
targets

Install 390 MW of wind generating capacity and 780 MW of ground-mount solar farms by 2040.

GHG impact Very High

Investment required $$$$

Return on investment $$$$

Performance metric • Annual grid emissions factor

• Number and capacity of solar rooftops installed annually

• Number and capacity of ground-mount solar farms installed annually

• Number and capacity of wind turbines installed annually

• Number and capacity of energy storage systems installed annually

• kWh of renewable electricity generated annually

• kWh of energy stored annually
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Strategy Clean Energy for All

Measure Increase local, renewable energy generation capacity

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Infrastructure 39 Continue to deploy solar PV 
projects for municipal facilities.

County leads - Ongoing • Clean Electricity Investment Tax Credit 
(Treasury)

• Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

•  Low-Income Communities Bonus Credit 
(Treasury)

• Green and Resilient Retrofit Program 
Grants and Loans (HUD) 

• Solar for All Grant Program (EPA)

Initiative 40 Partner with utilities serving 
the Charleston County area on 
green energy options.91

County leads 2024 • No funding required

Advocacy 41 Engage in the Public Service 
Commission hearings to 
request more renewables, 
storage, and clean electricity 
on the grid. 

County leads 2024 • No funding required initially

91 Duke Energy and the City of Charlotte, NC signed an agreement that laid out the ways they could partner on clean energy 
work.and subsequently signed a large-scale deal through Duke Energy’s new Green Source Advantage green tariff program.
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Strategy Clean Energy for All

Measure Increase local, renewable energy generation capacity

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Program 42 Develop group buy programs92 
for residential and commercial 
building owners to purchase 
and install solar and energy 
storage systems. 

County leads Renewable 
power 
companies, 
homeowners, 
building 
owners, local 
businesses

2025 • Clean Electricity Investment Tax Credit 
(Treasury)

• Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

• Low-Income Communities Bonus Credit 
(Treasury)

• Green and Resilient Retrofit Program 
Grants and Loans (HUD) 

• Solar for All Grant Program (EPA)

92 Solar group buy programs use the power of bulk purchasing to lower the base rate for solar panels, making it more accessible 
and affordable for customers. Example programs are the Solar Switch program in Chicago, MadiSUN program by City of 
Madison in Wisconsin, and Legacy Solar Co-op in Iowa.
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Strategy Clean Energy for All

Measure Increase local, renewable energy generation capacity

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Program

[Equity Focus]

43 Develop community solar 
garden programs93 for LIDC 
neighborhoods.

County leads Renewable 
power 
companies, 
electric 
cooperatives, 
climate justice 
groups 

2026 • Solar for All Grant Program (EPA); 
Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA)

• Low-Income Communities Bonus Credit 
(Treasury)

• Clean Electricity Investment Tax Credit 
(Treasury)

• Clean Electricity Production Tax Credit 
(Treasury)

Initiative 44 Participate in the effort to 
develop a business hub for 
offshore wind as part of the 
economic development 
strategy in Charleston County.

County 
supports

Charleston, 
Regional 
Development 
Alliance, DOE 
Wind Energy 
Technologies 
Office, SC 
Energy Office

2025 • No funding required

93 Community solar garden is a subscription program where community members can invest in solar energy without having to 
install their own solar panels. Boulder, CO has solar garden programs dedicated to income-qualified participants since 2021.
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Strategy Clean Energy for All

Measure Increase local, renewable energy generation capacity

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Advocacy 45 Support an energy storage 
program including vehicle 
to grid for residential and 
commercial vehicle energy. 

County 
supports

Utilities, SC 
Energy Office

2027 • Environmental and Climate Justice Block 
Grants (EPA) 

• Rural Energy for America Program 
Renewable Energy Systems & Energy 
Efficiency Improvement Guaranteed 
Loans & Grants (USDA)

• Low-Income Communities Bonus Credit 
Program (Treasury)

Program

[Equity Focus]

46 Create a workforce 
development program94 
to build local capacity and 
expertise for installing, 
operating, and maintaining 
renewable energy installations 
catering to LIDC populations.

County 
supports

SC Energy 
Office, trade 
unions, 
training 
centers, 
renewable 
energy 
companies 

2025 • Brownfields Job Training Grants (EPA)

•  Industrial Assessment Centers 
Implementation Grant (DOE)

• Energy Auditor Training Grant Program 
(DOE)

• Career Skills Training Program (DOE)

94 See American Council for Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) briefing on “Cities and Clean Energy Workforce Development” 
for examples and case studies from other municipalities. Available at https://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/cities_
workforce_development_v2_0_2.pdf
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7.4  Big Move 4: Innovative Industrial and Agricultural Sectors

Shift industrial and agricultural machinery to electricity where possible and to low- or zero-
emissions fuel when not. Identify and implement agricultural practices that can improve carbon 
sequestration and reduce GHG emissions from fertilizers, livestock, and crop losses.

While the County has limited direct input on the operational choices of existing industry, 
industry energy and emissions profiles are being shaped by factors such as federal regulations 
and consumer demand. The County can facilitate and support engagement of businesses by 
convening working groups, sharing the best practices, and publicly showing support.

Innovative industrial 
and agricultural sectors

Big Move 4
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Table 14. Implementation strategies for innovating industry and agriculture sectors.

Strategy Innovative Industrial and Agricultural Sectors

Measure • Improve and electrify agricultural sector processes

• Improve industrial sector processes

Modeled low-carbon targets • Improved agricultural practices reduce emissions by 30%. Shift agriculture fuel use to electricity.

• Industrial processes are 20% more efficient by 2030 and 30% by 2050 relative to the 2020 baseline.

GHG impact Low

Investment required $

Return on investment $

Performance metrics • Number of agricultural sector workers engaged 

• Number of industrial sector workers engaged
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Strategy Innovative Industrial and Agricultural Sectors

Measure • Improve and electrify agricultural sector processes

• Improve industrial sector processes

Implementation 
Mechanism

Improve industrial sector 
processes

County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Education 47 Create a sustainable agriculture 
task force to identify actions to 
support local farms and reduce 
GHG emissions. 

County 
supports

Local 
farmers and 
distributors; 
Local 
agricultural 
extension 
office

2025 • Urban and Community Forestry Assistance 
Program (U.S. Forest Service)

• State and Private Forestry Conservation 
Programs (DOA)

• Investing in Coastal Communities and 
Climate Resilience

Program 48 Expand the Greenbelt Program 
to include the benefits of 
carbon sequestration in natural 
spaces.

County leads Local 
governments

2026 • Charleston County Greenbelt Program

• Urban and Community Forestry Assistance 
Program (U.S. Forest Service)

• State and Private Forestry Conservation 
Programs (DOA)

• Investing in Coastal Communities and 
Climate Resilience
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Strategy Innovative Industrial and Agricultural Sectors

Measure • Improve and electrify agricultural sector processes

• Improve industrial sector processes

Implementation 
Mechanism

Improve industrial sector 
processes

County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative 49 Provide incentives and 
technical assistance to local 
landowners and organizations 
to undertake ecological 
restoration projects, supporting 
carbon sequestration.

County leads Local 
extension 
office

2026 • Charleston County Greenbelt Program

• Urban and Community Forestry Assistance 
Program (U.S. Forest Service)

• State and Private Forestry Conservation 
Programs (DOA)

• Investing in Coastal Communities and 
Climate Resilience

Initiative 50 Incorporate decarbonization 
of industry as a key strategy 
for regional economic 
development.

County 
supports

Charleston 
Regional 
Development 
Alliance

2025 • Advanced Energy Manufacturing and 
Recycling Grants (DOE)

• Energy Infrastructure Reinvestment 
Financing (DOE) 
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 7.5  Big Move 5: Circular Economy

South Carolina produced 5 million tons of waste in 2021, of which 1.2 million tons was 
diverted.95 About 21% of the waste was organic food waste, which can be composted. The 
remaining 77% was paper, plastics, and metal. In the Low-Carbon Scenario, waste 
management practices are enhanced to increase recycling and diversion rates. Overall, GHG 
emissions from the waste sector are halved from 180 kMtCO2e in 2020 to 95 kMtCO2e by 
2050.

Figure 46. Waste generation by type of waste, Low-Carbon Scenario, 2020–2050.

95 DHEC’s Office of Solid Waste Reduction and Recycling. (2021). South Carolina Solid Waste Management Annual Report. 
Retrieved from: https://scdhec.gov/sites/default/files/media/document/SC_SolidWasteManagementAnnualReport_FY21_
OR-2302_2.pdf 
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Figure 47. GHG emissions by waste treatment process, Low-Carbon Scenario, 2020–2050.

The primary source of GHG emissions from waste is the breakdown of organic matter 
in landfills over time. The most effective strategy to address waste emissions requires a 
combination of reducing the amount of waste generated while also increasing the diversion 
of waste from landfills, then capturing emissions from the landfill (known as biogas), and 
generating renewable natural gas by upgrading or cleaning the biogas. 

A key strategy to divert waste from the landfill is the idea of the circular economy, where 
products at their end of life become new products, or feedstock for new products or services 
so that there is no waste. 
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Strategy and Design Considerations:

• South Carolina has goals to reduce municipal solid waste to 3.25 pounds per person 
per day and to recycle at least 40% of its waste. In 2021, the rate of disposal was 4.0 
pounds per person per day and the recycling rate was 24% of waste generated.96

• Charleston County Environmental Management (CCEM) manages the collection or 
recycling and disposal of solid waste at the Bees Ferry Landfill,  a 312-acre facility for 
local municipalities in Charleston County with sites for disposal, recycling,  
and composting.

Co-benefits, Co-harms and Equity Considerations:

• Less organic waste in the landfill means less odor from decaying food and yard 
waste, which would improve the local outdoor air quality. 

• New circular economy initiatives would drive innovation and potentially create jobs. 

• Municipal services will need to diversify to provide more streams of waste services, 
which could potentially impact municipal finances, depending on the type and 
frequency of services provided. 

96 SC Department of Health and Environmental Control. South Carolina Solid Waste Management Annual Report. Fiscal Year 
2021. Retrieved from https://scdhec.gov/sites/default/files/media/document/SC_SolidWasteManagementAnnualReport_
FY21_OR-2302_2.pdf
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Table 15. Implementation strategies for circular economy.

StrategyStrategy Circular EconomyCircular Economy

Measures • Reduce waste generation

• Increase waste diversion from landfill

Modeled low -carbon  
targets

Divert 95% of organics and 75% of remaining waste from landfill.

GHG impact Medium

Investment required Not available from model

Return on investment Not available from model

Performance metrics • Volume of waste generated

• Volume of waste diverted

Strategy Circular Economy

Measures • Reduce waste generation

• Increase waste diversion from landfill

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Initiative 51 Conduct a waste audit every 
five years to identify trends in 
waste generation.

County 
supports

SCDHEC 2026 • Solid Waste Infrastructure for Recycling Grants 
(EPA)

• Solid Waste Management Grants (USDA)
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Strategy Circular Economy

Measures • Reduce waste generation

• Increase waste diversion from landfill

Implementation 
Mechanism

Action County 
Role

Potential 
Partner(s)

Timing Potential Funding

Program 52 Identify and close gaps in 
the current composting 
programs for residential, 
institutional, and commercial 
users with additional dropsites, 
educational programs 
and collection strategies. 
Evaluate the opportunity for a 
biodigester as an alternative 
to compost, which can also 
receive feedstock from 
agricultural, forestry, and 
wastewater sources.

County leads SHDEC, 
community 
climate 
groups, 
schools, 
businesses

2025 • Consumer Recycling Education and Outreach 
Grant Program (EPA)

• Solid Waste Infrastructure for Recycling Grants 
(EPA)

• Solid Waste Management Grants (USDA)

Program 53 Develop a circular economy 
strategy that focuses on the 
ideas of zero landfill waste and 
using waste as a resource. The 
strategy could include multiple 
actions, such as: Buy Nothing 
Groups, Take-it-or Leave it 
Center, Repair Cafes, and 
kitchen composter bulk buy 
programs.

County SHDEC, 
community 
climate 
groups, 
schools, 
businesses

2026 • Consumer Recycling Education and Outreach 
Grant Program (EPA)

• Solid Waste Infrastructure for Recycling Grants 
(EPA)

• Solid Waste Management Grants (USDA)
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 8  Monitoring and Evaluation
Tracking the effectiveness of the actions in the CAP helps manage the risk and uncertainty 
associated with these efforts, as well as the external forces, such as evolving senior 
government policy and new technologies, which can disrupt the energy system. Key 
motivations for monitoring and evaluation include:  

• Identifying unanticipated outcomes; 

• Adjusting programs and policies based on their effectiveness;

• Managing and adapting to the uncertainty of climate change; and

• Managing and adapting to emerging technologies.

Specific activities identified to support the implementation of the CAP include an annual 
work plan and review, an annual indicator report, an update of the GHG inventory every four 
years, and an update of the CAP every five years. 

Table 16.  Monitoring and evaluation activities.

Activity Purpose Description Frequency

 1. Annual work plan 
and review

Review work to-date and set 
annual priority actions

Annual report with prioritized 
actions

Annual

2. Annual indicator 
report

Track effectiveness of actions Annual report on set of 
indicators with an analysis of 
the results

Annual

3. Inventory Update energy and GHG 
emissions profile

Recalculate the GHG 
emissions and energy 
inventory

Every 4 years

4. Update the CAP Update the CAP to reflect 
changing conditions

Review each action and the 
progress being achieved. 
Identify new actions. 

Every 5 years
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8.1  Annual Work Plan and Review

An annual work plan will identify activities to achieve the actions and policies in the plan, as 
well as the responsible parties, the budget, and the schedule. The results of the previous year’s 
work plan should be reviewed to inform the development of subsequent work plans.

Climate Budget

A climate budget is a governance system that offers a way for municipalities to turn climate 
commitments into funded and measurable actions across the municipal government. It embeds 
climate targets, measures, and considerations into decision-making as part of a municipality's 
ordinary budgeting process.97

The climate budget framework brings urgency to municipal carbon management by converting 
long-term targets into annual emissions limits or carbon budgets. All project proposals are 
quantified through a climate lens, the sum of which could then be evaluated against the carbon 
budget. 

This framework would provide Charleston County with a powerful tool for prioritizing projects 
and mainstreaming climate action to encompass the entire organization.

 8.2  Reporting Platform

Charleston County should report annually to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP),98 which will 
enable the County to join international networks such as the Global Covenant of Mayors,99 the 
UN’s Race to Zero,100 and WWF’s One Planet Cities.101 Each of these networks is a community 
of cities that can provide networking and profile to the County’s efforts. 

8.3  GHG Inventory

Charleston County should complete an annual GHG inventory according to the GHG 
Protocol for Community-Scale GHG Inventories,102 the standard accounting protocol for GHG 
emissions, which will enable the County to track its progress against targets. It will also support 
reporting to CDP and the annual indicator report. 

97 C40. Climate Budget. https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/topic/0TO1Q000000x2DNWAY/
climate-budgets?language=en_US
98 The CDP platform is available here: https://www.cdp.net/en/cities
99 Global Covenant of Mayors: https://www.globalcovenantofmayors.org/how-to-join/
100 Race to Zero: https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/cities-race-to-zero?language=en_US
101 WWF’s One Planet Cities: https://wwf.panda.org/projects/one_planet_cities/ 
102 WRI. (2021). GHG Protocol for Community Scale GHG Inventories. Retrieved from: https://ghgprotocol.org/
greenhouse-gas-protocol-accounting-reporting-standard-cities
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 8.4  Annual Indicator Report

There are two aspects involved in the application of indicators: collecting data on indicators 
(monitoring) and interpreting the results of those indicators (evaluation). Over time, Charleston 
County can also evaluate its effectiveness in embedding the knowledge and wisdom gained 
through this process into the organization.

From the perspective of the CAP, there are multiple purposes for which data is collected: 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the actions, to evaluate the impact of the actions on the 
community, and to evaluate the uptake of the lessons from the evaluation. 

Table 17. Types of indicators.

Indicator Category Question

1.  Effectiveness indicators Are the actions achieving their objectives?

2.  Impact indicators What is the impact of the actions on the community?

8.5  Effectiveness Indicators

These indicators will be designed to evaluate whether or not policies or actions are having 
an effect. They will vary from municipality to municipality according to the specifics of the 
community energy and emissions plan. The results of the indicators are then compared against 
the assumption in the modeling to monitor whether or not the community is on track with 
projections. Indicators should be developed for each policy or mechanism. 

The effectiveness indicators for Charleston County are listed as performance metrics in the 
implementation section of this report. 

 8.6  Impact Indicators

Charleston County can develop a set of indicators that track macro trends and drivers of GHG 
emissions. These are designed to be reported on each year. 

Table 18. Indicators.

Indicator Trend Data sources

Total new dwellings by type An indication of the growth of the 
building stock.

Buildings permits

Average total floor area of new 
dwellings

An indication as to whether there is 
more or less additional floor space to 
heat or cool.

Building permits
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Indicator Trend Data sources

Diversity of dwelling types An indication of the types of 
dwellings and whether or not they 
have shared walls.

Building permits

Total new non-residential floor 
space by type

An indication of the growth of the 
building stock.

Building permits

Total demolitions An indication of the change in the 
building stock.

Demolition permits

Percentage of new dwelling units 
that are built within the Urban 
Growth Area

An indication as to whether or not 
residential development is occurring 
in areas more appropriate for 
walking, cycling, and transit.

Building permits and GIS analysis

Percentage of non-residential floor 
space that is occurring within the 
Urban Growth Area

An indication as to whether or 
not commercial development is 
occurring in areas more appropriate 
for walking, cycling, and transit.

Building permits and GIS analysis

Number of new dwellings that are 
within 400 m of a transit stop

Indication of transit accessibility. GIS layers of transit and building 
footprint

Annual or monthly energy price by 
fuel (electricity, gasoline, diesel)  
($/GJ)

Energy costs are an important 
indicator of opportunities for energy 
savings and renewable energy, 
household, municipal, and business 
energy costs.

Available from Dominion Energy 
South Carolina

Total energy consumption by  
sector for electricity (GJ)

An indication of trends in energy use 
in buildings.

Available from Dominion Energy 
South Carolina

Total solar PV installs (# of 
installations)

An indication of the extent of 
decentralized renewable energy.

Available from Dominion Energy 
South Carolina

Total gasoline sales ($) An indication of GHG emissions from 
vehicles.

VMT from Replica

Total transit trips An indication of whether or not  non-
vehicular trips are increasing.

Charleston County

Length of physically separated 
cycling lanes

An indicator of opportunity for 
people of all ages to cycle.

Charleston County
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9 Role of Different Actors
 9.1  The Role of the County

• Implement the CAP: The primary role of the County is to act as the steward of the  
CAP, using its regulatory authorities; developing policies; developing and implementing 
programs; convening partners, other municipalities, and other levels of government; 
advocating for policies or authorities that implement the CAP; making investments in 
infrastructure; and ensuring that its operations are in alignment with the objectives of the 
CAP.

• Develop an annual carbon budget: A carbon budget is a mechanism to align 
financial budgets with GHG targets in order to operationalize the CAP and ensure GHG 
reductions are an organization-wide responsibility. 

• Apply an equity lens for expenditures and policies: An equity lens evaluates 
the impact of a policy or action on equity-seeking groups and identifies measures or 
changes that ensure no one is left behind. 

• Annual GHG and energy-use reporting: The County can undertake annual 
reporting on energy, costs, and emissions. The annual report can also include a review 
of programs to determine the ones that are successful and the ones that need to be 
adjusted to be more effective.

• Addressing the emissions gap: While the Low-Carbon Scenario guides the 
decarbonization pathway, it is not enough to reach net-zero emissions by 2050. 
Therefore, during the annual reporting process, the County must take the opportunity to 
reassess the emissions gap and identify and implement opportunities where possible to 
close the gap.

• Make sustainability someone’s job: Charleston County will need dedicated staff 
resources to develop pilot projects, build relationships with working groups, identify and 
apply for funding, and work within the County to decarbonize municipal operations. 

• Make municipal operations zero-emissions: The County can commit to only 
constructing net-zero buildings and purchasing zero-emissions vehicles for its municipal 
fleet from 2024. The County can develop a decarbonization strategy to retrofit existing 
municipal buildings and improve municipal operations. 

• Create a financing strategy: The CAP requires investments in buildings, 
transportation, renewable energy, and other technologies to drive down emissions. 
The County cannot mobilize the investments required on their own, but it can create the 
conditions that enable, encourage, or mandate these investments. A financing strategy 
would help the County differentiate between investments that apply specifically to 
municipal operations and investment needed to foster an enabling environment for CAP 
implementation, quantify the amount of investment required, and identify tools, funds, 
and partnerships that can be leveraged to meet the investment requirements.
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• Create a Community Climate Action Task Force: A community task force can be 
a powerful mechanism for continuing to build community support for challenging 
climate actions. The task force can advise the County on climate actions, monitor 
CAP implementation progress, and serve as a forum for initiating or coordinating 
community-level programs.

  9.2  The Role of Residents
Residents play an important role through actions related to their day-to-day lives, as well as by 
putting pressure on governments and businesses to institute positive change. Climate actions 
residents can take include, but are not limited to, those listed below:

• Retrofit homes: Add insulation, improve windows, and ensure tight air sealing.

• Electrify equipment and appliances: Switch to heat pumps for space heating and 
cooling and water heating, and switch to electric or induction heating for cooking. 
This may involve upgrading the electrical panel, modifying or replacing the ducting 
system, and adding new wiring.

• Walk, cycle, and take transit wherever possible.

• Purchase an electric vehicle, if possible. 

• Install a solar system along with energy storage or participate in solar gardens.

• Advocate for climate action.

• Reduce household waste.

A detailed guide on how to leverage the IRA tax credits and grants is available at  
Rewiring Canada.103

  

103 Rewiring America. (2023). Your guide to the Inflation Reduction Act. Retrieved from: https://www.rewiringamerica.org/
IRAguide
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9.3  The Role of Community and Business Institutions
Community and business institutions have direct control over a significant share of local 
emissions. Climate actions they can take include, but are not limited to, those listed below:

• Adopt an energy and emissions target that aligns with the County target. 

• Implement concrete actions to reduce emissions.

• Apply a climate lens to procurement processes.

• Undertake a deep energy building retrofit.

• Install solar PV.

• Right-size the vehicle fleet and switch to zero-emissions vehicles.

• Provide vehicle charging stations on site.

• Offer remote or hybrid work options.

• Introduce initiatives to reduce waste in the workplace, including going paperless and 
setting up segregated waste bins for garbage, food waste, and recyclables.
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 10  The Time to Act is Now
The Climate Action Plan for Charleston County represents a crucial step towards a sustainable 
and resilient future. By acknowledging the pressing challenges posed by climate change and 
outlining comprehensive strategies, Charleston County aims to safeguard the community, 
environment, and economy. The collaborative efforts of local governments, businesses, 
residents, and organizations underscore a shared commitment to mitigating the impacts of 
climate change.

As the community of Charleston County develops, adapts, and implements the proposed 
initiatives, ongoing engagement and education will be critical to build understanding, 
collaboratively design policies and programs, and maintain and build momentum. Charleston 
County has the opportunity to stimulate new economic opportunities and jobs and to reduce 
household energy costs for those who need it most, showcasing the potential for positive 
change at the regional and national levels.

Strategies that improve homes and buildings, reduce pollution from vehicles, invest in 
infrastructure for walking, cycling, and transit, and accelerate renewable energy can also 
enhance community well-being and increase resilience against increasingly severe extreme 
weather events. 

This Climate Action Plan is not just a document. It is a roadmap for Charleston County's journey 
towards a more sustainable, equitable, and resilient future. By embracing these strategies, we 
can collectively work towards building a community that survives the challenges of climate 
change and thrives in the face of adversity, leaving a lasting legacy for generations to come. 
The time to act is now.
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11  Annex Reports
Annex I: Co-benefits Analysis
External document

Annex II: Data, Methods, and Assumptions Manual
External document

Annex III: IRA Calculations
External document

Annex IV: RSAC Workbook
External document

Annex V: SECAT Workbook
External document

Annex VI: List of Big Moves and Actions
External document
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 Co-Benefits
In many cases, actions that reduce GHG emissions correspond or directly overlap with actions that create vibrant communities, improve public

health outcomes, reduce municipal and state operating and capital costs, and support innovation—these are no-regrets policies.1 Actions that

reduce GHGs are synergistic with a wide range of other public goods, and these actions can be justified from the perspective of any of a number

of public goods. One review of more than a dozen studies on GHG mitigation policies found that the co-benefits of reduced air pollution—a

single co-benefit—often equaled or exceeded the benefit of the GHG reduction itself.2

2 Gao, J., Kovats, S., Vardoulakis, S., Wilkinson, P., Woodward, A., Li, J., ... & Liu, Q. (2018). Public health co-benefits of greenhouse gas emissions reduction: A systematic review.

Science of the Total Environment, 627, 388-402.

1 Lamia Kamal-Chaoui and Alexis Robert, “Competitive Cities and Climate Change,” 2009,

http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/competitive-cities-and-climate-change_218830433146.
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 Figure 1. This graph indicates the multiple co-benefits of actions to reduce emissions, for example investing in zero emissions technologies and

actions has the potential co-benefit of boosting the local economy and local jobs, while retrofitting buildings improves indoor air quality and

therefore the health of residents.
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Not all co-benefits or co-harms are equal. One set of criteria by which to consider the co-benefits of initiatives and actions to reduce GHG

emissions is as follows:3

● Synergies: Many low-carbon actions have multiple socioeconomic benefits. Examples of these types of actions include transit, improving

energy efficiency, and fostering a more compact urban design.

● Urgency: Some actions are associated with greater urgency to avoid loss of inertia on action already taken and prevent lock-in effects,4

irreversible outcomes, or elevated costs. This may occur with road infrastructure decisions, major ecosystems displacement, and urban

form. Some low-carbon actions require time to realize their effects, making immediate implementation paramount;

● Costs: Acting early is generally less expensive than acting later. This is because delayed action often involves ‘fixing’ high emissions

infrastructure rather than making it a low-carbon option from the beginning. Examples include buildings that are initially constructed to

low energy efficiency standards and then need to be retrofitted later;

● Longevity: Related to urgency, the longevity of planning and development decisions locks cities into their effects for decades, and

sometimes centuries. For example, widening a roadway allows more vehicles to travel, encouraging more emissions for as many years as

the widened roadway remains in the US; and

● Equity Impacts: Low-carbon actions have different impacts on different subsets of the population: Those with lower income levels may be

unable to afford new heating and cooling systems in their homes; those with limited mobility may not be able to use transit as easily as

the able-bodied; and those living in future generations will inherit the impacts of climate change caused by those who came before

them.

The following tables provide an assessment of the co-benefits and co-harms of implementing the Low Carbon scenario over the BAP scenario.

4 Lock-in effect refers to implementation of a strategy or action that improves performance of an object or activity in the short term but is prohibitive to future change. Lock-in effect

can refer to building upgrades or land use, for example. As an example. where quick building retrofits are undertaken, no additional improvements in the equipment installed can be

expected over the course of its lifetime without considerable additional expense. In this way, lower levels of energy reductions can be locked in for a long period.

3 Adapted from (Fay et al., 2015).
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 Table 1. Summary of health impacts.

1. Health

Co-benefits/
co-harms

Buildings Transportation Energy Waste

1.1 Co-benefit:
Improved air
quality

Energy-efficient buildings
with low-carbon
heating/cooling systems
have fewer drafts, less
condensation, and less
temperature variation,
resulting in greater comfort
and better health.

Reduced combustion of
gasoline and diesel in
vehicles reduces NOx and
particulate matter in the air.
This, in turn, reduces
respiratory illnesses and
flare-ups.

Reduced natural gas
combustion in furnaces and
industrial processes reduces
NOx and particulate matter
in the air. This, in turn,
reduces respiratory illnesses
and flare-ups.

Treating waste to reduce
and capture methane
reduces odor issues.

1.2 Co-benefit:
Increased physical
activity and health

Comprehensive,
well-maintained, and safe
cycling and walking
infrastructure results in
increased activity, better
mental and physical health,
lower obesity rates, and
lower rates of absenteeism
from work.

1.3 Co-benefit:
Reduction in noise
pollution

Improved insulation in
buildings reduces residents’
exposure to exterior noise.

Switching to electric vehicles
reduces total vehicle noise
as EVs do not produce as
much noise as combustion
engines.

1.4 Co-benefit:
Improved
accessibility

Transit-oriented
development provides
easier access to transit
corridors and hubs.
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Table 2. Summary of economic impacts.

2. Economic prosperity

Co-benefits/
co-harms

Buildings Transportation Energy Waste

2.1 Co-benefit:
Increased
employment

Retrofitting buildings and
building to new higher
standards will create a
significant number of direct
and indirect jobs annually.

Supplying, installing, and
maintaining renewable and
alternative energy systems,
renewable fuels, and energy
storage will generate a
significant number of new
jobs annually.

Waste mining for the circular
economy, recycling, and the
conversion of waste-to-fuel
will all generate new jobs.

2.2 Co-harm:
Decreased
employment

The large-scale shift to EVs
will result in a reduction in
overall maintenance
requirements for vehicles.

2.3 Co-benefit:
Increased
long-term
affordability

Initial capital costs for more
energy-efficient buildings
are more than offset with the
resulting long-term savings
in energy costs.

EVs have higher initial
capital costs than ICE
vehicles; however, in the
longer-term, they save the
owner more in avoided fuel
and maintenance. Increased
use of transit and active
transportation also costs less
than personal vehicle use.

Initial capital costs to replace
high emissions heating and
cooling technologies are
more than offset with the
resulting long-term savings
in energy costs.

2.4 Co-benefit:
Increased
leadership
reputation

A requirement for
high-performance buildings
creates a reputation for the
County’s developers and
builders as having the skills
required for innovative and
sustainable building.

Less congestion, shorter
commutes, more bike and
walking infrastructure draw
new young residents to the
County’s reputation of being
a more livable community.

Large-scale renewable and
alternative energy
deployment increase the
County’s exposure as a
climate leader and prepare
the local labor force to
maintain the energy systems
of the future.

The County continues to
deliver high quality waste
management services.
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2.5 Co-benefit:
Increased social
capital

Increased active
transportation and transit
use promotes more
interaction among citizens,
improving social cohesion.

2.6 Co-benefit:
Improved
environmental
capital

More-efficient buildings
require less energy
generation, decreasing the
need for new energy
generation facilities in green
spaces outside the County
boundary.

Energy generation within the
County boundaries
decreases the need to
import energy (losing some
in the process) and reduces
the need for new generation
facilities in green spaces
beyond the County.

Waste managed as a valued
resource results in less
methane pollution.
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Table 3. Summary of social impacts.

3. Social equity

Co-benefits/
co-harms

Buildings Transportation Energy Waste

3.1 Co-benefit:
Quality of life for
the elderly
improves

Low-carbon buildings are
healthier for residents who
are more susceptible to
illness and are more
comfortable.

Sidewalks and cycling
infrastructure is developed
to be safe for “anyone aged
8–88”, improving seniors’
ability to continue to move
in their communities.

Heat exchange systems
provide air conditioning to
all residents, reducing the
impacts of heat waves.

3.2 Co-benefit:
Quality of life for
children
improves

Low-carbon buildings are
healthier, meaning the
important development that
occurs during childhood
years takes place in cleaner
spaces.

Safe, connected,
well-maintained, and
well-used bike paths,
sidewalks and transit
infrastructure make these
options better for children.

3.3 Co-benefits:
Increased
intergenerational
equity and
resilience

Low-carbon actions that begin early avoid locked-in emissions and increased costs to fix stranded assets in all of these
areas. Action now also ensures changes are made before the worsening impacts of climate change begin to damage
outdated infrastructure. This reduces the burden on future generations.
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Purpose of this Document

This Data, Methods, and Assumptions (DMA) manual details the modeling approach used to
provide community energy and emissions benchmarks and projections while providing a
summary of the data and assumptions used in scenario modeling. The DMA makes the modeling
elements fully transparent and illustrates the scope of data required for future modeling efforts.
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Glossary

BAU Business-as-usual

BAP Business-as-planned

CBECS Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey

CHP Combined heat and power

DMA Data, methods, and assumptions manual

GHG Greenhouse gasses

GIS Geographic information systems

GPC Global Protocol on Community-Scale GHG Emissions Inventories

LC Low-carbon

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

VMT Vehicle Miles Traveled
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Accounting and Reporting Principles
The municipal greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory base year development and scenario modeling
approach correlate with the Global Protocol for Community-Scale GHG Emissions Inventories
(GPC).1 The GPC provides a fair and true account of emissions via the following principles:

Relevance: The reported GHG emissions appropriately reflect emissions occurring as a result
of activities and consumption within the County boundary. The inventory will also serve the
decision-making needs of the County, taking into consideration relevant local, state, and
national regulations. Relevance applies when selecting data sources and determining and
prioritizing data collection improvements.

Completeness: All emissions sources within the inventory boundary shall be accounted for
and any exclusions of sources shall be justified and explained.

Consistency: Emissions calculations shall be consistent in approach, boundary, and
methodology.

Transparency: Activity data, emissions sources, emissions factors and accounting
methodologies require adequate documentation and disclosure to enable verification.

Accuracy: The calculation of GHG emissions should not systematically overstate or understate
actual GHG emissions. Accuracy should be enough to give decision makers and the public
reasonable assurance of the integrity of the reported information. Uncertainties in the
quantification process should be reduced to the extent possible and practical.

1 WRI, C40 and ICLEI (2014). Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories. Retrieved
from: https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/standards/GHGP_GPC_0.pdf.
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Scope
Geographic Boundary

Energy and emissions inventories and modeling for the project will be completed for Charleston
County’s current boundary (Figure 1). The land-use and density targets modeled will be in line with
what is identified in Charleston County’s Comprehensive Plan.

Figure 1. Geographical boundary for Charleston County

Time Frame of Assessment

The modeling time frame will include years 2020-2050. The year 2020 will be used as the base year
since it aligns with the County’s existing inventory, transportation modeling and the latest census,
and 2050 is the relevant target year. Model calibration for the base year uses as much locally
observed data as possible.
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Energy and Emissions Structure

The total energy for a community is defined as the sum of the energy from each of the aspects:

EnergyCounty= Energytransport + Energybuildings

Where:

Energytransport is the movement of goods and people.

Energybuildings is the generation of heating, cooling and electricity.

The total GHG emissions for a community is defined as the sum from all in-scope emissions
sources:

GHGlanduse= GHGtransport+ GHGenergygen

Where:

GHGtransport is emissions generated by the movement of goods and people.

GHGenergygen is emissions generated by the generation of heat and electricity.
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Emissions Scope

The inventory will include emissions Scopes 1 and 2, and some aspects of Scope 3, as defined by
GPC (Table 1 and Figure 2). Refer to Appendix 1 of this DMA for a list of included GHG emissions
sources by scope.

Table 1. GPC scope definitions.

Scope Definition

1 All GHG emissions from sources located within the municipal boundary.

2 All GHG emissions occurring from the use of grid-supplied electricity, heat, steam and/or
cooling within the municipal boundary.

3 All other GHG emissions that occur outside the municipal boundary as a result of activities
taking place within the boundary.

Figure 2. Diagram of GPC emissions scopes.
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The Model
The model is an energy, emissions, and finance tool developed by Sustainability Solutions Group.
The model integrates fuels, sectors, and land-use in order to enable bottom-up accounting for
energy supply and demand, including:

● renewable resources,
● conventional fuels,
● energy consuming technology stocks (e.g., vehicles, appliances, dwellings, buildings), and
● all intermediate energy flows (e.g., electricity and heat).

Energy and GHG emissions values are derived from a series of connected stock and flow models,
evolving based on current and future geographic and technology decisions/assumptions (e.g., EV
uptake rates). The model accounts for physical flows (e.g., energy use, new vehicles by technology,
VMT) as determined by stocks (buildings, vehicles, heating equipment, etc.).

The model applies a system dynamics approach. For any given year, the model traces the flows
and transformations of energy from sources through energy currencies (e.g., gasoline, electricity,
hydrogen) to end uses (e.g., personal vehicle use, space heating) to energy costs and to GHG
emissions. An energy balance is achieved by accounting for efficiencies, technology conversion,
and trade and losses at each stage in the journey from source to end use.

Table 2. Model characteristics.

Characteristic Rationale

Integrated The tool models and accounts for all County-scale energy and emissions in relevant
sectors and captures relationships between sectors. The demand for energy services is
modeled independently of the fuels and technologies that provide the energy services.
This decoupling enables exploration of fuel switching scenarios. Feasible scenarios are
established when energy demand and supply are balanced.

Scenario-based Once calibrated with historical data, the model enables the creation of dozens of
scenarios to explore different possible futures. Each scenario can consist of either one or
a combination of policies, actions, and strategies. Historical calibration ensures that
scenario projections are rooted in observed data.

Spatial Built environment configuration determines walkability and cyclability, accessibility to
transit, feasibility of district energy, and other aspects. The model therefore includes
spatial dimensions that can include as many zones (the smallest areas of geographic
analysis) as deemed appropriate. The spatial components can be integrated with GIS
systems, land-use projections, and transportation modeling.

GPC-compliant The model is designed to report emissions according to the GHG Protocol for Cities (GPC)
framework and principles.
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Economic
impacts

The model incorporates a high-level financial analysis of costs related to energy
(expenditures on energy) and emissions (carbon pricing, social cost of carbon), as well as
operating and capital costs for policies, strategies, and actions. This allows for the
generation of marginal abatement costs.

Model Structure

The major components of the model and the first level of their modeled relationships (influences)
are represented by the blue arrows in Figure 3. Additional relationships may be modeled by
modifying inputs and assumptions—specified directly by users, or in an automated fashion by
code or scripts running “on top of” the base model structure. Feedback relationships are also
possible, such as increasing the adoption rate of non-emitting vehicles in order to meet a GHG
emissions constraint.

The model is spatially explicit. All buildings, transportation, and land-use data are tracked within
the model through a GIS platform, and by varying degrees of spatial resolution. A zone type
system is applied to divide the County into smaller configurations, based on the County’s existing
traffic zones. This enables consideration of the impact of land-use patterns and urban form on
energy use and emissions production from a base year to future dates using GIS-based platforms.
The model’s GIS outputs will be integrated with the County’s mapping systems.

For any given year various factors shape the picture of energy and emissions flows, including: the
population and the energy services it requires; commercial floorspace; energy production and
trade; the deployed technologies which deliver energy services (service technologies); and the
deployed technologies which transform energy sources to currencies (harvesting technologies).
The model is based on an explicit mathematical relationship between these factors—some
contextual and some part of the energy consuming or producing infrastructure—and the energy
flow picture.

Some factors are modeled as stocks—counts of similar things, classified by various properties. For
example, population is modeled as a stock of people classified by age and gender. Population
change over time is projected by accounting for: the natural aging process, inflows (births,
immigration), and outflows (deaths, emigration). The fleet of personal use vehicles, an example of
a service technology, is modeled as a stock of vehicles classified by size, engine type and model
year, with a similarly classified fuel consumption intensity. As with population, projecting change in
the vehicle stock involves aging vehicles and accounting for major inflows (new vehicle sales) and
major outflows (vehicle discards). This stock-turnover approach is applied to other service
technologies (e.g., furnaces, water heaters) and harvesting technologies (e.g., electricity generating
capacity).
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Figure 3. Representation of the Energy and Emission model structure.

Sub-Models

Population and Demographics

County-wide population is modeled using the standard population cohort-survival method,
disaggregated by single year of age and gender. It accounts for typical components of change:
births, deaths, immigration and emigration. The age-structured population is important for
analysis of demographic trends, generational differences and implications for shifting energy use
patterns. These numbers are calibrated against existing projections.

Residential Buildings

Residential buildings are spatially located and classified using a detailed set of 30+ building
archetypes capturing footprint, height and type (single, double, row, apt. high, apt. low), and year
of construction. This enables a “box” model of buildings that helps to estimate the surface area,
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and model energy use and simulate the impact of energy efficiency measures based on what we
know about the characteristics of the building. Coupled with thermal envelope performance and
degree-days the model calculates space conditioning energy demand independent of any space
heating or cooling technology and fuel. Energy service demand then drives stock levels of key
service technologies including heating systems, air conditioners, water heaters. These stocks are
modeled with a stock-turnover approach capturing equipment age, retirements, and
additions—exposing opportunities for efficiency gains and fuel switching, but also showing the
rate limits to new technology adoption and the effects of lock-in (obligation to use
equipment/infrastructure/fuel type due to longevity of system implemented). Residential building
archetypes are also characterized by the number of contained dwelling units, allowing the model
to capture the energy effects of shared walls but also the urban form and transportation
implications of population density.

Non-Residential Buildings

These are spatially located and classified by a detailed use/purpose-based set of 45+ archetypes.
The floorspace of these archetypes can vary by location. Non-residential floorspace produces
demand for energy, and provides an anchor point for locating employment of various types.

Spatial Population and Employment

County-wide population is made spatial through allocation to dwellings, using assumptions about
persons-per-unit by dwelling type. Spatial employment is projected via two separate mechanisms:

● population-related services and employment, which is allocated to corresponding building
floorspace (e.g., teachers to school floorspace), and

● floorspace-driven employment (e.g., retail employees per square foot).

Passenger Transportation

The model includes a spatially explicit passenger transportation sub-model that responds to
changes in land-use, transit infrastructure, vehicle technology, travel behavior change, and other
factors. Trips are divided into four types (home-work, home-school, home-other, and
non-home-based), each produced and attracted by different combinations of spatial drivers
(population, employment, classrooms, non-residential floorspace). Trips are distributed and trip
volumes are specified for each zone of origin and zone of destination pair. For each
origin-destination pair, trips are shared over walk/bike (for trips within the walkable distance
threshold), public transit (for trips whose origin and destination are serviced by transit), and
automobile. A projection of total personal vehicles miles travelled (VMT) and a network distance
matrix are produced following the mode share calculation. The energy use and emissions
associated with personal vehicles is calculated by assigning VMT to a stock-turnover personal
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vehicle model. The induced approach is used to track emissions. All internal trips (trips within the
boundary) are accounted for, as well as half of the trips that terminate or originate within the
municipal boundary. Figure 4 displays trip destination matrix conceptualization.

Figure 4. Conceptual diagram of trip categories.

Energy Flow and Local Energy Production

Energy produced from primary sources (e.g., solar, wind) is modeled alongside energy converted
from imported fuels (e.g., electricity generation, district energy, CHP). As with the transportation
sub-model, the district energy supply model has an explicit spatial dimension and can represent
areas served by district energy networks.

Finance and Employment

Energy related financial flows and employment impacts are captured through an additional layer
of model logic (not shown explicitly in Figure 2). Calculated financial flows include the capital,
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operating, and maintenance cost of energy consuming stocks and energy producing stocks,
including fuel costs. Employment related to the construction of new buildings, retrofit activities
and energy infrastructure is modeled. The financial impact on businesses and households of
implementing the strategies is assessed. Local economic multipliers are also applied to
investments.

Data Request and Collection

Local data was supplied by the county. Assumptions were identified to supplement any gaps in
observed data. The data and assumptions were applied in modeling per the process described
below.

Zone Systems
The model is spatially explicit: population, employment, residential, and non-residential floorspace
are allocated and tracked spatially within the County’s municipal-based zone system (see green
neighborhood boundaries in Figure 5). These elements drive stationary energy demand. The
passenger transportation sub-model, which drives transportation energy demand, operates on
another more detailed traffic zone system that was borrowed from
Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester Council of Governments (BCDCOG) transportation department
(see green neighborhood boundaries in Figure 5).

Figure 5. Zone systems used in modeling.
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Buildings

Buildings data, including building type, building footprint area, number of stories, total floorspace
area, number of units, and year built was sourced from County property assessment data.
Buildings were allocated to specific zones using their spatial attributes, based on the zone system.
Buildings are classified using a detailed set of building archetypes (see Appendix 2). These
archetypes capture footprint, height and type (e.g., single-family home, semi-attached home, etc.),
enabling the creation of a “box” model of buildings, and an estimation of surface area for all
buildings.

Residential Buildings

The model multiplies the residential building surface area by an estimated thermal conductance
(heat flow per unit surface area per degree day) and the number of degree days (heating and
cooling) to derive the energy transferred out of the building during winter months and into the
building during summer months. The energy transferred through the building envelope, the solar
gain through the building windows, and the heat gains from equipment inside the building
constitute the space conditioning load to be provided by the heat systems and the air
conditioning. The initial thermal conductance estimate is a regional average by dwelling type from
a North American energy system simulator, calibrated for the South Atlantic. This initial estimate is
adjusted through the calibration process such that the modeled energy consumption in the
residential sector aligns with the target energy use . The calibration target for residential building
energy use is the observed residential natural gas and electricity consumption in the base year.

Non-Residential Buildings

The model calculates the space conditioning load as it does for residential buildings with two
distinctions: the thermal conductance parameter for non-residential buildings is based on floor
space area instead of surface area, and incorporates data from Charleston County.

Starting values for output energy intensities and equipment efficiencies for non-residential end
uses are taken from a North American energy system simulator, calibrated for the South Atlantic.
All parameter estimates are further adjusted during the calibration process. The calibration target
for non-residential building energy use is the observed commercial and industrial fuel
consumption in the base year.

Using assumptions for thermal envelope performance for each building type, the model calculates
total energy demand for all buildings, independent of any space heating or cooling technology and
fuel.
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Population and Employment

Federal census population and employment data was spatially allocated to residential (population)
and non-residential (employment) buildings. This enables indicators to be derived from the model,
such as emissions per household, and drives the BAU energy and emissions projections for
buildings, and transportation.

Population for 2020 was spatially allocated to residential buildings using initial assumptions about
persons-per-unit (PPU) by dwelling type. These initial PPUs are then adjusted so that the total
population in the model (which is driven by the number of residential units by type multiplied by
PPU by type) matches the total population from census/regional data.

Employment for 2020 was spatially allocated to non-residential buildings using initial assumptions
for two main categories: population-related services and employment, allocated to corresponding
building floorspace (e.g., teachers to school floorspace); and floorspace-driven employment (e.g.,
retail employees per square foot). Like population, these initial ratios are adjusted within the
model so that the total employment derived by the model matches total employment from
census/regional data.

Transportation

The model includes a spatially explicit passenger transportation sub-model that responds to
changes in land-use, transit infrastructure, vehicle technology, travel behaviour change, and other
factors. Trips are divided into four types (home-work, home-school, home-other, and
non-home-based), each produced and attracted by a different combination of spatial drivers
(population, employment, classrooms, non-residential floorspace). Trip volumes are distributed as
pairs for each zone of origin and zone of destination. For each origin-destination pair, trips are
shared over walk/bike (for trips within the walkable distance threshold), public transit (for trips
whose origin and destination are serviced by transit), and automobile. Total personal vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) is produced when modeling mode shares and distances. The energy use and
emissions associated with personal vehicles is calculated by assigning VMT to model personal
vehicle ownership.

The passenger transportation model is anchored with origin-destination trip matrices by trip
mode and purpose, generated by BCDCOG transportation department. The results are
cross-checked against indicators such as average annual VMT per vehicle. For medium-heavy duty
commercial vehicle transportation, the ratio of local retail diesel fuel sales to State retail diesel fuel
sales was applied to estimate non-retail diesel use.
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The modeled stock of personal vehicles by size, fuel type, efficiency, and vintage was informed by
regional vehicle registration statistics. The total number of personal-use and corporate vehicles is
proportional to the projected number of households in the BAU.

The GPC induced activity approach is used to account for emissions. Using this approach, all
internal trips (within boundary) as well as half of the trips that terminate or originate within the
municipal boundary are accounted for. This approach allows the municipality to understand its
transportation impacts on its peripheries and the region.

Transit VMT and fuel consumption was modeled based on data provided by Whatcom
Transportation Authority.
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Data and Assumptions
Scenario Development

The model supports the use of scenarios as a mechanism to evaluate potential futures for
communities. A scenario is an internally consistent view of what the future might turn out to
be—not a forecast, but one possible future outcome. Scenarios must represent serious
considerations defined by planning staff and community members. They are generated by
identifying population projections into the future, identifying how many additional households are
required, and then applying those additional households according to existing land-use plans
and/or alternative scenarios. A simplified transportation model evaluates the impact of the new
development on transportation behavior, building types, agricultural and forest land, and other
variables.

Business-As-Usual Scenario

The Business-As-Usual (BAU) scenario estimates energy use and emissions volumes from the base
year (2020) to the target year (2050). It assumes an absence of substantially different policy
measures from those currently in place.

Methodology

1. Calibrate model and develop 2020 base year using observed data and filling in gaps with
assumptions where necessary.

2. Input existing projected quantitative data to 2050 where available:

- Population, employment and housing projections by transport zone

- Build out (buildings) projections by transport zone

- Transportation modeling from the municipality

3. Where quantitative projections are not carried through to 2050, extrapolate the projected
trend to 2050.

4. Where specific quantitative projections are not available, develop projections through:

- Analyzing current on the ground action (reviewing action plans, engagement with
staff, etc.), and where possible, quantifying the action.

- Analyzing existing policy that has potential impact and, where possible, quantifying
the potential impact.
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Low-Carbon Scenario

The model projects how energy flow and emissions profiles will change in the long-term by
modeling potential changes in the context (e.g., population, development patterns), projecting
energy services demand intensities, industrial processes, and projecting the composition of
energy system infrastructure.

Policies, Actions, and Strategies

Alternative behaviours of various energy system actors (e.g., households, various levels of
government, industry, etc.) can be mimicked in the model by changing the values of the model’s
user input variables. Varying their values creates "what if" type scenarios, enabling a flexible
mix-and-match approach to behavioral models which connect to the physical model. The model
can explore a wide variety of policies, actions and strategies via these variables. The resolution of
the model enables the user to apply scenarios to specific neighbourhoods, technologies, building
or vehicle types or eras, and configurations of the built environment.

Methodology

1. Develop a list of potential actions and strategies;

2. Identify the technological potential of each action or group of actions to reduce energy and
emissions by quantifying the actions:

a. If the action or strategy specifically incorporates a projection or target; or,
b. If there is a stated intention or goal, review best practices and literature to quantify

that goal; and
c. Identify any actions that are overlapping and/or include dependencies on other

actions.

3. Translate the actions into quantified assumptions over time;

4. Apply the assumptions to relevant sectors in the model to develop a low-carbon scenario
(i.e., apply the technological potential of the actions to the model);

5. Analyze results of the low-carbon scenario against the overall target;

6. If the target is not achieved, identify variables to scale up and provide a rationale for doing
so;

7. Iteratively adjust variables to identify a pathway to the target; and

8. Develop a marginal abatement cost curve for the low-carbon scenario.
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Addressing Uncertainty

There is extensive discussion of the uncertainty in models and modeling results. The assumptions
underlying a model can be from other locations or large data sets and do not reflect local
conditions or behaviors, and even if they did accurately reflect local conditions, it is exceptionally
difficult to predict how those conditions and behaviors will respond to broader societal changes
and what those broader societal changes will be.

The SSG modeling approach uses four strategies for managing uncertainty applicable to
community energy and emissions modeling:

1. Sensitivity analysis: One of the most basic ways of studying complex models is sensitivity
analysis, which helps quantify uncertainty in a model’s output. To perform this assessment,
each of the model’s input parameters is drawn from a statistical distribution in order to
capture the uncertainty in the parameter’s true value (Keirstead, Jennings, & Sivakumar,
2012).

Approach: Selected variables are modified by ±10-20% to illustrate the impact that an error of
that magnitude has on the overall total.

2. Calibration: One way to challenge untested assumptions is the use of ‘back-casting’ to
ensure the model can ‘forecast the past’ accurately. The model can then be calibrated to
generate historical outcomes, calibrating the model to better replicate observed data.

Approach: Variables are calibrated in the model using two independent sources of data. For
example, the model calibrates building energy use (derived from buildings data) against actual
electricity data from the electricity distributor.

3. Scenario analysis: Scenarios are used to demonstrate that a range of future outcomes are
possible given the current conditions and that no one scenario is more likely than another.

Approach: The model will develop a reference scenario.

4. Transparency: The provision of detailed sources for all assumptions is critical to enabling
policy-makers to understand the uncertainty intrinsic in a model.

Approach:Modeling assumptions and inputs are presented in this document.
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Appendix 1: GPC Emissions Scope Table for Detailed Model
Green rows = Sources required for GPC BASIC inventory
Blue rows = Sources required GPC BASIC+ inventory
Red rows = Sources required for territorial total but not for BASIC/BASIC+ reporting

Exclusion Rationale Legend

N/A Not Applicable, or not included in scope

ID Insufficient Data

NR No Relevance, or limited activities identified

Other Reason provided in other comments

GPC ref
No.

Scope GHG Emissions Source Inclusion
Exclusion
rationale

I STATIONARY ENERGY SOURCES

I.1 Residential buildings

I.1.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion within the county boundary Yes

I.1.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary Yes

I.1.3 3 Emissions from transmission and distribution losses from grid-supplied
energy consumption

Yes

I.2 Commercial and institutional buildings/facilities

I.2.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion within the county boundary Yes

I.2.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary Yes

I.2.3 3 Emissions from transmission and distribution losses from grid-supplied
energy consumption

Yes

I.3 Manufacturing industry and construction

I.3.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion within the county boundary Yes

I.3.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary Yes

I.3.3 3 Emissions from transmission and distribution losses from grid-supplied
energy consumption

Yes

I.4 Energy industries

I.4.1 1 Emissions from energy used in power plant auxiliary operations within the
county boundary

No NR

I.4.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed in power plant auxiliary
operations within the county boundary

No NR

I.4.3 3 Emissions from transmission and distribution losses from grid-supplied
energy consumption in power plant auxiliary operations

No NR
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I.4.4 1 Emissions from energy generation supplied to the grid No NR

I.5 Agriculture, forestry and fishing activities

I.5.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion within the county boundary Yes

I.5.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary Yes

I.5.3 3 Emissions from transmission and distribution losses from grid-supplied
energy consumption

Yes

I.6 Non-specified sources

I.6.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion within the county boundary No NR

I.6.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary No NR

I.6.3 3 Emissions from transmission and distribution losses from grid-supplied
energy consumption

No NR

I.7 Fugitive emissions from mining, processing, storage, and transportation of coal

I.7.1 1 Emissions from fugitive emissions within the county boundary No NR

I.8 Fugitive emissions from oil and natural gas systems

I.8.1 1 Emissions from fugitive emissions within the county boundary Yes

II TRANSPORTATION

II.1 On-road transportation

II.1.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion for on-road transportation occurring within
the county boundary

Yes

II.1.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary
for on-road transportation

Yes

II.1.3 3 Emissions from portion of transboundary journeys occurring outside the
county boundary, and transmission and distribution losses from
grid-supplied energy consumption

Yes

II.2 Railways

II.2.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion for railway transportation occurring within
the county boundary

Yes

II.2.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary
for railways

No ID

II.2.3 3 Emissions from portion of transboundary journeys occurring outside the
county boundary, and transmission and distribution losses from
grid-supplied energy consumption

Yes NR

II.3 Water-borne navigation

II.3.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion for waterborne navigation occurring within
the county boundary

No ID

II.3.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary
for waterborne navigation

No ID
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II.3.3 3 Emissions from portion of transboundary journeys occurring outside the
county boundary, and transmission and distribution losses from
grid-supplied energy consumption

Yes

II.4 Aviation

II.4.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion for aviation occurring within the county
boundary

No ID

II.4.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary
for aviation

No ID

II.4.3 3 Emissions from portion of transboundary journeys occurring outside the
county boundary, and transmission and distribution losses from
grid-supplied energy consumption

Yes

II.5 Off-road

II.5.1 1 Emissions from fuel combustion for off-road transportation occurring within
the county boundary

Yes

II.5.2 2 Emissions from grid-supplied energy consumed within the county boundary
for off-road transportation

No ID

III WASTE

III.1 Solid waste disposal

III.1.1 1 Emissions from solid waste generated within the county boundary and
disposed in landfills or open dumps within the county boundary

Yes

III.1.2 3 Emissions from solid waste generated within the county boundary but
disposed in landfills or open dumps outside the county boundary

No N/A

III.1.3 1 Emissions from waste generated outside the county boundary and disposed
in landfills or open dumps within the county boundary

No N/A

III.2 Biological treatment of waste

III.2.1 1 Emissions from solid waste generated within the county boundary that is
treated biologically within the county boundary

Yes

III.2.2 3 Emissions from solid waste generated within the county boundary but
treated biologically outside of the county boundary

No N/A

III.2.3 1 Emissions from waste generated outside the county boundary but treated
biologically within the county boundary

No N/A

III.3 Incineration and open burning

III.3.1 1 Emissions from solid waste generated and treated within the county
boundary

No N/A

III.3.2 3 Emissions from solid waste generated within the county boundary but
treated outside of the county boundary

No N/A

III.3.3 1 Emissions from waste generated outside the county boundary but treated
within the county boundary

No N/A

III.4 Wastewater treatment and discharge
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III.4.1 1 Emissions from wastewater generated and treated within the county
boundary

Yes

III.4.2 3 Emissions from wastewater generated within the county boundary but
treated outside of the county boundary

No N/A

III.4.3 1 Emissions from wastewater generated outside the county boundary No N/A

IV INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES AND PRODUCT USE (IPPU)

IV.1 1 Emissions from industrial processes occurring within the county boundary Yes

IV.2 1 Emissions from product use occurring within the county boundary No N/A

V AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND LAND USE (AFOLU)

V.1 1 Emissions from livestock within the county boundary Yes

V.2 1 Emissions from land within the county boundary Yes

V.3 1 Emissions from aggregate sources and non-CO2 emission sources on land
within the county boundary

No NR

VI OTHER SCOPE 3

VI.1 3 Other Scope 3 No N/A

TOTAL
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Appendix 2: Building Types in the model

Residential Building Types Non-residential Building Types

Single_detached_small
Single_detached_medium
Single_detached_large
Double_detached_small
Double_detached__large
Row_house_small
Row_house_large
Apt_1To3Storey
Apt_4To6Storey
Apt_7To12Storey
Apt_13AndUpStorey
inMultiUseBldg

college_university
school
retirement_or_nursing_home
hospital
penal_institution
military_base_or_camp
transit_terminal_or_station
airport
hotel_motel_inn
greenhouse
greenspace
recreation
community_centre
golf_course
museums_art_gallery
retail
vehicle_and_heavy_equiptment_service
warehouse_retail
restaurant
commercial_retail
commercial
warehouse_commercial
warehouse

religious_institution
energy_utility
municipal_office
municipal_fire_station
municipal_police_station
municipal_culture art
museums, cultural buildings
municipal_entertainment
municipal_recreation
municipal_community_centre
municipal_arena_pool
municipal_yards_maintenance
municipal_other
municipal_retirement_home
surface_infrastructure
water_pumping_or_treatment_station
industrial_generic
pulp_paper
cement
chemicals
iron_steel_aluminum
mining
agriculture
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Appendix 3: Emissions Factors Used

Category Value Comment

Natural gas CO2: 53.06 kg/MMBtu
CH4: 0.001 kg/MMBtu
N2O: 0.0001 g/MMBtu

Environmental Protection Agency. "Emission factors for
greenhouse gas inventories." Stationary Combustion Emission
Factors," US Environmental Protection Agency 2020, Available:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-04/documents/emis
sion-factors_mar2020.pdf (2020).
Table 1 Stationary Combustion Emission Factor, Natural Gas

Electricity 2021
CO2: 807 lbs/MWh
CH4: 0.060 lbs/MWh
N2O: 0.009 lbs/MWh

US Environmental Protection Agency. “Emissions and
Generation Resource Integrated Database” for South
Carolina Available:
https://www.epa.gov/egrid/download-data (2021)

Gasoline CO2: 70.22 kg/MMBtu
CH4: 0.003 kg/MMBtu
N2O: 0.0006 kg/MMBtu

Environmental Protection Agency. "Emission factors for
greenhouse gas inventories." Stationary Combustion Emission
Factors," US Environmental Protection Agency 2020, Available:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-04/documents/emis
sion-factors_mar2020.pdf (2020).
Table 1 Stationary Combustion Emission Factor, Motor
Gasoline

Diesel CO2: 10.21 kg/gallon
CH4: 0.003 kg/MMBtu
N2O: 0.0006 kg/MMBtu

Environmental Protection Agency. "Emission factors for
greenhouse gas inventories." Stationary Combustion Emission
Factors," US Environmental Protection Agency 2020, Available:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-04/documents/emis
sion-factors_mar2020.pdf (2020).
Table 1 Stationary Combustion Emission Factor, LPG and
Table 2 Mobile Combusion CO2

Fuel oil CO2: 73.9 kg per mmBtu
CH4: 0.003 kg per mmBtu
N2O: 0.0006 kg per mmBtu

Environmental Protection Agency. "Emission factors for
greenhouse gas inventories." Stationary Combustion Emission
Factors," US Environmental Protection Agency 2020, Available:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-04/documents/emis
sion-factors_mar2020.pdf (2020).
Table 1 Stationary Combustion Emission Factor, Fuel Oil No.
2

Wood CO2: 93.80 kg per mmBtu
CH4: 0.0072 kg per mmBtu
N2O: 0.0036 kg per mmBtu

Environmental Protection Agency. "Emission factors for
greenhouse gas inventories." Stationary Combustion Emission
Factors," US Environmental Protection Agency 2020, Available:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-04/documents/emis
sion-factors_mar2020.pdf (2020).
Table 1 Stationary Combustion Emission Factor,Biomass
fuels: Wood and Wood Residuals
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Propane CO2: 62.87 kg per mmBtu
CH4 : 0.003 kg per mmBtu
N2O: 0.0006 kg per mmBtu

For mobile combustion:
CO2: 5.7 kg per gallon

Environmental Protection Agency. "Emission factors for
greenhouse gas inventories." Stationary Combustion Emission
Factors," US Environmental Protection Agency 2020, Available:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-04/documents/emis
sion-factors_mar2020.pdf (2020).
Table 1 Stationary Combustion Emission Factor, Petroleum
Products: Propane
Table 2 Mobile Combustion CO2 Emission Factors: Propane

Waste and
wastewater

Wastewater emissions factors
CH4: 0.6 kg CH4/kg BOD for advanced
treatment

CH4: 0.3 kg CH4/kg BOD for septic

N2O: 5.60 kg / (person * year) from a
combination of advanced treatment
and septic

0.01 g /g N from wastewater discharge

Landfill emissions are calculated from
first-order decay of degradable organic
carbon deposited in landfill derived
emission factor in 2020 = 0.004 tonnes
CH4/tonnes solid waste

CH4 wastewater: IPCC Guidelines Vol 5 Ch 6, Tables 6.2 and
6.3, we use the MCF value for Anaerobic reactor (e.g., upflow
anaerobic sludge blanket digestion (UASB)) (MCF: 0.1)

N2O from advanced treatment: IPCC Guidelines Vol 5 Ch 6
Box 6.1

N2O from wastewater discharge: IPCC Guidelines Vol 5 Ch 6
Section 6.3.1.2

Landfill emissions: IPCC Guidelines Vol 5 Ch 3, Equation 3.1

Natural Gas
Fugitive
Emissions

Natural gas mix
CO2: 0.000051 Gg / m3
CH4: 0.0069 Gg/m3

CO2: Table 4.2.4 from 2006 IPCC Guidelines, Volume 2,
Chapter 4, Fugitive Emissions

CH4: Assumed 1% of NG throughput is unaccounted, and
0.964 fraction of methane in NG to determine emission
factor

Aviation Jet Fuel
9.57 kg/US Gallons

Aviation Gasoline
8.32 kg/US Gallons

Gallons of Jet Fuel and Aviation Gasoline from US Energy
Information Agency (EIA) for 2020 and scaled down to
Charleston County using the number of travellers from
Charleston compared to South Carolina
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Greenhouse
gases

Carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N20) are
included.

Global Warming Potential

CO2 = 1
CH4 = 34
N2O = 298

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6), and nitrogen trifluoride (NF3) are not
included.
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Category - Residential

Rebate - Low 
Income (under 

80% AMI)

Rebate - 
moderate 

income (80 to 
150% AMI)

Rebate 
(everyone)

Tax credit (low 
income up to 
80% AMI)

Tax credit 
(moderate 
income 80 to 
150% AMI)

Tax credit 
(Everyone) Notes

EV purchases - new 7500

EV purchases - used 4000
Assume 2/ 3 of vehicles 
purchased are used

Rooftop solar panels 30%

2024 solar panel 
installation cost in South 
Carolina is $2,736/kW

Battery storage 30%

EV charger 330

Assume half of 
households get an EV 
charger
Only available in low-
income census tracts 
(poverty rate >20%, 
median family income is 
less than 80% of MSA 
median family income)
Assume average level 2 
charger cost is $1100

Space Heat Pump 100% 50% 30%
Hot water heat pump 100% 50% 30%
Electrical panel upgrade (in conjuction with rooftop solar) 100% 50% 30%
Electrical panel upgrade (in conjuction with heat pump) 100% 50% 30%
Weatherization/retrofits - rebates 100% 50%

Weatherization/retrofits - tax credits 3,200

Only covers purchase 
costs, not installation 
costs, for insulation, air 
sealing, doors and 
windows upgrades, and 
energy audits

New residential 5000
Existing non-residential 1.88
New non-residential 1.88
Existing residential 14000 7000

Early Adopter (Commercial buildings0 0.85

From Dept of Commerce, 
assume 25% early 
compliance for each tier. 
Has to be met by 
compliance date

Charleston Stats
# of census tracts meeting EV charger definition 22 out of 99 
(22%); Table ID: S170 0.22
80% AMI for average household size (2.18 people) - see link, 
select Charleston-North Charleston SC MSA $62,200
Median Family Income (half of households make more than 
this, half make less)  - see link, select Charleston-North 
Charleston SC MSA $101,300
150% AMI for average household size $151,950
Percentage of households that are 80% AMI or less  - Table 
B19001 - added up all households with < $59,000 (< 80% 
AMI) 0.38

Percentage of households that are 80-150% AMI - Table 
B19001- from $60,000 (80% AMI) to $150,000 (150% AMI) 0.46

Percentage of households that are > $150,000 (> 150% AMI) 0.16

LOW CARBON SCENARIO 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

# EVs 728 768 2,349 5,625 10,188 14,179 16,113 16,649 17,272 18,249 19,595

# plug in hybrids 240 270 252 450 526 467 324 177 78 26 4



# chargers (Assuming half of SF homes with new EV get one, 
based on 64% of SF homes in Charleston) 310 332 832 1,944 3,429 4,687 5,260 5,384 5,552 5,848 6,272

# of dwellings retrofit 5,022 5,022 5,022 5,022 5,022 5,022 5,022 5,022 5,022 5,022 5,022

# of new SF dwellings 1,218 1,194 1,230 1,217 1,220 1,247 1,283 1,301 1,294 1,267 1,233

Sqf of non-res retrofit 7,131,583 5,211,542 5,211,541 5,211,541 5,211,542 5,211,540 5,211,544 5,211,540 5,211,540 5,211,544 5,211,540

Sqf of new non-res 768,456 753,217 776,053 767,694 769,529 787,041 809,602 820,512 816,485 799,340 777,976

BAP SCENARIO 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

# EVs 728 687 1,287 1,657 1,737 1,560 1,266 1,031 929 934 1,007

# plug in hybrids 240 270 253 464 576 575 485 367 277 234 224

# chargers (Assuming half of SF homes with new EV get one, 
based on 64% of SF homes in Charleston) 310 306 493 679 740 683 561 447 386 374 394

# of dwellings retrofit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

# of new SF dwellings 1,218 1,194 1,230 1,217 1,220 1,247 1,283 1,301 1,294 1,267 1,233

Sqf of non-res retrofit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sqf of new non-res 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

# of dwellings retrofits - difference -5,022 -5,022 -5,022 -5,022 -5,022 -5,022 -5,022 -5,022 -5,022 -5,022 -5,022
Sqf of non-res retrofit - difference -7,131,583 -5,211,542 -5,211,541 -5,211,541 -5,211,542 -5,211,540 -5,211,544 -5,211,540 -5,211,540 -5,211,544 -5,211,540

IRA Rebates or Tax Credits 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034
Rooftop solar - Residential -$1,661,299 -$1,662,120 -$1,662,941 -$1,663,762 -$1,664,582 -$1,665,403 -$1,666,224 -$1,667,045 -$1,667,866 -$1,668,686 -$1,669,507
EVs - new (33% of total) $0 -$198,767 -$2,626,421 -$9,787,412 -$20,790,817 -$30,966,557 -$36,346,192 -$38,185,785 -$39,955,856 -$42,341,434 -$45,459,018
EVs - used (66% of total) $0 -$212,018 -$2,801,515 -$10,439,906 -$22,176,871 -$33,030,994 -$38,769,271 -$40,731,504 -$42,619,579 -$45,164,196 -$48,489,619
EV Chargers $0 -$1,866 -$24,653 -$91,871 -$195,156 -$290,673 -$341,170 -$358,437 -$375,052 -$397,445 -$426,709
Home retrofits [1] -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904 -$45,602,904
New Energy Efficient Homes [2] -$6,090,000 -$5,969,200 -$6,150,200 -$6,083,850 -$6,098,450 -$6,237,250 -$6,416,050 -$6,502,500 -$6,470,550 -$6,334,700 -$6,165,400
Commercial Retrofits - IRA Tax Credit -$13,407,376 -$9,797,698 -$9,797,697 -$9,797,697 -$9,797,699 -$9,797,695 -$9,797,703 -$9,797,695 -$9,797,695 -$9,797,703 -$9,797,695
New Energy Efficient Commercial Buildings - IRA Tax Credit -$1,444,698 -$1,416,048 -$1,458,980 -$1,443,265 -$1,446,715 -$1,479,637 -$1,522,052 -$1,542,562 -$1,534,991 -$1,502,758 -$1,462,594

IRA Rebates or Tax Credits -$68,206,277 -$64,860,622 -$70,125,312 -$84,910,668 -$107,773,195 -$129,071,112 -$140,461,566 -$144,388,432 -$148,024,494 -$152,809,827 -$159,073,447
Undiscounted total -$1,269,704,952
NPV -$1,038,295,818

Buildings actions cumulative funding potential(undiscounted) -697,788,753
Buildings - NPV -517,796,879
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About this Workbook
Dear Resilience and Sustainable Advisory Committee (RSAC) Members,

We're thrilled to welcome you to the Charleston County Climate Action Planning process. This
project represents our collective commitment to future generations, and the vital work
required to safeguard our natural resources, protect our communities, and ensure economic
sustainability in the face of climate change.

Purpose of This Workbook

The purpose of this workbook is twofold: to keep you informed about the developments at
every stage of the Climate Action Plan, and to actively seek and incorporate your valuable
feedback.

In the coming months, this workbook will serve as a bridge connecting our project team with
you, the RSAC members. It will provide updates on our progress, insights into our strategies,
and summaries of the data we gather. However, it is also a two-way street, a platform for you
to voice your questions, concerns, and recommendations. Your insights are vital to shaping a
plan that is truly tailored to the needs and resources of Charleston County.

  Continued Updates and Feedback Solicitation

This workbook is not a static document, but a living, evolving tool. As we progress
through each stage of the Climate Action Plan, the workbook will be continuously
updated with the latest information, key findings, and specific requests for your
invaluable feedback. Often, these requests will take the form of short, succinct surveys
designed to gather your insights on various aspects of the plan. Charleston County
Sustainability Manager, Arielle Gerstein, will keep you informed of these updates and feedback
opportunities via timely emails.

Localizing the Plan

Localizing the climate action plan is a top priority for us. The challenges we face from climate
change in Charleston County may not be the same as those in other regions. Sea-level rise,
more intense hurricanes, flooding, and hotter summers require specific, localized solutions.

By creating a plan based on local realities, we can design policies and strategies that are more
effective, more efficient, and more equitable. But, to achieve this, we need your expertise, your
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understanding of our community, and your commitment to making Charleston County a leader
in resilience and sustainability.

We hope you'll use this workbook as a tool, a reference, and a guide in this journey we're
embarking on together. We're excited about the opportunities that lie ahead and the
difference we can make as a team.

Best wishes,

The SSG and Charleston County CAP Project Team
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Context + Background
The RSAC will support the development of the Climate Action Plan, the All-Hazard Vulnerability
& Risk Assessment, and any related County ordinances. The Committee will make
recommendations to the County Council about technical elements and action items related to
the Climate Action Plan, All-Hazard Vulnerability and Risk Assessment, and any ongoing
sustainability and resilience work.

RSAC Membership

Name Sector/Organization

Joe Boykin County Council Member

Sally Brooks Charleston County Staff

Diamond Curry Chamber of Commerce

TBD Higher Education Institution

Kyle James BCDCOG

Adrian Cain Homebuilders Association

Scott Curtis Resilience Technical Expert

Scott Runyon Energy

Stewart Weinberg Sustainability Technical Expert

First RSAC Meeting Presentation
Link to SSG’s first presentation to the RSAC. (Image is a link)
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Second RSAC Meeting
The workbook was presented for discussion.

Third RSAC Meeting: 19 September 2023
In this meeting we reviewed the modeling assumptions for the low-carbon pathway and target
options for the low-carbon target.

Important links + background information:

● Low-carbon assumptions [review slides 6-25]
● Low-carbon targets discussion paper with options [paper linked here]
● Feedback survey [form linked here]
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The SECAT has discussed the low-carbon assumptions and the SSG team will review them with
the RSAC in this meeting.

The SECAT did not arrive at a final target recommendation, they expressed support for the:

● Science-based target and
● The Federal target option.

Both of those targets are explained in the targets discussion paper.

Pre-meeting questions for the SSG team:

● No pre-meeting questions were asked.

Fourth RSAC Meeting: 25 October 2023
Topic: Implementation Planning and “First look” at the Draft Low-carbon Scenario

Presentation link: 25 October 2023

Community Questionnaire: please take and share! Open until Dec 15, 2023

Evaluation form on the meeting: https://form.typeform.com/to/IpQ5Onff

Feedback request to RSAC members:

● Please list any major initiatives, programs, or goals you have underway or planned for
the short-to-medium term that might intersect the major emissions areas:
transportation, buildings, energy, and land use. (We'll see if there are ways to leverage
them for more resources or to integrate direct climate actions.)

○ BCDCOG
■ Map with ongoing transportation projects in the region
■ Lowcountry Rapid Transit + Transit-oriented Development Study
■ LowcountryGo Vanpool + Emergency Ride Home
■ CARTA

● Amenities (shelter expansion, payment app, on-board WiFi, etc.)
● Beach Reach (seasonal beach shuttle between Mt. P and IOP)
● Regional Human Services Transportation Coordination Plan
● Downtown Charleston Transit Study
● On-Demand
● Fleet Electrification
● Regional park-and-rides
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https://www.ridecarta.com/services/ondemand/
https://bcdcog.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CARTA-Electric-Bus-Master-Plan_Final-Draft_5.25.22.pdf
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■ Plans and projects in development

● CHATS Long-range Transportation Plan
● CHATS Congestion Management Process
● CHATS Regional Intelligent Transportation Systems Architecture
● BCDCOG Regional Micromobility Plan
● BCDCOG US-52 Corridor Study
● BCDCOG Regional Electric Vehicle Strategy (coordinated CFI

submission)
● FRA Railroad Crossing Elimination Grant for at-grade crossing

sensors
● CORE SC “smart corridor” designation
● USDOT Thriving Communities Program for Remount Rd and

Reynolds Ave
● Dorchester Road transit signal prioritization pilot

● Please let SSG know of any questions you have regarding the draft low-carbon scenario,
in this workbook (below) or through Arielle.

Draft Low-carbon Scenario as of 25 October 2023 (updated Oct 30 2023)
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What does this scenario mean?

● Provides a blueprint for implementation planning by showing how much and how
quickly emissions need to be reduced in each of the sectors.

● Actions must all be implemented in order to reach the low-carbon (climate pollution
reduction) targets.

● Shows the relative impact of each of the actions.
● Highlights the importance of low-emissions electricity in meeting our climate goals.
● Target used to create this scenario for 2035: science-based, with 2020 as a base year.

Example: Residential Building Retrofit Actions

● Switches from fossil fuels to electricity.
● Improves insulation and building envelope.
● Reduces total energy demand.
● Reduces costs to heat/cool houses.
● More efficient houses hold temperature longer in power outages.
● Deep emissions reductions require low-emissions electricity source, including solar

panels, and other renewable energy options.
● Including battery storage or other energy storage can increase ability to withstand

power outages.
How does this action happen? And when?

● Implementation planning helps answer that part of the equation by factoring in: funding
opportunities, feasibility, county capacity, and community priorities.

Questions about the draft low-carbon scenario from RSAC members:

● Please ask your questions here.
● Can we see the data and assumptions being used in the model?

○ Yes. The assumptions used for this round were presented in the
previous meeting, and the latest are found here. All data and
assumptions used in each phase of modeling will be shared in a Data,
Methods, and Assumptions Manual (DMA) when the modeling is
complete. Until it is complete, we share the assumptions in “real time”
with you, as the assumptions get modified through the acquisition of
new data and feedback from the engagement process. In addition, a
table of the final modeled assumptions will be included in the final
Climate Action Plan report.
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○ For the current set of assumptions that were used in the Oct 25th, 2023

draft LC modeling see here
○ Thanks for sharing the link to the updated Google Sheet. The Draft

Low-Carbon (Modeled) Scenario graph from 10/25/2023 shows separate
strategies for “Transportation Shift to Green Fuels” and “Electrify
Commercial Vehicles”. During the 10/25/2023 meeting, Amber noted
that “Transportation Shift to Green Fuels” was modeled as a transition
to Hydrogen. Municipal and commercial fleet transition in the Google
Sheet shows 50% Hydrogen mix by 2050. Are these assumptions
separating out the CO2e reduction estimates for the Hydrogen
transition from the municipal and commercial vehicle electrification
estimates?

○ Yes. To clarify “Transportation Shift to Green Fuels” is for
transportation other than on-road (ie: rail, marine, aviation).

● What can we do, zoning-wise? How do we change the ordinance? Parking lots,
redeveloping properties, EV stations per parking spaces?

● From RSAC Meeting - Why is the Municipal Fleet action showing a greater
impact on emissions reduction than Transit and Active Infrastructure
improvements, commercial vehicle electrification, and personal use vehicle
electrification combined?

○ The graph looks like these two actions are equivalent,but at the
community level it is difficult to see that transit and active mode
infrastructure improvements have a cumulative emissions reduction of
929 ktonnes CO2e while the municipal fleet electrification has a
cumulative reduction of 158 ktonnes CO2e. Also worth noting that this
model run does not include the updated transportation modeling from
BCDCOG yet, instead I assumed that by 2040 transit mode share will
increase countywide to 10%, and active trips will double for short trips

○ Then perhaps I am misreading the Draft Low-Carbon (Modeled) Scenario
graph from 10/25/2023, or the colors are mislabeled. But it appears
clear that the “Electrify County Fleet” strategy has a greater estimated
impact than “Electrify Commercial Use Vehicle”, “Electrify Personal Use
Vehicles”, and “Transit and Active Infrastructure Expansion” combined
in the graph. Would you be able to share a table with the estimated
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CO2e reduction for each category or add the cumulative estimate to the
graph?

○ Thank you for pointing that out, there was a labeling error in the
designed wedge diagram above that I missed. The big wedge is Personal
Use Vehicles, with County Fleet electrification being a much smaller
sliver. I had our designer fix that and reloaded the diagram. I trust this
is much clearer.

○ For transportation strategies, are disincentives (such as parking
maximums, parking surge charges for peak periods, tolling, and
congestion pricing) being considered?

● The heating degree days and cooling degree days in the assumptions table do
not seem to match the source data from Climate Explorer.

○ They were written in ℃-days instead of ℉-days, I have changed the
assumption sheet to show them in ℉-days

Fifth RSAC Meeting: 12 December 2023
Topic: Implementation Planning, continued

RSAC Meeting 5 - Presentation

Requests for the RSAC:

1. Review the Prioritization Criteria + Considerations (slide graphics
below) and share any additional reactions, feedback, suggestions, or
questions:
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2. Review the revised Prioritization Scoring weights and the SECAT’s
feedback (slide graphics and SECAT feedback below) and share any
additional reactions, feedback, suggestions, or questions:
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Prioritization Scoring - SECAT Feedback

● Concerned that equity weight is too low

● Political will should be a 5 - “Nothing gets done without County approval.”

● “Cost and capacity are closely related - they should be closer or the same in weight”

● “Is it possible to forecast for or calculate County Readiness? How would we do that?”

● Incentive programs will rank higher in feasibility; regulatory measures will rank lower

3. Review RSAC Meeting 5 Roundtable Discussion questions and add any
additional responses or comments below each bulleted question:

● How can we incorporate Charleston County-specific, local equity priorities into potential

actions?

● What other considerations should we keep in mind while narrowing down criteria and

potential actions?

○ Ex: significant/rapid population growth in the County; plans for new County

facilities
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● Can you think of examples from your work or programs/projects from around the

County that focus on equity issues and also positively impact GHG emissions, air
quality, or pollution?

● What will help us get to a final draft and proposed actions that are feasible, impactful,

and beneficial to the County?

● Any other questions or comments to share?

RSAC CAP Project Recommendations
● Low-carbon assumption recommendations, done.

● Target recommendation: no defined recommendation. SSG has used the science based

option, based on discussions in the RSAC and SECAT meetings.

Sixth RSAC Meeting: 6 February 2024
Topic: Draft Plan Overview

RSAC Meeting 6 - Presentation Part 1 Financial Impacts

RSAC Meeting 6 - Presentation Part 2 Timeline and General Info

Requests for the RSAC:

Review the Draft Document Here by February 16

Consider the following:

● Is there anything missing?

● Is there any incorrect information?

● Has equity been given the appropriate considerations?

● What is most exciting?

● What is most concerning?

As discussed in the meeting: Rewiring America calculator for household credits and rebates.
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Project Background
About the Charleston County Climate Action Plan Process
Charleston County is developing a Climate Action Plan (CAP) that is equity-centered,
community-based, integrated, and capable of achieving deep emissions reductions goals. The
CAP will review previous efforts, identify targets, describe the need for and benefit from the
CAP using best practices for goal setting and forecasting emissions. The CAP will also assess
the risks that the County will face from the impact of climate and non-climate stressors.

Charleston County’ CAP will be developed through two main and interrelated work streams:
technical modeling, analytics, and engagement.

Technical Modeling Process

The technical analytics team will undertake modeling and data analysis to support the creation
of the CAP. First, they will build upon the current community greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory,
to measure and report on Charleston County’s current greenhouse gas emissions. Then, the
team will use our modeling technology to project a “business-as-usual” (BAU) scenario
extending to 2050. This scenario will be a projection of energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions in Charleston County should the community continue with its current trends, plans,
policies, and practices, and assumes no additional policy or climate action intervention.

Based on the gap between BAU and the target identified, the team will develop a low-carbon
scenario to analyze what measures need to be taken for Charleston County to
achieve its climate goals. Examples of measures include residential energy efficiency
retrofits, the electrification of transportation, changes in land-use, district energy systems,
community energy generation opportunities, and approaches to development in new growth
areas, among other opportunities.

Engagement 

The engagement team will focus on engaging interested and affected parties, including the
public to ensure the CAP is rooted in the realities of and opportunities in Charleston County,
and to help build public support for the plan. The engagement plan details who will be
engaged and how, as well as how to foster ongoing engagement, support, and participation in
the implementation of actions to reduce emissions. The engagement plan will incorporate a
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mix of engagement techniques depending on the needs of the affected parties. Insights from
the engagement process will shape the aspects of the technical analysis that form the basis of
the CAP.

Charleston County Climate Action Plan Decision Statement
By Spring/Summer 2024, the County Council for Charleston County will approve the County’s
climate action plan, outlining a pathway to a low-carbon target by 2050, with an interim target
for 2035, while reflecting the knowledge, input, and perspectives of the community.

Key Project Outputs

● Social Equity: The CAP will assess impacts on different communities and groups in
Charleston County, and how Plan implementation will address social equity
considerations.

● Benefits Framing: The CAP will evaluate the benefits of climate action and focus on
how the plan’s elements will improve community well-being.

● Implementation Evaluation: The CAP will assess the costs and benefits of action,
and the costs of inaction compared with climate action.

● Partnerships: The CAP will incorporate a strategy for engaging partners in designing
and implementing actions, and mechanisms to report on and enhance those
partnerships for community benefit.

● Performance progress: The plan will establish a system to track progress over time,
including GHG emissions, benchmarks, alignment with overall scope, and strategy
performance metrics. The system will be capable of being used for annual updates as
well as incremental tracking over the course of the year.

Project Deliverables + Givens
● Project end date: April 2024
● BAU + BAP
● Low Carbon Scenario (LCS) and Action Strategies
● Interim low-carbon target for 2035 and 2050
● RSAC Collaboration
● Staff Expert Climate Advisory Team (SECAT) Collaboration
● General Public Collaboration (Workshops and Town Hall)
● CAP and Implementation Plan
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Project Glossary
BAU: business-as-usual modeling projection, showing projected greenhouse gas emissions for
Charleston County from 2020 (base year) to 2050, if nothing new happens with respect to
reducing emissions.

BAP: business-as-planned modeling projection, showing projected greenhouse gas emissions
for Charleston County from 2020 (base year) to 2050, including current policies that impact
greenhouse gas emissions reductions, but not a low-carbon policy intervention.

CAP: Climate Action Plan.

LCS: low-carbon scenario; modeling of low-carbon actions needed, in total, to reduce
Charleston County’s scope 1 and scope 2 emissions to the intended low-carbon target.

RSAC: resilience and sustainability advisory committee.

SECAT: staff expert climate action team.

SSG: Sustainability Solutions Group (project consultants).
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Project Active Public
Engagement
Climate Action Planning 101 Webinar
A “Climate Action Planning 101” webinar was held on , with approximately 30Jun 22, 2023

people attending. The Robert Lunz Group of the Sierra Club partnered with the County to host
the online event.

● The webinar recording can be found here.
● Survey evaluation results are here.

Acting on Climate Together: Impacts of Extreme Weather Events
in Charleston County
This public webinar was held on October 10, 2023 on Zoom webinar platform.

● The webinar recording can be found here.
● Presentation slides are here.
● Results from Mentimeter activities are here.

Acting on Climate Together: Solutions for Charleston County
This webinar was held on January 18, 2024 on Zoom webinar platform.

● The webinar recording can be found here
● Presentation slides are here.
● Results from Mentimeter activities are here.
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Technical Engagement

SECAT Meetings
The first meeting of the SECAT will take place and will review the project processJul 11, 2023

and the initial BAU + BAP projections. These will be shared in this workbook for RSAC review as
well.

2020 Draft Base Year Projection
As we embark on this journey to create a comprehensive Climate Action Plan, establishing a
solid baseline is crucial. Therefore, we have designated 2020 as our base year for emissions
projections. This means all our greenhouse gas emissions data, strategies, and goals moving
forward will be compared and evaluated against the data gathered in this year. By using 2020
as a benchmark, we can accurately track our progress, identify areas for improvement, and
ensure that our climate action strategies are effectively reducing emissions in Charleston
County.

Model Calibration
Our model is essentially a simplified representation of a system, used to predict or understand
future behavior or phenomena. We integrate fuels, sectors and land-use to enable a
bottom-up accounting for energy supply and demand. For any given year, the model traces the
flows and energy transformations from sources through energy currencies (eg: electricity and
gasoline) to end-uses (e.g., space heating and personal vehicle use) to energy costs and GHG
emissions.

Model Calibration is a critical step in the process. Local data for the baseline year is used to
ensure the model’s accuracy for the Charleston county context. This involves verifying the
model structure logic so that differences between observed (real-world measurements) and
predicted (model-derived) values are minimized.

The aim is to refine the model so that it can accurately reproduce the behavior of the system
under study and can therefore be trusted to make reliable predictions about future emissions
under different scenarios.
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In the context of climate change and emissions modeling, calibration might involve adjusting
assumptions related to the energy use intensity per square foot of specific building archetypes
to meet the known electricity use in the county for the base year.

Once a model has been properly calibrated, it becomes a powerful tool for understanding how
different actions or policy interventions might impact future emissions, allowing
decision-makers to choose the most effective strategies for achieving their climate action goals.

2020 Draft Base Year

The above graph illustrates the County’s emissions by fuel source and shows that emissions
from imported electricity, used primarily for space conditioning, is the largest source of
emissions. Fuel use from various transportation activities are also having a large impact.
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Breaking down emission sources by sector illustrates what activities are impacting the emission
landscape. In Charleston, transportation activities have the greatest impact on emissions.
Buildings also represent a large portion of the emissions generated. Understanding the most
significant sources of emissions by both fuel source and sector in Charleston will help decision
makers create impactful reduction strategies.

BAU + BAP Model Projection
Happened in July 2023.

LCS Projection
Scheduled for Fall 2023.

Implementation Framework
Work to be completed with Civix. Expect to see updates in the Fall of 2023 and at future RSAC
meetings.
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Recommend a multi-stage evaluation framework that will allow the project team to help inform
the community and county council on the tradeoffs of potential strategies:

● Stage 1
○ Cost Effectiveness: Estimated greenhouse gas reduction and estimated cost

● Stage 2
○ Co-benefits: Combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis summarized

using Harvey balls diagram
○ Equity: Number of people from “disadvantaged populations” impacted

● Stage 3
○ County staff resources: qualitative (based on brief interviews with Co. staff)
○ County facilities: qualitative (based on brief interviews with Co. staff)

● Stage 4
○ Alignment with available funding
○ Partnerships needed to complete
○ Community readiness: qualitative (based on feedback from public engagement)

● Stage 5
○ Political will: qualitative (based on one-on-one meetings with Councilmembers)
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About this Workbook
Dear Staff + Expert Climate Action Team Members,

We're thrilled to welcome you to the Charleston County Climate Action Planning process. This
project represents our collective commitment to future generations, and the vital work
required to safeguard our natural resources, protect our communities, and ensure economic
sustainability in the face of climate change.

Purpose of This Workbook

The purpose of this workbook is twofold: to keep you informed about the developments at
every stage of the Climate Action Plan, and to actively seek and incorporate your valuable
feedback.

In the coming months, this workbook will serve as a bridge connecting our project team with
you, the SECAT members. It will provide updates on our progress, insights into our strategies,
and summaries of the data we gather. However, it is also a two-way street, a platform for you
to voice your questions, concerns, and recommendations. Your insights are vital to shaping a
plan that is truly tailored to the needs and resources of Charleston County.

  Continued Updates and Feedback Solicitation

This workbook is not a static document, but a living, evolving tool. As we progress
through each stage of the Climate Action Plan, the workbook will be continuously
updated with the latest information, key findings, and specific requests for your
invaluable feedback. Often, these requests will take the form of short, succinct surveys
designed to gather your insights on various aspects of the plan. Charleston County
Sustainability Manager, Arielle Gerstein, will keep you informed of these updates and feedback
opportunities via timely emails.

Localizing the Plan

Localizing the climate action plan is a top priority for us. The challenges we face from climate
change in Charleston County may not be the same as those in other regions. Sea-level rise,
more intense hurricanes, flooding, and hotter summers require specific, localized solutions.

By creating a plan based on local realities, we can design policies and strategies that are more
effective, more efficient, and more equitable. But, to achieve this, we need your expertise, your
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understanding of our community, and your commitment to making Charleston County a leader
in resilience and sustainability.

We hope you'll use this workbook as a tool, a reference, and a guide in this journey we're
embarking on together. We're excited about the opportunities that lie ahead and the
difference we can make as a team.

Best wishes,

The SSG and Charleston County CAP Project Team
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Context + Background
The SECAT’s purpose is to support the development of the Climate Action Plan. The Team will
make recommendations to the Project Team (SSG + Charleston County) about technical
elements and action items related to the Climate Action Plan.

SECAT Membership
● Katie McKain - City of Charleston

● Christine Von Kolnitz - MUSC

● Kristin Miguez - BCDCOG

● Belvin Olasov - Charleston Climate Coalition

● Flannery Wood - Town of James Island

● Cris Taylor - Charleston County Fleet

● Sally Brooks - Charleston County Planning

● Kip Watson - Charleston County Economic Development

● Michael Kennedy/Glenn Hill - Charleston County Facilities

● Melissa Gilroy - Charleston County Finance

● Shannon Whitehead – Town of Mt. Pleasant

● Adam MacConnell – City of North Charleston

● Rowan Emerson - Charleston Climate Coalition

First SECAT Meeting Presentation

Link to SSG’s first presentation to the SECAT. (Image is a link)
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Second SECAT Meeting – Aug 9, 2023

Link to SSG’s first presentation to the SECAT. (Image is a link)

Background reading

● Charleston County Target Options Paper (linked)
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● Draft Low-carbon Assumptions Spreadsheet (linked)

○ It should open to the “Scenario Assumptions” tab
○ The “LC Assumption” column, column I is what you want to have a look at.

Meeting Agenda

● https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ODs7FwkfO_eGBZw4iSNdTLO40c-NC8SvzAQmA
tNrVNU/edit?usp=sharing

● Meeting feedback form: https://form.typeform.com/to/goisVzdX

Questions in advance of the meeting

● Please ask any questions here, if you have them!
● Will the solar array at the pulp and paper mill be shut off when they close? It would be

good to plan for that to move somewhere within the County if they plan to move it.
● Should the County concern itself with this sort of thing?

Second SECAT Meeting Part 2: Low Carbon Assumptions

Link to SSG’s first presentation to the SECAT. (Image is a link)

Modeling Assumptions

Slides 17-32 summarize the current draft Low Carbon Scenario modeled assumptions. Our
target is net-zero emissions by 2050, so we need to change the assumptions to induce a faster
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and deeper reduction of GHG emissions.

The assumptions are grouped by sector. If you have questions about any of these
assumptions, or require further clarification please contact Arielle, or reach out to Camilla
(camilla@ssg.coop) or Amber (amber@ssg.coop) directly.

Request for Feedback

Over the next week, please review the Low Carbon Scenario assumptions, as well as the data
sources. We would like to confirm that the sources of data are appropriate for the current year
and BAP scenarios, and identify any additional information that may be missing.

We also welcome all comments and suggestions on how to change the assumptions to help us
meet the target. Please remember that these are only the assumptions in the model (the
“what” and the “when”), and we will discuss implementation strategies (the “who” and the “how”)
as the project progresses.

Third SECAT Meeting: Beginning of Implementation Planning and
Draft Low-carbon Scenario Review

Presentation link

Meeting feedback form

Community Questionnaire: please take and share! Open until Dec 15, 2023

Feedback request to SECAT members:

● Please let SSG know of any questions you have regarding the draft low-carbon scenario,
in this workbook (below) or through Arielle.

Questions for SECAT re: Charleston County Programs/Policies

● Please list any major initiatives, programs, or goals you have underway or planned for
the short-to-medium term that might intersect the major emissions areas:
transportation, buildings, energy, and land use. (We'll see if there are ways to leverage
them for more resources or to integrate direct climate actions.)

● What climate actions have been considered/undertaken at the County that might
indicate existing expertise or capacity in a certain sector?

● Does the County have existing partnerships with non-profits, community orgs, or
private sector that can be leveraged during the implementation of climate actions?
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● Which funding sources is the County currently using?
● Has the County considered or begun pursuing any IRA or BIL-funded initiatives?
● Which sustainability and resilience action areas are the Mayor and current City Council

most interested in? (Transportation, Energy Efficient Buildings, Complete Communities,
Renewable Energy, etc.)

● Is there staff capacity or interest for large, catalytic grant opportunities under the IRA?
For example, a Safe Streets for All Multimodal program?

● What is the County's involvement with the regional workforce training programs?
Especially with concerns to renewable energy or other green industries?

● Is there currently a bicycle and pedestrian plan or initiative? Or any related plans or
initiatives for the County?

● How has the EV charging station pilot program been working? Any metrics of use, costs
and revenues, success that we can use?

● Are staff members currently on any regional or state working groups that relate to
resilience and sustainability?

● There are a few County property taxes and incentives - 5-year Property Tax Abatement,
Fee-in-lieu of Property Taxes, and Multi-County Perks. Is there any interest in adding a
green energy or sustainability component to those incentives?

● What housing programs does the County currently run? Any weatherization or utilities
programs?

● What past community engagement efforts in the County have considered resilience and
sustainability?

Questions for SECAT Members re: specific County Programs + Initiatives

● Kristin Miguez, BCDCOG
○ What is the status of BCDCOG’s TOD Plan?

https://lowcountryrapidtransit.com/transit-oriented-development/

● Cris Taylor, Charleston County Fleet
○ What is the County’s current vehicle procurement process?
○ What is the lifecycle of the current fleet?

o To what extent has the County considered upgrading its fleet to electric or
zero emission vehicles?
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*Note: Cris shared that the issue with fleet electrification was not funding or political will, but
that the supply of electric trucks/vehicles made it impossible to procure

● Sally Brooks, Charleston County Planning
○ What land use or zoning measures have the County considered or implemented

to reduce GHG emissions?
○ Does the County have authority or capacity to require or incentivize solar farm

development? Rooftop solar on commercial or mixed-use developments?

● Michael Kennedy/Glenn Hill, Charleston County Facilities
○ To what extent has the County considered energy efficient building retrofits for

county buildings?
○ What is the feasibility of making energy efficient retrofits in government

buildings (e.g., upgrading HVAC, conducting energy audits, installing LED lighting,
solar panels, low-flow fixtures)?

Draft Low-carbon Scenario as of 25 October 2023.

(Another one will be made after this – we are receiving more transportation data that just
became available.)
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What does this scenario mean?

● Provides a blueprint for implementation planning by showing how much and how
quickly emissions need to be reduced in each of the sectors.

● Actions must all be implemented in order to reach the low-carbon (climate pollution
reduction) targets.

● Shows the relative impact of each of the actions.
● Highlights the importance of low-emissions electricity in meeting our climate goals.
● Target used to create this scenario for 2035: science-based, with 2020 as a base year.

Example: Residential Building Retrofit Actions

● Switches from fossil fuels to electricity.
● Improves insulation and building envelope.
● Reduces total energy demand.
● Reduces costs to heat/cool houses.
● More efficient houses hold temperature longer in power outages.
● Deep emissions reductions require low-emissions electricity source, including solar

panels, and other renewable energy options.
● Including battery storage or other energy storage can increase ability to withstand

power outages.
How does this action happen? And when?

● Implementation planning helps answer that part of the equation by factoring in: funding
opportunities, feasibility, county capacity, and community priorities.

Questions about the draft low-carbon scenario from SECAT members:

● Please ask your questions here.
● Can we see the data and assumptions being used in the model?

○ Yes. The assumptions used for this round were presented in the
previous meeting, and the latest are found here. All data and
assumptions used in each phase of modeling will be shared in a Data,
Methods, and Assumptions Manual (DMA) when the modeling is
complete. Until it is complete, we share the assumptions in “real time”
with you, as the assumptions get modified through the acquisition of
new data and feedback from the engagement process. In addition, a
table of the final modeled assumptions will be included in the final
Climate Action Plan report.
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○ For the current set of assumptions that were used in the Oct 25th, 2023

draft LC modeling see here

Fourth SECAT Meeting

Presentation link

Link to Dashboard, NOTE: the dashboard is not yet ready to be shared publicly as the project is
still on-going. This is for members of SECAT.

A few quick helpful hints for navigating the dashboard.

● You can add and remove scenarios using the Scenario Filter

● You can look at various details via the hamburger menu on the left hand side of the
website

● You can download the detailed data via the link on the right hand side of the website
that says “Download Data”
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FInancial Assumptions: This is a copy of the financial data that was used to shape our financial
analysis

Feedback request to SECAT members:

● Please let SSG or Arielle know of any questions you have regarding the financial
presentation and implementation planning, in this workbook (below) or through Arielle.

Questions for SECAT

● Add any questions about the financial analysis or implementation planning you
have for SSG, CIVIX or Arielle here.

SECAT Meeting 5 - Presentation

Requests for the SECAT:

Review the Draft Document Here by February 16.

Consider the following:

● Is there anything missing?

● Is there any incorrect information?

● Has equity been given the appropriate considerations?

● What is most exciting?

● What is most concerning?

SECAT CAP Project Recommendations
[To be completed as recommendations are arrived at.]

Targets and Low-carbon Assumptions Recommendations

● Science based or federal target.
○ Science based was chosen.
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Project Background
About the Charleston County Climate Action Plan Process
Charleston County is developing a Climate Action Plan (CAP) that is equity-centered,
community-based, integrated, and capable of achieving deep emissions reductions goals. The
CAP will review previous efforts, identify targets, describe the need for and benefit from the
CAP using best practices for goal setting and forecasting emissions. The CAP will also assess
the risks that the County will face from the impact of climate and non-climate stressors.

Charleston County’ CAP will be developed through two main and interrelated work streams:
technical modeling, analytics, and engagement.

Technical Modeling Process

The technical analytics team will undertake modeling and data analysis to support the creation
of the CAP. First, they will build upon the current community greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory,
to measure and report on Charleston County’s current greenhouse gas emissions. Then, the
team will use our modeling technology to project a “business-as-usual” (BAU) scenario
extending to 2050. This scenario will be a projection of energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions in Charleston County should the community continue with its current trends, plans,
policies, and practices, and assumes no additional policy or climate action intervention.

Based on the gap between BAU and the target identified, the team will develop a low-carbon
scenario to analyze what measures need to be taken for Charleston County to
achieve its climate goals. Examples of measures include residential energy efficiency
retrofits, the electrification of transportation, changes in land-use, district energy systems,
community energy generation opportunities, and approaches to development in new growth
areas, among other opportunities.

Engagement 

The engagement team will focus on engaging interested and affected parties, including the
public to ensure the CAP is rooted in the realities of and opportunities in Charleston County,
and to help build public support for the plan. The engagement plan details who will be
engaged and how, as well as how to foster ongoing engagement, support, and participation in
the implementation of actions to reduce emissions. The engagement plan will incorporate a
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mix of engagement techniques depending on the needs of the affected parties. Insights from
the engagement process will shape the aspects of the technical analysis that form the basis of
the CAP.

Charleston County Climate Action Plan Decision Statement
By Spring/Summer 2024, the County Council for Charleston County will approve the County’s
climate action plan, outlining a pathway to a low-carbon target by 2050, with an interim target
for 2035, while reflecting the knowledge, input, and perspectives of the community.

Key Project Outputs

● Social Equity: The CAP will assess impacts on different communities and groups in
Charleston County, and how Plan implementation will address social equity
considerations.

● Benefits Framing: The CAP will evaluate the benefits of climate action and focus on
how the plan’s elements will improve community well-being.

● Implementation Evaluation: The CAP will assess the costs and benefits of action,
and the costs of inaction compared with climate action.

● Partnerships: The CAP will incorporate a strategy for engaging partners in designing
and implementing actions, and mechanisms to report on and enhance those
partnerships for community benefit.

● Performance progress: The plan will establish a system to track progress over time,
including GHG emissions, benchmarks, alignment with overall scope, and strategy
performance metrics. The system will be capable of being used for annual updates as
well as incremental tracking over the course of the year.

Project Deliverables + Givens
● Project end date: April 2024
● BAU + BAP
● Low Carbon Scenario (LCS) and Action Strategies
● Interim low-carbon target for 2035 and 2050
● RSAC Collaboration
● Staff Expert Climate Advisory Team (SECAT) Collaboration
● General Public Collaboration (Workshops and Town Hall)
● CAP and Implementation Plan
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Project Glossary
BAU: business-as-usual modeling projection, showing projected greenhouse gas emissions for
Charleston County from 2020 (base year) to 2050, if nothing new happens with respect to
reducing emissions.

BAP: business-as-planned modeling projection, showing projected greenhouse gas emissions
for Charleston County from 2020 (base year) to 2050, including current policies that impact
greenhouse gas emissions reductions, but not a low-carbon policy intervention.

CAP: Climate Action Plan.

LCS: low-carbon scenario; modeling of low-carbon actions needed, in total, to reduce
Charleston County’s scope 1 and scope 2 emissions to the intended low-carbon target.

RSAC: resilience and sustainability advisory committee.

SECAT: staff expert climate action team.

SSG: Sustainability Solutions Group (project consultants).
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Project Active Public
Engagement
Climate Action Planning 101 Webinar
A “Climate Action Planning 101” webinar was held on , with approximately 30Jun 22, 2023

people attending. The Robert Lunz Group of the Sierra Club partnered with the County to host
the online event.

● The webinar recording can be found here.
● Survey evaluation results are here.

Acting on Climate Together: Impacts of Extreme Weather Events
in Charleston County
This public webinar was held on October 10, 2023 on Zoom webinar platform.

● The webinar recording can be found here.
● Presentation slides are here.
● Results from Mentimeter activities are here.

Acting on Climate Together: Solutions for Charleston County
This webinar was held on January 18, 2024 on Zoom webinar platform.

● The webinar recording can be found here
● Presentation slides are here.
● Results from Mentimeter activities are here
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Technical Engagement

SECAT Meetings
The first meeting of the SECAT will take place and will review the project processJul 10, 2023

and the initial BAU + BAP projections. These will be shared in this workbook for SECAT review
as well.

2020 Draft Base Year Projection
As we embark on this journey to create a comprehensive Climate Action Plan, establishing a
solid baseline is crucial. Therefore, we have designated 2020 as our base year for emissions
projections. This means all our greenhouse gas emissions data, strategies, and goals moving
forward will be compared and evaluated against the data gathered in this year. By using 2020
as a benchmark, we can accurately track our progress, identify areas for improvement, and
ensure that our climate action strategies are effectively reducing emissions in Charleston
County.

Model Calibration
Our model is essentially a simplified representation of a system, used to predict or understand
future behavior or phenomena. We integrate fuels, sectors and land-use to enable a
bottom-up accounting for energy supply and demand. For any given year, the model traces the
flows and energy transformations from sources through energy currencies (eg: electricity and
gasoline) to end-uses (e.g., space heating and personal vehicle use) to energy costs and GHG
emissions.

Model Calibration is a critical step in the process. Local data for the baseline year is used to
ensure the model’s accuracy for the Charleston county context. This involves verifying the
model structure logic so that differences between observed (real-world measurements) and
predicted (model-derived) values are minimized.

The aim is to refine the model so that it can accurately reproduce the behavior of the system
under study and can therefore be trusted to make reliable predictions about future emissions
under different scenarios.
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In the context of climate change and emissions modeling, calibration might involve adjusting
assumptions related to the energy use intensity per square foot of specific building archetypes
to meet the known electricity use in the county for the base year.

Once a model has been properly calibrated, it becomes a powerful tool for understanding how
different actions or policy interventions might impact future emissions, allowing
decision-makers to choose the most effective strategies for achieving their climate action goals.

Data, Methods, and Assumptions (DMA) Manual
● Link for the DMA with the data sources and assumptions used in the modeling process,

when ready.

2020 Draft Base Year

The above graph illustrates the County’s emissions by fuel source and shows that emissions
from imported electricity, used primarily for space conditioning, is the largest source of
emissions. Fuel use from various transportation activities are also having a large impact.
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Breaking down emission sources by sector illustrates what activities are impacting the emission
landscape. In Charleston, transportation activities have the greatest impact on emissions.
Buildings also represent a large portion of the emissions generated. Understanding the most
significant sources of emissions by both fuel source and sector in Charleston will help decision
makers create impactful reduction strategies.

BAU + BAP Model Projection
Presented in SECAT meeting 1 on .Jul 11, 2023

LCS Projection
Scheduled for Fall 2023. Feedback request coming in Summer 2023.

Implementation Framework
Work to be completed with Civix. Expect to see updates in the Fall of 2023 and at future SECAT
meetings.
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Big Moves  
of the Charleston County’s CAP

Big Move N° Action

1
Affordable  
and Resilient 
Buildings

1 All new municipal buildings are net-zero.

2 Develop a high-performance building performance standard (BPS) for new 
residential and commercial buildings.

3 Apply zoning incentives for any housing type that is net zero emissions, with 
additional bonuses for net-zero, affordable housing projects.

4 Incorporate low carbon considerations into planning approvals.

5 Incentivize developers to prioritize heat pumps, heat pump hot water tanks, 
and induction c